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The Best

There is

no

place in this country over which the Genius of Antiquity lingers

architectural wrecks that have been

or

spared

are

in themselves too far

rather the ruins of ruins. Few of them have left

this

Pompeii

even

their outlines

less disturbed

by the

claims of antiquity are
in

more

impressively. The

They

are

literally ruins,

than discoverable. But

improves the mysteriousness of the fragments...

And the associations of ancient venerableness which

are

gone.

so

repugnance

of later

ages

than in

any

belongs

so

place that I

peculiarly to St. Andrews
can

think of, where the

opposed to those of living convenience. The colleges which, though

comparison with the cathedral, the tower, and the castle,

are

coeval with the

age

young

of the

Reformation, instead of interfering with the sentiment of the place, bring down the evidence of its

learning into

a nearer

It is the

wish for

as

asylum of repose

little town

the academical

period, and prolong the appropriate feelings...

as

-

a

city of refuge for those who cannot live in the country, but

possible. And all this in unison with the ruins, the still surviving edifices,

institutions, and the past history of the place. On the whole, it is the best Pompeii in

Scotland. If the

professors and the youths be not studious and learned, it must be their

They have everything to excite their ambition

anything

more were

miles of the most

—

own

fault.

books, tranquillity, and old inspiration. And if

wanting, they have it in their extensive links, their singular rocks, and their

admirable, hard, dry sand. There cannot be better

Lord

sea

walks.

Cockburn, Circuit Journeys (1888)
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ABSTRACT

Photography had

some

of its earliest applications in Scotland, at St. Andrews,

as a

result of the

friendship and collaboration between Sir David Brewster, Principal of the United College of St
Leonard and St Salvator, and William

calotype

processes.

Given the limitations of the
stable

Henry Fox Talbot, inventor of the photogenic drawing and

objects

were

critical to the

new

success

art of photography

in its early stages of development,

of its images. Architectural monuments therefore

presented themselves

as

photography joined

pre-existing tradition of illustrating famous architectural monuments,

a

interesting and cooperative subjects. Moreover, with this choice of subject,

tradition for which there

governing how buildings
This thesis

was

already

were to

a

popular market and

a set

a

of established conventions

be recorded.

investigates the

manner

in which the calotype followed

or

expanded

upon

previously established conventions of documenting architecture. More specifically, it is concerned
to

explore the extent to which the tradition of photography in St. Andrews reinforced the

prominence of particular buildings and influenced the
It will do

detailed

so

through

a

way

in which these buildings

consideration of the technical aspects of the calotype

process,

depicted.

and through

a

investigation of A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, by David Octavius Hill and

Robert Adamson. This album is

one

of the earliest instances

recording prominent buildings using the calotype

process.

of, and

an

elaborate attempt at,

The thesis will

compare

photographic views with the tradition of pre-photographic representations of the
see

were

what similarities exist, and where the

these

same

subjects, to

photographic views depart from this tradition.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the material and information in this thesis

the town of St.
the

calotype

Andrews, focusing

process

illustrate this,

leading

up to

on

concerns

the visual

representation and history of

its vital contribution to the development and advancement of

the publication of A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. To

examples from contemporaneous

sources, as

well

as

manuscript

sources

publications that predate A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, will be drawn
Information and illustrations from earlier
the St. Andrews album its role in the
In 1846,

and

upon.

calotype albums will also be discussed in order to

application of the calotype

process to

secure

architecture.

David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson published an album of photographs

illustrating architectural monuments and views in and around the ancient ecclesiastical burgh of St.
Andrews, Scotland's oldest university town. This album of St. Andrews images was produced
within

seven

photographic

years

of the invention of photography and

process

was one

of the first examples of the

to be published, yet it has received relatively little attention in the literature on

early photography. Even the catalogue of The Royal Scottish Academy published in 1917 does not
include this album in its list of Hill's

calotype projects, despite the fact that Hill served

Secretary to the Academy from 1830

-

reference to the album,

as

the

1869.' On occasion, one does come across a passing

and the importance of the team of Hill and Adamson has long been

recognized; however, the most substantial review to date of this particular Hill and Adamson
collaboration is
this

an

article

by Graham Smith, published in the early

early calotype album and

illustrated

a

consideration of its role in the development of photographically

publications have yet to be presented.

This lack of scholarly

research affects not only this specific album of architectural

monuments, however; it is an instance of a broader

1

neglect in the world of art historical research.

Rinder, Frank. The Royal Scottish Academy 1826 - 1916: A Complete List of the exhibited
Works by Raeburn and by Academicians, Associates and Hon. Members, giving details of
those Works in Public Galleries. Bath:

2

1980s.2 An extended review of

Kingsmead Reprints, 1975,

p.

169.

Smith, Graham. "Calotype Views of St. Andrews" in History of Photography, 7:3, July-

September 1983,

pp.

207-236.

2

The

study of early architectural photography is still very much in its infancy. As Richard Pare

states:

been

importance of photographs of architecture in the development of photography has not

"The

adequately acknowledged by scholars

or

the general

public."3 There are of course important

exceptions to this general neglect, and in Chapter One I attempt to situate A Series of Calotype
Views

of St. Andrews within the list of early albums that

contributions to

are

acknowledged to have made important

early architectural photography. But this thesis will explore not only the

relationship between early photography and architecture specific to this album and St. Andrews. It
will also argue

that A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, like

many

other early photographic

albums, played a more global role. It was an important contributor to a long-standing tradition of
the documentation of great monuments,

which

conventions of the Grand Tour of an earlier

Victorian era,

owing to

Scholars
that year, at

was

grounded in the continental training and

generation. This tradition continued through the

ever-growing interest in travel literature

an

generally date the beginnings of photography to 1839, for it

was on

the Institut de France, that Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre revealed his invention, the

daguerreotype, to the world. It is important to recognise, however, that photography
invented

by this

continued
the

one

over a

"negative"

after many

August 19 of

as

individual at this single moment in time. Its invention

number of years,

on

was a process

that

and included other individuals who struggled with the concept of

well, reinventing and adapting the

failed attempts

was not

processes

involved. Only at the end of 1840,

the part of various parties, did the general principles of "photography"

begin to take shape.
Records show that

chemist,
we

was

a

Niepce

of inspiration

daguerreotype

came

camera

we

might refer to

obscura

as

early

as

into contact with Daguerre in 1826, thus suggesting Niepce

as a

1816, and
as

the

guiding Daguerre's experimentation and eventual perfection of the

process.

Indeed, although Niepce died in 1833,

Daguerre concerning the joint research that they

3

scientist whom today

experimenting with fixing the image from the

know that

source

Nicephore Niepce,

were

a

contract did exist between him and

engaged in: perfecting the chemical fixing

Pare, Richard. Photography and Architecture: 1839-1939. Montreal: Canadian Centre for

3

technique. Another individual who concurrently influenced the direction of early photography, with
the "direct

positive"

response to

direct

process,

but

was not

recognized publicly at the time, was Hippolyte Bayard. In

this oversight by the government and the scientific community, Bayard presented

positive print of himself, Self-Portrail

his fictitious suicide

as

his

only

recourse

as a

Drowned Man, in

an attempt to

for not being acknowledged publicly

Lastly, the final figure in the triad of prominent figures of early photography
Fox Talbot. Talbot

while

his

on

approached the problem from the perspective of the

honeymoon to Lake Como in 1833, to fix the image that

his machine, and

meeting with mixed

success.

unfortunately his scholarly interests took

a

as

was

draw attention to

Daguerre had been.

was

camera

a

William Henry

lucida, attempting,

created by the

sun

within

Talbot continued his researches through 1835, when

different turn and he

was

distracted from his

experimentation in early photography by his interests in mathematics and classical languages. It
was

not until

had

apparently been leaked before Daguerre's public announcement), that the Englishman resumed

January 1839, when

his research and
then read

a

news

of the daguerreotype reached Talbot (news of the invention

displayed his photogenic drawings at the Royal Institution,

paper on

the subject to the Royal Society

on

January

period that followed Daguerre's public announcement, these
scientific

January 25, and

31.4 During the critical two-year

men

each made contributions to the

community and established the groundwork and direction in the early years of the

development of what
William

we

know today

as

photography.

Henry Fox Talbot is the central figure from whom

understanding of the calotype
and

on

process.

we

will begin

our journey to an

Talbot was born in Dorset in 1800 and educated at Harrow

Cambridge. Once of age, he made his home at Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire. Talbot

was a

prolific reader who was accomplished in mathematics, Assyriology, optics, etymology, botany, and
theoretical

from

4

physics,

as

well

as

other disciplines. We know that Talbot held twelve patents (ranging

photography to railroads), and that he published

more

than fifty scientific

papers

Architecture, 1982, p. 26.
Frizot, Michel. A New History of Photography. Koln: Konemann, 1998, p. 27.

and

seven

4

books

(including The Pencil ofNature). He

fellow of the

Given its introduction of a "latent

image" and of a negative from which multiple prints

photography. His work is concisely outlined by Larry Schaaf, who divides

Talbot's contributions into four basic

Within the

categories:

negative/positive

process

originally started with

a

for which he is best known,

print-out process (most commonly termed

photogenic drawing), where the image
Talbot later

improved

commonly known
of light.

as

on

was

created directly with solar

the print-out process with

a

developed-out

energy.

process

Because of the strong association of Talbot's reputation with the

less well known. Yet these

Talbot
any
a

a

(most

the calotype), where chemical reduction amplified the action

negative/positive approach, his considerable efforts with direct positive
are

a

Talbot's research and experimental work has long been acknowledged as the

foundation of modern

Talbot

member of the Royal Astronomical Society and

Society.5

Royal

could be made,

was a

frontal assault

on

were

highly important, for they represented for

the domain of the rival

ability to fix

or

success

of

dependent

on

Daguerreotype. The

of these three broad approaches to image making, however,

fourth factor: Talbot's

processes

was

stabilize the results to make them

permanent.6
Talbot called his

developed-out

"beautiful, good,

useful."7 Talbot took

1841

8842), which read

(patent

1.

no.

Brush

apply

a

a

as

the 'calotype,' from the Greek word kalos, meaning
out an English patent for the calotype process on 8 February

follows:

solution of silver nitrate

on

to a sheet of paper.

solution of potassium iodide. This

and is not
2.

process

paper can

6

7

be kept for

a

long time

particularly light sensitive.

To use, coat

the iodised

paper,

in darkness, with

gallic acid, and acetic acid. This makes the
5

Leave it to dry, then

a

mixture of silver nitrate,

paper very

light-sensitive.

Schaaf, Larry J. H. Fox Talbot's The Pencil of Nature, Anniversary Facsimile, New York 1989,
p. 10.
Schaaf, Larry J. Records of the Dawn of Photography: Talbot's Notebooks P & Q. Cambridge
University Press, 1996, p. xvi.
Frizot, Michel. A New History of Photography. Koln: Konemann, 1998, p. 61.

5

This

3.

"calotype paper" is placed in the

of the lens, which has been
The

4.

with

exposed
a

paper, on

further

in

appear

a

obscura, in the focusing plane

properly adjusted, and the

which

no

exposure

made.

image is visible, is treated in the laboratory

coating of gallo-nitrate of silver, which makes the image

few minutes.

Finally, the image is fixed in

5.

camera

a

solution of hypo, then washed in water and

dried.8

This creates what is

placed

on a

now

known

piece of salted

silver nitrate solution and

paper

negative. In order to produce

as a

("paper soaked in

a

dried") and exposed to the

It is this

prints from

sun

paper

over

as

long

as

half an hour; "the

negative.
same

image that represents the biggest

the daguerreotype. The daguerreotype and calotype

processes are

they both take pictures by the impression of light, but they differ greatly in their

details and their visual
silver-coated

single

for perhaps

dried."9 Calotypes may provide an unlimited

ability to produce multiple prints of the

advantage of the calotype
similar in that

a

(positive) print, the negative is

solution of sodium chloride then coated with

print is then fixed with hypo, thoroughly washed, and
number of positive

a

qualities. While calotypes

are

made

on paper,

daguerreotypes

use

plates of

copper,10 for example, and the rough surface of the paper is frequently cited as

responsible for the calotype's lack of detail when compared with the clarity of the daguerreotype.
Calotypes,

on

the other hand, present

tones to the faintest

claims, "the

more

as

was never

8

Ibid. pp.
Ibid. pp.

10
11

of tonal qualities, from deep, saturated, sombre

a

subject with

more

of an aesthetic force.

advanced paper techniques produced images of great sensuality, with the
paper

again captured in later

threatened to make the

9

range

literal, the calotype records

slightly grainy quality caused by the
that

broad

glimpse of a contour line of form, and while the clarity of the daguerreotype is

often considered to be read
As Pare

a

fibres in the negative imparting

an

almost mystical

processes."11 Nevertheless, its greater clarity originally

daguerreotype preferable, at least for

many purposes.

However, each

61-62.
61-62.

An excellent summary

of the Daguerreotype

process may

be referenced in ibid,

p

38.

Pare, Richard. Photography and Architecture: 1839-1939. Montreal: Canadian Centre for
Architecture, 1982, p. 16.

sense

6

daguerreotype is

a

unique image that

can

only be reproduced by taking another photograph of the

original daguerreotype, whereas the calotype

process can

be duplicated repeatedly from

a

single

print, and the advantages of this quickly became apparent.
This

ease

of reproduction may

help explain, for example,

an apparent

preference for

calotypes in recording architecture, while the daguerreotype was more often used for portraiture. As
we

shall see,

there

was

already

monuments, which made
intended for

a

well-established market for images of well-known architectural

reproducibility important, whereas portraits tend to be personal artefacts

personal consumption, with the ability to reproduce them commensurately less

important. However that

may

be, there

are

good

reasons

for the connection between early

photography in general and architecture. For both calotypes and daguerreotypes, it
to

work in

bright daylight, outside in the

picture would be
buildings,
of the

as

a success;

air at

or

exposure

large, stable objects, quickly presented themselves

as

times required by both
the ideal

processes,

subjects.12 In the case

calotype in particular, photographing in brilliant sunlight only emphasized the contrast, and

architecture

was

image with great force. This affinity of early photography for

recognized early

on;

and not only could architecture be of service to photography,

photography could be of service to architecture

as

well: Talbot claimed that photography would

actually be of special benefit to architecture. In The Pencil of Nature (1844

photography's ability to record the complexity of such styles
artists

always best

around midday, to make certain that the

and given the relatively long

enhanced the chiaroscuro of the

but

open

was

now

as

1846) he extolled

the Gothic: "Even accomplished

avail themselves of an invention which delineates in

details of Gothic architecture, which a whole

-

a

few moments the almost endless

day would hardly suffice to draw correctly in the

ordinary manner."13

12

Stevenson, Sara and Ward, John. Printed Light: The Scientific Art of William Henry Fox Talbot
and David Octavius Hill with Robert Adamson.

Edinburgh 1986, p. 33. Sara Stevenson
apparently had three cameras when he first arrived in
Edinburgh..." one of the cameras "was apparently adaptable and could either take
photographs 16x13 inches using a lens, or a smaller size, 11 3/< x 10 XA or 11 % x 9 inches
using a mirror. The larger size was used only for architecture presumably because the lens
only took long exposures."
Woods, Mary N. "The Photograph as Tastemaker: The American Architect and H.H.
Richardson." History of Photography, Volume 14, Number 2, April-June 1990, pp. 156finds that "Robert Adamson

13

7

»

Returning to the principal early photographers,
north to Scotland, where a group

we

follow the Talbot line from England

of philosophers at the University of St. Andrews

understand and enthusiastic about

applying the calotype

protection in Scotland, thus allowing the calotype
there. The involvement of the St. Andrews

disciples

was

be explored and further developed

initiated through Talbot's correspondence

and close association with his friend Sir David Brewster, the
Salvator and St.

Leonard.14

Brewster

was

"a devout

editor of and contributor to scientific journals, a
the

history of science, and

one

Talbot did not apply for patent

process.

process to

were eager to

principal of the United College of St.

Evangelical,

an

eminent physicist,

prolific author of scientific

papers

a

prodigious

and studies in

of the first scientists after Sir Isaac Newton to be honoured with

a

knighthood."15 Through lectures and discussions at the St. Andrews Literary and Philosophical
Society Meetings that

were

conducted at the university,

a group

enthusiastically experimenting with the negative-positive
Andrews

disciples and early practitioners of the calotype

paper

of scholars began participating and

photography. The principal St.

process

included Sir Hugh Lyon Playfair,

Captain Henry Brewster, and John and Robert Adamson. Sir Hugh Lyon Playfair served

as

the

provost of St. Andrews from November 1842 until his death in 1861. Captain Henry Brewster, Sir
David's youngest son,
on

leave from his

physician with

an

participated in the experimental group's photographic activities when home

regiment. John and Robert Adamson

were

brothers. John Adamson

established medical practice in St. Andrews, who also served

as

was a

the curator of the

St. Andrews

Literary and Philosophical Society

St. Andrews

Literary and Philosophical Society; owing to his interest in photography, however,

Robert

was

involved with the

David Brewster's

experimental

museum.

group

correspondence with Talbot,

calotype." In October 1840 he wrote: "When

we

you

Robert Adamson

was not a

member of the

through his older brother John. Through Sir
know that "Brewster

was very eager

have published

method I shall immediately

your

to use the

157.
14

"Talbot sent

examples of his 'new art' to Scotland a matter of days after he exhibited his
photogenic drawings in London on January 25, 1839." Smith, Graham. Disciples of
Light: Photographs in the Brewster Album. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Malibu: 1990,
27.

15

Ibid. p.

11.

p.

8

apply it to

our

beautiful ruins here which

are

well adapted for the

purpose.

We have also grand and

precipitous coasts which will be easily taken."16
Unfortunately, there is not
from the

resources

available

on

that exist

on

a

lot of information available

Sir David Brewster, we are able to
as a

first mention of Robert Adamson appears

believed that Robert must have been
of

1842.17

expounder and

correspondence,
career as a

the

we

member of the St. Andrews

in

papers

no

group

of photographers. The

in the Brewster-Talbot correspondence and it is

working with the St. Andrews calotyping

doubt exacting

new art,

portrait and landscapes. His risk and outlay

and done

are

was as

the
as

critic."18 Once again through the Brewster-Talbot

goes tomorrow to

progress,

for most of the

together with Sir David Brewster

know that Robert Adamson left for Edinburgh

professional calotypist: "He

group

that "the role of Dr. John Adamson

practical skills of a

Calotype. He has made brilliant

good

piece together Robert Adamson's role in the

A.D. Morrison-Low suggests

teacher of his brother Robert in the
the theoretical

Robert Adamson. However,

his older brother John Adamson, as well as from information

experimental period and his influence

summer

on

on

10 May 1843 to launch his

Edinburgh to prosecute,

some

of the

very

as a

Profession,

finest things both in

considerable: and he is therefore anxious to make

a

beginning."19
Less than ten

days after Robert Adamson's arrival in Edinburgh, the "Great Disruption"

occurred and 500 Scottish ministers

split off from the Church of Scotland to create the First General

Assembly of the Free Church. Brewster approached David Octavius Hill,
artist who had undertaken to

paint

a canvas

an

eminent Edinburgh

depicting all of the members of the First General

Assembly of the Free Church. Showing Hill examples of calotype portraits, Brewster suggested that
Hill work with Robert Adamson to
work

16

on

his commemorative

secure

accurate likenesses of all of the members from

which to

painting. Through this 'Disruption' project, David Octavius Hill and

Morrison-Low, A.D. "Dr. John and Robert Adamson: An Early Partnership in Scottish
Photography." The Photographic Collector, Volume 4, Number 2, Autumn 1983, p. 204.
Graham Smith has

recently called to

my

attention

an

additional article

on

this topic by

Morrison-Low, in History ofPhotography, Summer 2001. I have not yet been able to
obtain
17
18

Ibid. p.
Ibid. p.

203.
200.

a

copy

of the article.

9

Robert Adamson

significant

are

credited

as

being the first photographers to produce

major body of artistically

portraits.20 Their collaboration, in which they shared technical and artistic

responsibilities,

was

to last until Adamson's premature death in January 1848. Hill and Adamson

"executed by R. Adamson under the artistic direction of D.O.

signed their photographs jointly

as

Hill."21

ambitious with

an

a

Hill and Adamson

advertisement

were

placed in the 3 August 1844 edition of the Edinburgh Evening Courant, Hill and

Adamson announced their intention to

the volumes

regard to their aspirations for the partnership. In

were as

publish their calotypes in six bound

volumes.22 The titles of

follows:

Volume 1: The Fishermen and Women of the Firth of Forth.
Volume 2:

Highland Character and Costume.

Volume 3: The Architectural Structures

ofEdinburgh.

Volume 4: The Architectural Structures of Glasgow,
Volume 5: Old Castles,

Abbeys, &c in Scotland.

Volume 6: Portraits of Distinguished

Something

or someone must

&c.

Scotchmen.

have dissuaded Hill and Adamson from their initial goals, however,

because in the end, the Series

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

was

the only publication they

produced.

19
20

21

Ibid. p.

211.
Stapp, Will. "The Nineteenth-Century Portrait" in The Art ofPhotography 1839-1989. ed. Mike
Weaver. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1989, p. 44.
Frizot, Michel. A New History of Photography. Koln: Konemann, 1998, p. 64. The authorship
of a Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews and the level of Hill's involvement has
frequently been questioned. We know from a letter that David Octavius Hill wrote to his
friend and fellow artist David Roberts, dated 12 March 1845, that Hill's role in the

partnership was purely that of an artist: "Regarding the technical side of photography, he
confessed [...], 'I know not the process though it is done under my nose continually and I
believe I never will'"(J. Paul Getty Museum. In focus: Hill and Adamson / photographs
from the J. Paul Getty Museum. Malibu: J. Paul Getty Museum, 1999, p. 34). This
partnership echoes the previous relationships that existed in the reproduction process, with
the division of labour between the sculptor and the delineator. Nevertheless, the fact that
Hill's name appears on the title page surely indicates that he considered it to be his work,
at least in
22

part.

Stevenson, Sara. David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. Edinburgh: National Galleries of
Scotland, 1981, p. 11.
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David Octavius Hill, the son of a bookseller, was born in
talent for art, Hill was sent to
As

a

almost

Hill

was a

at this

early period

published

an

a

scenery

even

of his

own country,

Scotland.

before he became acquainted with

interest in translating from literature portrayals of the Scottish landscape.
we

do not know why Hill and Adamson chose to create A Series of Calotype

October of 1840, Brewster was

an

architecturally specific publication. We do know that

as

early

enthusiastic about photographing St. Andrews. In a letter Sir

David sent to Talbot, he wrote: "When you

have published

your

it to

adapted for the

purpose.

beautiful ruins here which

are

well

precipitous coasts which will be easily taken."23 It

seems

locality both nationally and internationally, and both

men

method I shall immediately apply
We have also grand and

reasonable to

have influenced Hill and Adamson in their choice of subject.

and with the

prominent painter.

series of 60 landscapes titled "The Land of Burns," demonstrating

of St. Andrews and produce

our

a

a

interest in Scottish peasantry. His later work, however,

prolific artist, and it is worth noting that in 1841,

Unfortunately,
Views

an

exclusively landscape painting, and he painted the

Robert Adamson, he

as

Edinburgh to be the pupil of Andrew Wilson,

painter, Hill's early work showed

was

Perth in 1802. Having shown

suppose

that Brewster

Certainly, St. Andrews

was a

may

famous

would have been familiar with its ruins

important role St. Andrews played in the history of Scotland,

as

its ecclesiastical

capital. Historically, pilgrimages have travelled to St. Andrews, and in this time of discovery the
travellers'

exploration of St. Andrews through calotype views

may

have been

an

appealing project.

Moreover, Hill and Adamson would have been able to take advantage of their close proximity to St.

Andrews, thus keeping their own travel expenses to a minimum when considering the economics of
such

a

publication. With the Hill and Adamson studio just

St. Andrews

was

We may

painting of the
alternate

quite accessible by

sea,

use

of photography to assist them with the historical

involved in the Free Church of Scotland, architectural photography

challenge for them and

a

was an

break from their extensive endeavour of photographing portraits

of the 474 members to be included in the commemorative

23

the Firth of Forth, in Edinburgh,

from Newhaven.

also speculate that given their

persons

across

canvas

entitled

Disruption. By the

Morrison-Low, A.D. "Dr. John and Robert Adamson: An Early Partnership in Scottish

same
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token, perhaps St. Andrews was a backdrop to Hill's thoughts on the turmoil surrounding the
Church of Scotland and the ambitious

portraiture
to St.

as

With their attention focused primarily

on

Andrews, where religious upheaval was not a new topic, made sense. As Sara Stevenson

hero."24

Knox

was

history of St. Andrews,
was

canvas.

they prepared for the Disruption painting, turning their attention to architecture and

points out, "The Free Church
their

Disruption

itself as leading the

of course

as

not lost on educated

saw

it

was

process to

kind of fight that Knox did. He

closely associated with St. Andrews. In

any case,

was

the long

presented visually through the various antiquarian publications,

individuals such

Hill and Adamson would choose to join

calotype

same

as

Hill and Adamson. It would

seem

only natural that

this long lineage of St. Andrews imagery by applying the

these popular landmarks. Whatever the

reason,

Hill and Adamson, when

considering all of the possible subjects, apparently believed that A Series of Calotype Views of St.
Andrews would be

a

In any case,
a vacuum.

Upon

a

publication that would interest their customers.
the specific views Hill and Adamson chose to photograph

were not

selected in

thorough review of the extant travel literature surrounding St. Andrews, it

quickly becomes apparent that the architectural images Hill and Adamson chose to include
images quite familiar to
the Hill and Adamson

anyone

who had the opportunity to visit St. Andrews. In

publication

was an

a

broader

were

sense,

exercise not dissimilar to that of previous St. Andrews

artists, in that the calotype images portrayed the

same

architectural monuments that previous

generations of artists had depicted.
St. Andrews had

long held

Mary Kirkheugh (an early church

a

on

position of importance in Scotland. From

in what

was

on

this

as

early

as

the

8th

century, St. Andrews drew a great deal of

important saint. Eventually, in the eleventh century, the relics

at one time claimed to be the tallest

were

housed

building in Scotland, St. Regulus Tower. The

importance of these relics fuelled the cult of St. Andrew and made the burgh

24

early period, St.

the headland, north of the Cathedral and outside the precinct

wall) held the relics of St. Andrew, and
attention based

an

a

pilgrimage

Photography." The Photographic Collector, Volume 4, Number 2, Autumn 1983, p. 204.
Getty Museum. In focus: Hill and Adamson / photographs from the J. Paul Getty
Museum. Malibu: J. Paul Getty Museum, 1999, pp. 120-121.

J. Paul
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destination from all

During the
Britain

or

12th

corners

of Europe. This

actively participate in trade. St. Andrews

university. St. Andrews flourished

the middle of the fifteenth century,

Unfortunately, St. Andrews

was

as a

source

of revenue.

a

self-regulating burgh

so

the Bishop's seat and also the home

burgh and

the College of St. Salvator

was

as an

ecclesiastical centre. By

considered gigantic for its time.

always the first place to be attacked when another country wanted

was

against Scotland. Edinburgh castle enjoyed

the St. Andrews Castle and Cathedral

easy

huge

century, construction in St. Andrews rivalled that on any architectural structure in

to Scotland's first

strike

a

Europe. In the mid-twelfth century, David I made St. Andrews

the town could

to

provided St. Andrews with

precinct to the

a

protected position, whereas the proximity of
made St. Andrews

sea

more

vulnerable and

an

hit.
Hill and Adamson's Series

there

was

of Calotype Views ofSt. Andrews

came

during

a

time when

great debate both nationally and internationally over the study and restoration of medieval

architecture, and many nations were recording their ancient monuments. St. Andrews provided a
wealth of architectural material. Much of the architectural

representation at this time followed the

long-standing traditions established by the Grand Tour. This thesis will advance the position that
Hill and Adamson

depicted St. Andrews along the

same

lines

as

artists had done

over

the previous

centuries, following visual conventions that were already established by the previous generations of
St. Andrews artists. As Andrew

Szegedy-Maszak

argues

when viewing nineteenth century

photographic images of the great architectural monuments and vistas of Rome, "...photographs and
narratives ...share
reinforce

a

an

audience,

are

controlled by similar conventions, and, in turn reflect and

particular vision...."25 Following this line of thought, the Series of Calotype Views of

St. Andrews should also be viewed from the
Before

photography became available, engravings

travel literature. The decade

Andrews

25

26

was

perspective of travel literature.

in fact the

leading

up

were

the main medium for illustrating

to the production of A Series of Calotype Views of St.

peak period for steel-engraved book

illustration.26 Figures such

as

W.H.

Szegedy-Maszak, Andrew. "Roman Views" from Six Exposures: Essays in Celebration of the
Opening of the Harrison D. Horblit Collection ofEarly Photography, p. 90.
Prior to steel-engraving, the copper-plate held the most prominent position in book illustration.
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Bartlett and Thomas Allom "travelled

drawings, [... and]

never

extensively abroad,

before had the

be available to the Briton at

home."27

as

well in Britain, making

numerous

of the world been so adequately represented as to

scenery

Thomas Allom made his way up to

St. Andrews, and

we are

lucky enough to have examples of his renderings. These show how the conventions surrounding the
representation of the world's great monuments in the spirit of the Grand Tour
Andrews. The

same

monuments that Hill and Adamson

copper

and steel engravings and through other early

existed

a

applied to St.

selected may be studied through these

sources.

These materials illustrate that there

body of travel documentation of Scotland and of St. Andrews specifically. Thus I

the second

chapter that there existed

St. Andrews. These earlier
their

were

images

respective materials. We

instance, to

see

can

a

pre-established antiquarian

may

also be analysed with

corpus

an eye

argue

of recommended sights in

toward the give and take of

study several images of the cathedral done in different media, for

how each artist approached his subject and which aesthetic qualities were most

effectively communicated by his medium. What

can we

learn about the conventions of

representation from the literature vis-a-vis the calotype vis-a-vis the engraving? What have
gained utilizing specific media and what have

we

may

or

buildings. Robinson suggests that "...there
same

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

as

extending the pre-existing traditions in the literature and printed media. Here

then consider what Cervin Robinson referred to

done the

we

lost? The early chapters will set the foundation

for the heart of the thesis, which addresses the Series

perpetuating

in

building,

one

that

problems they all faced and to

we

see

are

ourselves

as

each generation's approach to the

we

same

instances in which succeeding generations have

may

how each solved

know at firsthand, allowing

us to

understand the

them."28

Holloway, Merlyn. Steel Engravings in Nineteenth Century British Topographical Books.
27
28

London: Holland Press, 1977, p. v.
Ibid. p.

vi.

Robinson, Cervin. Architecture Transformed: A History of the Photography ofBuildings from
1839 to the Present. Boston: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Architectural

League of New York, 1987,

p. x

(introduction).

and The
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CHAPTER 1

This

chapter focuses

several publications that

on

illustrated travel books and argues

overlooked
will start
earliest

may

be classified

as

early photographically-

that the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews should not be

early contributor to architectural photography in the context of travel. The

as an

by touching

on

Noel Marie Paymal Lerebours' Excursions Daguerriennes,

applications of photography to architectural monuments

on a

one

survey

of the

geographically extensive scale.

Then, turning to an experimental work by John and Robert Adamson, we will explore the Tartan
Album, recognizing that this very special gift to Talbot was only the beginning of photographic
tours centred

on

Scotland. The Tartan Album also allows the scholar of early

opportunity to study first-hand
come a

in his

focus

on

Talbot's

own

one

photography

of the earliest albums utilizing the calotype

a

unique

process.29 Next will

contributions, particularly on the architectural photographs included

publications The Pencil of Nature and Sun Pictures in Scotland. Once given the opportunity

to review these cornerstone contributions of early

photography, it will be evident that the Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews belongs firmly in this list of important early photographic albums,
albums that made

important contributions to early architectural photography within the context of

travel.

Initially, whether utilizing the daguerrian

process or

photography was expensive and time-consuming, and
off middle and upper

was

the calotype process, early

therefore restricted primarily to the well-

classes. Following improvements to the initial

processes

and the

dissemination of the

patented techniques, however,

number of travelling

photographers established themselves. One early example of the excitement

numerous

photographic studios opened

up

and

for

applying photography to architecture and travel and of photographing the great monuments of

the

globe is Noel Marie Paymal Lerebours' Excursions Daguerriennes, which

months of the announcement of the

29

The Tartan Album is

Daguerreotype in 1839. From

a

was

begun within

promotional piece distributed

unique collection of photographs, and was intended as a personal gift to
actually published until 1988. See Harley, Ralph L. Jr., and Joanna L.
Harley. "The Tartan Album' by John and Robert Adamson." History of Photography,
Talbot. It

a

was never

a

15

with the advertisement for the second part
of photography to

travel and architecture: "No

the admirable instrument invented

collecting in

of the Excursions,

every

we

learn of the immediate application

had France adopted with national enthusiasm

sooner

by Daguerre, than it

was

introduced in all parts of Europe,

country the most enchanting and picturesque views, the most interesting

historical sites and edifices, the richest and noblest monuments of ancient and modern
Over 1,200
110

daguerreotype views

actually appeared,

as

were

taken by

a

number of commissioned photographers, yet "only

aquatints, in two series between 1840 and

in the first series of the Excursions

Daguerriennes

and North Africa, Moscow, and even

were

1843."31 The views published

taken from Western Europe, the Near East

Niagara Falls, and focused

of interest. After criticism of the first

times."30

on

historical monuments and

areas

publication for omitting French monuments in favour of

foreign nations' masterpieces, the second volume confined itself exclusively to illustrations related
to

France.32 This

second

publication

was to

be completed by 30 October 1843. Unlike the Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews, the images in both editions of the Excursions Daguerriennes were
accompanied by textual information contributed by celebrated authors, archaeologists, and artists of
the

day. The first series of Excursions Daguerriennes, for example,

engravings and 150

pages

of text. Hill and Adamson

was

may or may not

comprised of 60

have been

aware

of this

publication, but Excursions Daguerriennes certainly anticipates their aspirations insofar as both

publications sought to make available visual materials that fed the nineteenth century's interest in
architectural tourism. Libraries of the well-to-do
and

were

growing and being enriched by

new

books

portfolios of images concerned with travel, classical architecture, and the natural wonders of

the world. Lerebours

places

was

recognized that illustrating architectural monuments in exotic or far

away

just the subject matter to keep his subscribers interested and buying future series to

complete their albums.

Volume 12, Number 4, October 1988, pp.
30

Treatise

on

Traite

295-316.
Photography, Noel Marie Paymal Lerebours. Translation of the 4th French ed.:
de Photographie ed. The Literature of Photography. New York: Arno Press, 1973,

209.
31

Frizot, Michel. A New History of Photography. Koln: Konemann, 1998, p. 47.

p.
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While the
these

prints

being based

were
on

images reproduced in Excursions Daguerriennes

still based

on camera

images. This

photographs rather than

on

was

were not

perhaps the first instance of engravings

drawings. Given the wealth of information that

photographs contain, the lull panoply of outline, shadow and detail, the
make decisions

regarding which elements to include and which to

photographs would have included
these monuments that

was

a great

"As

early

as

an

In

would have had to

many cases,

deal of information about the surrounding environment of

landscape

may

have contributed also

evolving due to photography during this period.

was

the forties the urban fabric itself had become

"some of Daguerre's

engraver

remove.

routinely left out of earlier engravings. This

to the fact that a new form of urban

actual photographs,

a

photographic subject," writes Robinson,

earliest experiments might qualify as urban landscape, and urban views played

important role from N.M.P. Lerebours' Excursions Daguerriennes."33
The Tartan Album is

Adamson sent to
their progress

collection of early,

experimental calotypes that John and Robert

Henry Fox Talbot in the autumn of 1842 with the intention of sharing with Talbot

with the

Brewster wrote

a

new

medium and of presenting the images for review by the master.

enthusiastically to Talbot concerning the album: "Mr. Adamson has arrived at great

perfection in the art, and his brother the Doctor is preparing
which I shall send to you

little book containing his best works

soon."34 The album presented to Talbot had

of Sir David Brewster. Tartan

covers,

a

was

used in the

as

its frontispiece

beginning and at the end of the album

portrait

the inside

and consequently this presentation album has been referred to as the Tartan Album.

Although there

are

several portraits in the Tartan Album, half of the images included

architectural. Of the architectural

images, nine of the eleven structures selected

architectural and historical monuments in

or near

St. Andrews that

are

Treatise

on

are

principal

eventually would be

photographed for the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. The Tartan Album

32

on

a

was

produced

Photography, Noel Marie Paymal Lerebours. Translation of the 4th French ed.:
Photographie ed. The Literature of Photography. New York: Arno Press, 1973,

Traite de

pp.

210-211.
33

34

Robinson, Cervin. Architecture Transformed: A History of the Photography ofBuildings from
1839 to the Present. Boston: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and The
Architectural League ofNew York, 1987, p. 18.
Morrison-Low, "A.D. Dr. John and Robert Adamson: An Early Partnership in Scottish
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less than

as an

a

year

before Robert Adamson met and formed his partnership with D.O. Hill and

serves

early prototype for their eventual collaboration.
The

images from the Tartan Album

were

reproduced in their entirety for the first time in

1988, and in the accompanying journal article, Ralph and Joanna Harley suggest a number of

explanations for the content choices made and the plan of the book

as a

whole. They draw the

connection between architectural illustrations included in James Grierson's

reader's attention to

a

Delineations, which

was

first published in 1807, and the calotypes of architectural monuments in

and around St. Andrews included in the Tartan Album. The Grierson

publication included several

illustrations of the ruins and architectural monuments in St. Andrews. In the advertisement for the
first

edition, Grierson stated that "many have expressed their regret that no account of St. Andrews

should have been offered to the
the ecclesiastical

public...the seat of the most ancient of the Scottish Universities

capital of the kingdom for nearly

material transactions of its

history, and

This makes it clear that at least
Andrews. The Delineations

a

a

thousand

years

-

the

scene

of not

a

place frequently visited by the tourists and the

by 1807 there

was

already

a

few of the

curious."35

well-established tourist interest in St.

developed in further editions, and in the 1838 publication, there

twelve architectural monuments

or

-

were

ruins from St. Andrews illustrated, seven of which were

photographed for inclusion in the Tartan Album. The Harleys believe that Dr. Adamson would
have

seen

Andrews

the third edition of Grierson's Delineations at the 7

Literary and Philosophical Society meeting. But whether

issue of Delineations, the

and, at
that

35

a

were

August 1838 meeting of the St.

prominent structures of St. Andrews

minimum, both the Adamsons and Grierson settled
of popular

were

or not

Dr. Adamson

saw

this

included in both publications,

on many

of the

same

images, images

interest.

Photography." The Photographic Collector, Volume 4 Number 2, Autumn 1983, p. 209.
Harley, Ralph L. and Harley, Joanna L. "The 'Tartan Album' by John and Robert Adamson",
History of Photography, Volume 12, Number 4, October - December, 1988, p. 296.
Grierson's claim to the contrary notwithstanding, as we shall see in Chapter 3, his guide is
not the first book containing images of the important monuments in St. Andrews that
predates the Tartan Album, and thus the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews as well.
See also, Stevenson, Sara. "The Tartan Album: Correspondence from Sara Stevenson."
History ofPhotography, Volume 13, Number 3 (July 1989), pp. 267-268.
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Another
from William
Nature. The

pioneering publication in the history of early photography

Henry Fox Talbot, who was working

publication

was

released in six parts

on a

over

came, not

surprisingly,

commercial endeavour, The Pencil of

the period spanning 1844 to 1846. The

Pencil

of Nature is considered to be the first photographically-illustrated book

When

analysing the entire series of published plates, twenty-four in total from the complete

published sets of the Pencil of Nature, it is important to take
those

plates

are

be published.

back and recognize that ten of

of architectural monuments, eight representing various landmarks of interest in

England and two of structures from
conducted

a step

ever to

across

the channel in France. We also know from the research

by Larry Schaaf that in addition to these twenty-four published plates of the Pencil of

Nature, text exists for the next series of plates that Talbot intended for publication. We can study
the text notes, written in Talbot's own
whatever

reason were never

hand, for images that

of Nature

already photographed, but for

published. Interestingly, the next four entries were descriptions for

architectural monuments. The additional four

of the Pencil

were

were:

plates destined to be included in future publications

"The Ancient Vestry. Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire;" "Le Chateau De

Chambord;" "An Ancient Door. In Magdalen College, Oxford;" and "Le Palais de Justice a

Rouen."36
of the

Had Talbot

published these additional plates, then counting all twenty-eight plates, 50%

images would have been of architectural monuments. Consequently, The Pencil of Nature

provides

an

early model of early photography applied to the documentation of architectural

monuments.

The Pencil

of Nature thus provided the subscriber with

architectural tourist and to

see

the

calotype

process

an

opportunity to be

applied to historical structures in

an

more or

less

foreign and remote locations.
Another small but

can

be found in Talbot's decision to include the

that upon

36
37

powerful reference to travel in this series of early photographic images

Ibid. p.

close study,

one

plate A Scene in a Library. Mike Weaver notices

of the books represented is about

Egypt.37 Upon further study of an

64.

Weaver, Mike. "Henry Fox Talbot: Conversation Pieces" in British Photography in the
Nineteenth Century: the Fine Art Tradition, Cambridge 1989, p. 14. Weaver was not the
first to notice: "When the newly published plate of ,4 Scene in a Library was first released,
the Art-Union, a contemporary

publication printed

a

review of the library plate, and the

19

anniversary facsimile
that

copy

of The Pencil of Nature, I believe there

are

actually four books in total

3-voIume set on the top shelf and

an

additional book

depict references to Egypt:

bottom

shelf.38 Larry Schaaf writes that "Since Talbot

specific

Andre Jammes has suggested it is

chose to include books with
the interest in exotic
A Scene in

was more

and

topics of far

the

the sort to do something without

away

a

self-portrait."39 The simple fact that Talbot

a

places provides another example linking travel and

places to early photography.

a

more

Library is

a

symbolic reflection of a gentleman of the time, of a period when

important for

through travel. Once returned from
was

was not

on

the question has been raised if the book titles he displayed in this picture carried

reason,

coded message.

it

a

a

gentleman to be cultivated

an

experience such

supposedly not only educated, but cultivated

as

as a

as

well

as

literate, and this

grand tour, the

average

came

Englishman

well. By the beginning of the nineteenth

century, books had moved from the personal sanctums of the owners' private cabinets to large

collections, displayed in public

rooms

designed to house the owners' extensive libraries and print

collections, and available for the amusement of and
and information

on

foreign cultures

was an

Schaaf claims that The Pencil

photography for book
process,

on

display for the owners' guests. Knowledge

essential part of a gentleman's image and status.

of Nature "embodied Talbot's conviction of the potential of

illustration."40 Talbot, although slower than Daguerre in publicizing his

immediately combined his calotype images with text through the notes associated with each

calotype view. This early relationship between the photograph and the book is vividly
communicated

in, A Scene in

book trade. As Lambert

a

Library. Architecture has always played

38

39
40

41

important role in the

points out, "...printed books have been the vehicle for constant and

continuous dissemination of architectural

critic

an

able to read from

theory and

of the

criticism."41 The history of illustrated books

bindings "Poetae Minores Graeci" — "Lanzi" —
"Egyptian Mythology." Schaaf, Larry J. H. Fox Talbot's The Pencil of Nature, Anniversary
Facsimile, New York 1989, p. 51.
Schaaf, Larry J. H. Fox Talbot's The Pencil of Nature, Anniversary Facsimile, New York 1989,
p. 51.
Ibid. p. 52.
Schaaf, Larry J. Out of the Shadows: Herschel, Talbot, & the invention of Photography. New
Haven & London: 1992, p.137.
Lambert, Phyllis, in Pare, Richard. Photography and Architecture: 1839-1939. Montreal:
was

one
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on

architecture goes

back at least

as

far

as

the sixteenth century;

1511 when the first illustrated architectural book

with Leon Battista Alberti's treatise
Pencil

on

was

as

Lambert reminds

us

it was in

published, by combining woodcut illustrations

architecture, De Re

aedificatoria.42 Certainly, Talbot's

ofNature joins this long tradition of architectural literature. The final plate of the last

published fascicle of the Pencil of Nature is

a

still-life titled, "A Fruit Piece," and

as

Schaaf points

out, Talbot draws the viewer's attention to another country through a reference to Scotland, with the
inclusion of a
tartan may

piece of tartan fabric in his still-life tableau. Schaaf suggests that the inclusion of the

represent the photographer's regard for his disciples

with Scotland

strong already and had probably recently been bolstered while photographing

were

for Sun Pictures in

Scotland."43

travel; tropical fruit

was

The fruit

depicted also suggests faraway places and therefore

still considered exotic in this day. The pineapple is also

hospitality, welcoming the viewer into the world of the
Talbot's Sun Pictures in Scotland is

a

Graham Smith states that, "In

obligatory stop

wonderful album of photographic

on any tour

defines the literary

scenes

for the first time in photographic form.

large part because of The Lady of the Lake, Loch Katrine became

of Scotland. J.M.W. Turner visited it in the

also drew Loch Katrine while
that "in the eyes

of 1831 in

ofSir Walter Scott. John Ruskin

touring Scotland with his parents in

a

1838."45 Tinniswood tells us

quote from William Howitt's 1840 publication, Visits to Remarkable

Places'. "See what he has done for Scotland. See every summer,

Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1982, p.

45

summer

an

of some commentators, he [Scott] had virtually created the Scottish tourist

industry," and follows with

44

views, published

of Nature. Sun Pictures in Scotland

connection with his commission to illustrate The Poetical Works

43

symbol of

homage to Sir Walter Scott's Scottish heritage. It illustrates landmark locations referenced in

Scott's romantic literature, and

42

a

picture.44

in 1845 between the fourth and fifth numbers of The Pencil

pays

in Scotland: "Talbot's connections

and all

summer

long, what

7.
7
Schaaf, Larry J. H. Fox Talbot's The Pencil of Nature, Anniversary Facsimile, New York 1989,
p. 64.
Ibid. p. 64.
Smith, Graham. Sun Pictures in Scotland, exh. Cat., The University of Michigan Museum of
Art, Ann Arbor, 1989, p. 27.
Ibid. p.
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thousands pour
on

every

into that beautiful country; exploring

every

valley; climbing

every

firth and loch, and spreading themselves and their money all through the

mountain, sailing

land."46 These

examples in literature and the photographic arts fed the growing interest in travel to Scotland,
stimulated

through Scott's literature. Hill and Adamson contributed to this tradition with the

publication of the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, thereby turning the traveller's attention
to St. Andrews.

46

Tinniswood, Adrian. The Polite Tourist. London, 1998, p. 134.
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CHAPTER 2

This

chapter will analyse

a

number of antiquarian

sources

that predate the publication of A Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews. Through the systematic review of these early publications, I hope to
establish that
the

over

the centuries

prior to Hill and Adamson's publication,

an

informal inventory of

principal sights in St. Andrews had already been developed. References from the late

seventeenth century,

for example,

compare

St. Andrews to popular Grand Tour destinations such

Athens and Rome,

and the illustrations accompanying these texts provide rich insight into the

importance placed

on

these historical

antiquarian publications,

we

monuments.47 As we look at St. Andrews through these

have the opportunity also to study how St. Andrews

itself to Great Britain and to the continent.
conventions of representation

as

was

portraying

Lastly, this chapter will explore the evolving

and how they change through each generation's delineators and

topographical draughtsmen, culminating in the Hill and Adamson calotype views.
Perhaps

one

Grand Tour tradition

was

of the earliest examples of Scottish 'travel' documentation in the spirit of the
comes

from the seventeenth century,

undertaken in the British Isles,

from

when the first systematic pictorial

survey

specifically of Scotland, by John Abraham Slezer. Slezer

came

German-speaking Europe and made his home in Edinburgh, where he was married to Jean

Straiton, the daughter of a military family. Slezer served as "Surveyor of his Majesties [sic] Stores
and

Magazines,"

course

of these

well

as

in the senior military post of Chief Engineer of Scotland.48 In the

duties, Slezer travelled extensively throughout Scotland, reporting on the state of

fortifications and
Slezer

as

garrisoned strongholds around the kingdom. It

was

during these travels that

prepared the illustrations for his book, Theatrum SCOTIA, "a lavish volume consisting of

fifty-seven engraved plates accompanied by written descriptions, [which] constitutes the first
systematic illustrated record of Scotland."49 Slezer states in his preface "To the reader" that he
formulated the

47
48

plan for this book to

repay

the kindness and preferment that he had enjoyed in

Slezer, John. Theatrum SCOTIA. London 1718, pp. 17 and 19.
Cavers, Keith. A Vision ofScotland: The Nation Observed by John Slezer 1671 to 1717. HMSO
National Library of Scotland 1993, p. 1.
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Scotland. John Slezer
This

essentially

gave

was

granted

a

Slezer fourteen

royal license
years

on

the 6 June 1693 by her majesty Queen Mary.

of copyright protection and sole printing and publishing

rights for the book within her majesty's kingdoms.
Theatrum SCOTIAL
cathedrals and

was a

collection of drawings

abbeys, all by John Slezer, and intended to provide

similar to volumes of views of buildings

illustrations that make up
towns from a

a

visual record of Scotland

that had been produced in France and England. The

Theatrum SCOTIjE fall primarily into two general categories: views of

distance, and close-up views of particular buildings or sets of buildings. Of the

seventy-three published illustrations, there
a

and engravings of Scottish towns, castles,

distant view of the town of St. Andrews

are

three images associated with St. Andrews. We have

(33) and two (66, 88) representing the St. Andrews

Cathedral and Castle.
Carver believes that Slezer utilized

architectural monuments, thus
discerned when

providing

an

a camera

obscura to assist in the

drawing of these

explanation for the inconsistencies that

can

be

comparing the engravings to the existing structures. Looking closely at the

vanishing points utilized by Slezer in his plate of the ruins of the cathedral of St. Andrews, Carver
points to

a

'cut and paste' technique the artist used to present the entire span of the cathedral

precinct, which is far wider than
more

drawings from the

can

same spot,

comfortably be seen.50 Carver suggests that Slezer took two or

and combined them to make

up one prospect.

distortion is to the scale of these structures, which is most apparent

figures that

were

added to the drawings by

an

when

we

Another

look at the human

artist, John (or Jan) Wyck, in London; the figures

grossly out of proportion, making the ruins look much larger than they actually

are.

are

Looking

closely at the castle and cathedral precinct structures, it is immediately obvious when comparing the
Slezer

images to later renderings of the

license" and

filled in

some

Ibid. p.

buildings that Slezer took quite

neatly straightened out the stone and/or brick

Lastly, when

49

same

vii.

rows on

bit of "artistic

these buildings. The artist also

gaping holes in the walls, thus portraying these ruins in

one compares

a

a

restored

or

renovated state.

the Slezer plates of the cathedral precinct with the respective calotype

24

image from A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

struggling with the
When

we

same

affairs of the

that both sets of artists

problem: how to capture the entire cathedral precinct in

turn our attention to the text that

find that Slezer presents us

we

we see

with

day.51 Here we find

a

one

were

single view.

a

accompanies the illustrations of St. Andrews,

brief history of the town,

as

well

as

remarks

on contemporary

of the earliest checklists of the celebrated monuments and

views in the town of St. Andrews: the harbour; the ruins

of the cathedral church and monastery; the

castle; the abbey wall; the New Church (Holy Trinity); St. Leonard's church; and the university,

consisting of three colleges - St. Salvator (Old College), St. Leonard, and the New College. Upon
close

study of Slezer's distant view of St. Andrews,

composition most of the principle buildings
with

or

we can see

monuments referred to in his checklist: the harbour

ships, the cathedral precinct, the castle, the abbey wall, and the spires of the New Church and

the Church of St. Salvator. From the artist's vantage

point, however, situated south of the city up

the Braes of Kinkell, Slezer would not have been able to make out the cathedral

on

castle

so

clearly. He has obviously taken

some

artistic licence and cleared

and trees in order to

produce

effort to include in

single drawing what could not actually be

a

Slezer refers to the
not

only with Greece

location. Greece
Grand Tour

or

50

52

or

as

was

a

'comprehensive' descriptive image. There

university

as

away
was

precinct and

unwanted buildings

thus

the "Athens of Scotland."52 This suggests

of course familiar to those fortunate

to educated readers who had the

once

again

an

seen.

the centre of learning, but also calls to mind

the visual arts. Slezer also suggests

other

51

that he has worked into the

an

an

association

important historical

enough to have visited there

on

their

opportunity to study about Greece through literature

the spirit of travel when he associates St. Andrews with the

popular Grand Tour destination of Rome. "St. Andrew's Cathedral

Ibid. p.
Ibid. p.

was

reckon'd the largest in

8.
12. According to Cavers, the text is based on the Latin descriptions from 'Scotia
Antiqua et Moderna' written by Sir Robert Sibbald, Geographer Royal, with whom Slezer
originally worked. This might suggest that Slezer did not create the checklist of St.
Andrews monuments entirely but was following a Sibbald's list. Unfortunately, I have not
had the opportunity to examine Sibbald's list to see how selective Slezer was; the original
manuscript is in the National Library of Scotland.
Slezer, John. Theatrum SCOTIsE. London 1718, p. 17. Florence was named the Athens on the
Arno, and

so

this connects St Andrews with that tradition also.
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Christendom, being seven Foot longer and two broader than St. Peter's at Rome," he writes, "and
was one

of the best Gothick Structures in the World for its

Symmetry of the
a

Height, beautiful Pillars, and the

whole."53 Slezer is writing for an audience that he presumes to be educated and in

position to understand the comparisons he is making to Greece, Italy, and Gothic structures of the

world. We may assume
means

to travel

then that Theatrum SCOTIAE was intended for

audience that had the

at least the benefit of an education that allowed it to understand the references

or

Slezer made to Athens and Rome, as well as a
the

an

reading knowledge of Latin, to allow it to understand

accompanying Latin subject titles.
In

an

effort to reduce the inherent

publishing risks he undoubtedly was facing,

one

approach that Slezer took to financing Theatrum SCOTIAE was the solicitation of funds from
wealthy patrons for advance payments of subscriptions. The Duke of Lauderdale, for example,
invested £20 in 1678; this is the
own

gunners

and during

a

£4.10.54 Alternate

sources

Perth. Cavers tells

us

of the few

equivalent of almost

year-and-a-half s

time when the cost of engraving
of finance

"Perth

was a

were

very

one

a

of Slezer's

secured from individual communities such

as

the town of

important town in seventeenth-century Scotland, and
gave

Slezer the

sum

one

of £50

on

profitable venture for John Slezer personally. The

legacy that continued for

over one

publishing house, Vander Aa, provides

Pierre Vander Aa
Vues Des Villes,

hundred

one

years,

through multiple

example of such subsequent editions.

reproduced the majority of Slezer's engravings in

publication and

Ibid. p.

a

reduced format tome, titled

Edifices & Autres Choses Remarquables de la GrandBretagne <fi d'lrlande. The

engravings of Slezer's Scottish towns, castles, cathedrals and abbeys

54

one

published both after the royal licence expired in 1707, and following Slezer's death in

1717. A Dutch

53

for

project."55

Theatrum SCOTIA, was not a

publication, however, had

pay

plate for the Theatrum SCOT1JE was

places to provide Slezer with direct funding. Provost Hays

the town's behalf towards his

editions

a

were

were

included in this

released in multiple volumes between 1707 and 1727. Unlike Theatrum

19.

Cavers, Keith. A Vision ofScotland: The Nation Observed by John Slezer 1671 to 1717. HMSO
National Library of Scotland 1993, pp. 3 and 5.
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SCOTIAI, the Dutch publication did not include the descriptive text that Slezer, working with a Sir
Robert Sibbald, had

compiled to

monuments of Scotland.

and the Latin titles

were

accompany

each of the distant city views and architectural

Instead, each plate was simply labelled with a descriptive French sub-title

dropped (35, 68, and 89). The three images of St. Andrews included in

Theatrum SCOTIAE and then later

reproduced in the Dutch publications

appear to

be identical

copies with respect to the selected vantage points and architectural renderings. Upon close
examination, however,
within the

notice

we

a

distinct difference in the

use

of the human and animal figures

respective compositions. The compositions have been extensively reworked in the Dutch

versions with

a

significant number of figures added to and altered from the original Slezer

prototypes. With regard to the overall composition of the images, these alterations represent a

slight improvement to the various out-of-scale figures added to the Slezer delineations by Wyck.
Viewed from

a

cultural

perspective, however, these additional human and animal figures

communicate to the viewer
and

a

of a

contemplative place, where

much notice. Even in the

skyline

Dutch engravers

have

alterations of the

plates send

a

more

lively, with lots of people congregating

milling around the town and its monuments. The Slezer engravings presented St. Andrews

more

is

St. Andrews that is much

even

we

one

could meditate and quietly

notice

more

activity:

upon

pass

as

through town without

comparison

we can see

that the

taken the time to include flocks of birds swirling overhead. These slight
a stronger message to

the audience

on

the continent that St. Andrews

place full of life, living gaily against the backdrop of the architectural ruins. Once

one

recognizes the differences between the Pierre Vander Aa images and the Slezer images, the legacy
of Slezer's distant view of St. Andrews may

then be traced to

Fleming Collection post card (36). This image, St. Andrews,
taken from the Dutch
The next

55

Ibid. p.

later reproduction,

a

Hay

I8'h Century View, is undoubtedly

publisher's rendering of Slezer's original view.

images of St Andrews to join

the Hill and Adamson Series
contributed

an even

our sequence

of antiquarian illustrations predating

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

are

the fine

copper

engravings

by John Oliphant and Benjamin Thomas Pouncy (65, 86, 87). These engraving

59.

were
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published in London

on

May 1, 1775, and

as

Graham Smith points out, "Although there

particularly close parallels, Oliphant's album does provide
Adamson's Series

were a

Andrews with the
the

general prototype for Hill and

Andrews,"56 In this case, the popular subjects included

of Calotype Views of St.

view of the cathedral

a

are no

precinct and two views of the castle. A View of the Cathedral of St.

Chapel of St. Rule from the East is dedicated to the principals and professors of

University of St. Andrews, and engraved in the plate title is

symbolic image of St. Andrew. In the
the dedication is made to the

case

an

image of the city's gates with

a

of A View of the Castle of St. Andrews from the North,

magistrates of the city and it includes

a

rendering of the Pends.

Finally, in A View of the Cathedral of St. Andrews with the Chapel of the St. Rule from the South,
the dedication is made to

Andrews. Here in the

a

George Dempster of Dunichen, Esq.,

a

member of the city of St.

margin, the West Port is depicted with the city

arms

above the centre of the

arch, and hanging from a nearby tree is a coat of arms, which we presume to be that of the

Dempster family. Turning

our

attention

away

from the symbolic marginalia, the treatment of the

Cathedral and Church of St. Rule

provide

delineator may

composition for aesthetic benefit. In the

take to organize

a

us

with

a case

in point of the artistic license that
case

a

of the cathedral

precinct structures, the composition and arrangement of the buildings from the vantage point
selected would be

impossible to achieve from the camera's lens, owing to the physical relationship

of the structures and the

artist has

surrounding walls and trees. In the

case

of both of the castle views, the

neglected to include the dramatic cliffs that surround this structure. As

the Slezer

renderings, the

space

is quiet, with only

a

was

the

case

with

handful of figures included in each of the

compositions.
Turning
written in
Divi

attention to another

source

for St. Andrews history,

we come to a

manuscript

August 1683 and later published by the University of St. Andrews in 1797, Reliquiae

Andreae,

manuscript

56

our

or

was a

the State of the Venerable and Primitial See of St. Andrews. The author of the

George Martine,

a man

believed to be Secretary to two archbishops and credited

Smith, Graham. "Calotype Views of St. Andrews" in History of Photography, Volume 7,
Number 3, July-September 1983, p. 236.
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for

drawing

The

up one

of the first detailed histories of the religious establishments in St.

original manuscript did not contain

pictorial illustrations. When the University printer

any

preparing the manuscript for publication, however, three engravings
illustrate the text. The advertisement for the

order to

give the reader

some

idea of the present

the Castle

the Cathedral

were

prepared at that time to

appearance

of St. Andrews, the following beautiful

work."58 The images selected for Reliquiae

of St. Andrews, With the Chapel of St. Rule from the West (42),

ofSt. Andrews (77) and

believe that John Slezer knew

were

was

publication, written in October 1797, states that "In

views, engraved by the first masters, accompany the
Divi Andreae

Andrews.57

a

view of St. Andrews from the East (26). We have

no reason to

George Martine's manuscript and the publication of the document

following Slezer's death. However, it is interesting that when forced to select only

came

many years

three

representative images of St. Andrews, both Slezer and the university printer made identical

choices. The vantage

similar to Slezer's

point selected to illustrate the view of St. Andrews from the East is quite

Prospect of The Town of St. ANDREWS. The two views share the

same

high

vantage point and the same wide angle of vision. Both the landscape and the town are seen from a
distance with the viewer

publications, when

we

positioned high

on

the Braes of Kinkell. In both the Martine and Slezer

view the castle composition, both artists have again selected the

same

vantage point. The Martine illustration is more of a close-up view of the ruin, but the images are

substantially similar.
It is in the

representation of the cathedral precinct that the similarities end.

Unsurprisingly, in the Martine publication the cathedral is the first illustration and is prominently
listed; being tied to

a

manuscript written within the Archdiocese community, the cathedral precinct

would of course receive
Cathedral

57

58

special attention. The viewpoint selected in the Martine illustration, the

of St. Andrews, With the Chapel ofSt. Rule from the West, creates

The New Statistical Account

a strong sense

of depth

ofScotland by The Ministers of the Respective Parishes, under the
Superintendence of a committee of the Society for the Benefit of the Sons and Daughters of
the Clergy. Vol. IX. Fife—Kinross. William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and
London, MDCCCXLV (1845). For the Parish of St. Andrews: the Rev. R. Haldane, D.D.
and the Rev. George Buist, D.D., p. 458.
Martine, George. Reliquiae Divi Andreae, or the State of the Venerable and Primitial See of St.
Andrews, St. Andrews University Library: St. Andrews, 1797, p. viii.
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and

powerfiil pictorial effect. As in Slezer's view, The Ruins of the Cathedrall of St. ANDREWS,

a

the entire cathedral

precinct is included in the picture, by pushing the ground plan and the elevation

almost into each other in

an

taken from the west, and it

extreme view. Unlike the Slezer

places

a

graphic emphasis

on

view, however, the Martine view is

this alternate perspective. The Gothic

bays and windows march through the composition, communicating
to a distant

of space that resonates

vanishing point. The tower of St. Rule in the middle of the picture is, of course, also

of attraction and calls for

centre

a sense

a

a

great deal of technical attention. The Church of St. Rule is

depicted accurately, achieving the correct scale in relation to the flanking cathedral ruins. In
addition to the architectural texture and details

captured in both compositions, the Martine

composition is grounded quite firmly within the picturesque tradition, with extensive attention to
the

graphic treatment of a decorative floral landscape. Lastly, it is important to point out that the

frontispiece of Hill and Adamson's Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews is also
of the St. Andrews Cathedral and the Church of St.
One of the most dramatic

a

representation

Rule.59

depictions of St. Andrews is an engraving of the cathedral

precinct in the evening with the silhouettes of the St. Andrews Cathedral and Church of St. Rule
backlit

by the full

Sentimental

moon.

This unique night

Evening Walk

near

scene

is the frontispiece to Saint Andrews;

the Ruins of That Ancient City (59),

a poem

or, a

in three parts, by John

Copland, written in the autumn of 1775. In addition to the visual imagery of St. Andrews and its
monuments, this poem was an
stroll
the

a

to the cathedral

poem.

poem

by moonlight,

as

suggested in the title and by

A line by Holloway and Errington, referring to

a

project of a Robert Brown to illustrate the landscape around Newhall that had been mentioned
poem

that it

was

by Ramsay,

may

be apposite here; according to Holloway and Errington, Brown believed

"only by grasping the nature of the landscape which had been [the poet's] model, that

any attempt

could be made by the reader to understand the true character of the

commissioned views

59

precinct to read the

enticing illustration attached to the

later

in

over

invitation of sorts, encouraging the reader to visit St. Andrews and to

were

thus not

We do not know whether the

ordinary illustrations decorating the

university printer

or

Hill and Adamson

poem,

were

poem,

and the

but landscape

familiar with the
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surrogates for the use
of which

this

of those readers [...] who had

they could enter into the poet's mind and

night

scene

is

an

the reader to enter

expression of the

more

level,

a

connection to

often

encouraged by

a

same

never seen

the places described, and by means

feelings."60 It seems plausible that the use of

attitude here attributed to Brown; its inclusion allows

fully into the mind of the poet. This image also suggests,

popular activity of Grand Tourists when visiting Rome. Travellers

one

global

were

of the popular guidebook publishers of the day, Baedeker, to experience

certain activities

by night: "The best

evening spent

the Monte Pincio."61 Here St. Andrews lends itself to the

on

on a more

way to

conclude the day, Baedeker advised,

was

same type

with

an

of activity.62

Holloway and Errington point out that "Information about the historical past of [Scotland]
became much

accessible with the

more

publication of two important books; Francis Grose's

Antiquities of Scotland in 1797 and Thomas

5."64

Francis Grose

Surrey. Grose

was

was a

two Tours in Scotland in 1771 and 1774-

topographical draughtsman who

was

born in 1731 at Richmond, in

independently wealthy and devoted his life to antiquarian pursuits. The

Antiquities ofScotland is
with

Pennant's63

one

of the first publications in which historical information is combined

engraved illustrations of the architectural monuments of St. Andrews. The three St. Andrews

antiquities included in Grose's publication

are:

St. Andrews Cathedral (56); Castle of St. Andrews

(82); and The Chapel of the Black Friers (96). In addition to historically significant dates

Slezer and Martine

60

61

62

63

publications.
Holloway, James, and Lindsay Errington. The Discovery ofScotland: The Appreciation of
Scottish Scenery through Two Centuries of Painting. Edinburgh: National Gallery of
Scotland, 1978, pp. 80-81.
Szegedy-Maszak, Andrew. "Roman Views" from Six Exposures: Essays in Celebration of the
Opening of the Harrison D. Horblit Collection ofEarly Photography, 1999, p. 94.
In this regard, Professor Smith suggested analogies with Sir Walter Scott's writings on Melrose
Abbey in the evening, and Anna Brownell Jameson's walk through Florence at night.
Thomas Pennant was a traveller and naturalist who visited St. Andrews on 11 September 1769.
To the best of my knowledge, Pennant's publication included no images. See also B.
Faujas St. Fond, a French geologist who visited St. Andrews in 1784, and Henry Lord
Cockburn, a circuit judge who visited St. Andrews on 28 & 29 April 1844. The diary
entries of all three men mention the grass-grown streets, and the over-all dreary nature of
St. Andrews.

64

Holloway, James, and Lindsay Errington. The Discovery ofScotland: The Appreciation of
Scottish Scenery through Two Centuries of Painting. Edinburgh: National Gallery of
Scotland, 1978, p. 57. (The copy of The Antiquities ofScotland (second volume) in the St.
Andrews University Library is dated 1791 on the cover in Roman numerals. In the margin
of the oval illustration, however, it reads: Pub. April 11,1792. by S. Hooper.)
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associated with these structures, the

accompanying text also provides measurements of the

remaining architectural fragments and
into the

growing

awareness

a

description of the present condition. We gain some insight

of and respect for the past at the close of the eighteenth century,

through Grose's report that the chapel of St. Regulus (St. Rule) was recently repaired at the public's
We know that Grose died in 1791 and The Antiquities ofScotland was published in that

expense.
same

year

by an S. Hooper, who it is believed

practised in the latter part of the
Monumental

The

a

18th century, and made many of the drawings used by Gough in his

as

publisher. In the

case

image, St. Andrews Cathedral, is

an

grave

of The Chapel of the BlackFriers and Castle of St.

W. Thomas, sculpt, is mentioned, indicating that Thomas carved or etched the plates.

against the Church of St. Rule in
It is

have been the "topographical draftsman who

Antiquities."65 It is unclear whether Hooper had any involvement with the images

beyond his role
Andrews,

may

a

unique view, in which the artist is positioned almost flush

an attempt to portray

the full length of the fragmented cathedral.

empty space, with a single grave-digger standing alone with his pick-axe amongst the many

markers jutting

up

from the ground at random intervals. In the

case

of the Castle of St.

Andrews, the vantage point selected by the artist is almost identical to the view taken by Hill and
Adamson 50 years
away

by the

sea.

later, with

In the

Adamson view includes

case
a

a

sweeping

panorama

of the castle and the surrounding cliffs

worn

of The Chapel of the BlackFriers, the image that predates the Hill and

stone wall and attached stone

Grammar School. Both of these

elements, however,

Research found that the Grammar School built in
the wall is elusive. Aside from Francis Grose's
have believed that there would be

an

are

1622,

building that Grose refers to

as

the

missing in the later calotype view.
was

demolished in 1833, but the history of

personal interest in antiquarian pursuits, he must

interest in Scottish

history and

a

market for The Antiquities of

Scotland.
The contributions of an

Edinburgh archaeologist working in the latter part of the

eighteenth century provided the next suite of engravings that fit into this historical development of

65

Redgrave. A Dictionary ofArtists of the English School: From the middle ages to the nineteenth
century painters, sculptors, architects, engravers and ornamentists, with notices of their
lives and work. Amsterday: G.W. Hissink & Co., reprint 1970, p. 223.
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famous

sights in St. Andrews. Adam Mansfeldt de Cardonnel-Lawson, in addition to working as an

archaeologist,

was

also

an

etcher and line

engraver

who

was

well known for his depictions of coins,

antiquities, landscapes and topographical views. The Picturesque Antiquities of Scotland is
scale

publication that, in the author's words, "endeavoured to

meet

or

antiquarian market, but decided instead to produce

the needs of the

was

from oblivion the ancient

a

publication that would

ever-growing tourism industry of the latter part of the eighteenth century.

Cardonnel admits in his
He

large-

Splendour."66 Cardonnel had apparently originally intended this publication

remains of Caledonian
for the academic

preserve

a

preface that the work

persuaded to produce

a

was

originally going to be

on an even

larger scale.

smaller work, however, "as better adapted to the convenience of

Travellers, who wish to be acquainted with a few circumstances relating to the ruins they may
chance to

visit, without being obliged to consult the several authors, who have written

on

the

subject."67 His exhaustive survey of "churches, religious houses and castles" included three etched
plates depicting three of St. Andrews most popular landmarks: St. Andrews. Plate I (the cathedral,
51); St. Andrews. Plate II (the Church of St. Rule, 52); and St. Andrews. Plate III (the castle, 79).
Each

plate is signed in script, in the

first and second
miniature

plates, Cardonnel

left-hand

corner

conveys a strong sense

of the plate: ADC. In the

case

of the

of depth and pictorial effect in the

portrayals of the cathedral and the church of St. Rule. In all three engravings, the artist

depicts picturesque elements such
and florid

upper

plant life

are

growing

as

festoons of foliage draping the stone structures; creeping ivy

up over

the monuments. The rich texture of crumbling stone walls

and black tonal shadows stand in stark contrast to the barren skies that lack any

reference to

atmospheric qualities. The text associated with each of the images is primarily of a historical
nature, with a

descriptive treatment of the existing ornament and the dimensions of the original

structures. Cardonnel

ventured to

66

67

annex a

acknowledges in his preface that: "With the descriptions to

few anecdotes and historical facts, which may

perhaps

appear

my

plates, I have

trivial to

many,

Cardonnel-Lawson, Adam Mansfeldt de. Picturesque antiquities of Scotland, etched by Adam de
Cardonnel. London: Printed for the Author, and sold by Edwards, Pali-Mall; S. and E.
Harding, Pall-Mali; also by Edwards in Halifax, 1793, p. iii.
Ibid. p. iii.
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and well known to the greatest part

of my readers; but,

as

this work

was

intended for the World at

large, and not the learned, the Author hopes it will meet with a favourable
St. Andrews continued to receive

travel

recognition

on a

reception."68

national level through its inclusion in

publications. A plate from A Voyage Round Great Britain, published on July 1, 1822, by

William Daniell, is our next

another

example of this. This print, St. Andrews, Fifeshire (105), gives

glimpse of how St. Andrews

Great Britain

was

not Daniell's first

artist considerable fame. As

packaged

was

or

us

presented to the world. A Voyage Round

publication, but it

was a

timely publication that brought the

Holloway and Errington point out: "The last

years

of the eighteenth

century saw the beginning of modern tourism in Scotland. A steady flow of visitors both from
within the country

and from south of the border wanted to

famous in the books of views."69 Daniell

Britain, and while doing
British
In the

dark

so

he

was

for themselves the places made

enjoyed spending his

summers

travelling through Great

sketching and collecting materials for his book. Mackenzie, the

print dealer claims, "William Daniell made

a

major contribution to the English travel book.

1820s, he engraved some very fine marine subjects, usually found uncoloured and printed in

blue."70

In the

case

of St. Andrews,

composition and the engraving has
hand-coloured, with
greens

see

a

Fifeshire, the artist selected

some

watercolour

palette of colours that

and blues. The image is framed by

a

ranges

on

a

harbour view for his

the image. The print image

appears to

be

from shades of red, via lemon yellow, to deep

faux French matt technique. In this image

we are

presented with the work of an artist who has studied abroad and thus brings with him experience
that lends itself to

an

international system

International exposure came to

of visual reference.

William Daniell at the

age

of 14, when he accompanied his

uncle, Thomas Daniell, to India to assist him in making drawings and sketches. During his ten
years

living abroad, William Daniell pursued the profession of an artist. When he returned to

England, Daniell established his reputation based

68

69

on

his various paintings and drawings of India.

Ibid. p.

iv.
Holloway, James, and Lindsay Errington. The Discovery ofScotland: The Appreciation of
Scottish Scenery

Scotland, 1978,

through Two Centuries of Painting. Edinburgh: National Gallery of

p.

63.
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Daniell
1822.

eventually became

Throughout his

aquatint

an

Associate of the Royal Academy in 1807 and

career,

he was recognized

as an

full Academician in

a

eminent draughtsman, water-colourist and

Daniell had wide-ranging interests and he directed his attention toward

engraver.

landscape, topographical, and architectural views, animal and marine subjects, and portraits.
Through Daniell's experience documenting exotic animals and far away places, we see conventions
of documentation
mix the

applied to the monuments of Great Britain, and in this case to St. Andrews, that

picturesque with
A

a

visitor's curiosity to embrace

sights, each nestled neatly into

a

single composition. This convention

frequently applied to celebrated monuments of Rome, in which

was

conveniently presented in
case

of St. Andrews,

a

Fifeshire,

we enter
sea.

the image

number of monuments

were

travellers of the day might have, by boat,

as many

Thus the artist has placed in the foreground of the composition

pier, flanked by the calm water of the harbour

visitor is

a

single composition that defies natural geographic boundaries. In the

approaching the town from the

North Sea

portrayal of place.

popular continental technique is immediately recognized in the artist's juxtaposition of

several famous St. Andrews

the

an accurate

scene at

the left and the turbulent waves of the

entering the composition from the right. In the background of the composition, the

presented with

some

of the highlights of St. Andrews: the silhouette of the Church of St.

Rule; the remaining spires of the Cathedral; the tower of the College Church of St. Salvator; and the
last

remaining skeleton walls of the Castle. In order to achieve this vision, the artist has not only

removed many

buildings and walls in

an

effort to provide

a

clear and ordered

panorama

of the

popular monuments in St. Andrews, but the proximity of the buildings to each other has been
readjusted. In addition, highlighting the University of St. Andrews
Scotland,

we are

quadrangle, set

as

the oldest university in

presented with the spire of the College Church adjacent to the St. Salvator

on

the central axis of the composition. Daniell has applied several pictorial

conventions in his St. Andrews

engraving. His treatment of light is within

chiaroscuro, lying outside any real light situation, which is enhanced by

stylised sky. Daniell effectively
70

Mackenzie. British Prints:

conveys

a

an

the drama of Scottish weather with

framework of

exaggerated and highly
a

play on conflicting

Dictionary and Price Guide. England: the Antique Collectors' Club
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natural forces

-

sandwiching St. Andrews between the turbulent

sea

and the dramatic sky. His

portrayal of texture highlights the contrast between the rough-hewn nature of the rocky cliffs and
stone

pier and the softer renderings of the

sea

and sky.

Saint Andrews: As It Was and As It Is,

Andrews, this time

a

small pocket-sized publication. As the book cover claims, it "contains much

curious and valuable information

never

before

publishing his Delineations of St. Andrews in
stated:
to the

the

by James Grierson, is another travel guide to St.

printed." James Grierson, MD (1768-1844) began

1807.71 In the advertisement for the first edition, he

"many have expressed their regret that

no account

of St. Andrews should have been offered

public... the seat of the most ancient of the Scottish Universities - the ecclesiastical capital of

kingdom for nearly

history, and

a

a

thousand years

-

the

scene

of not

a

place frequently visited by the tourist and the

few of the material transactions of its

curious."72 In the case of the Grierson

publication, the recommended checklist of popular monuments in St. Andrews has expanded
significantly from that of the previous generations.
The revised third edition of Grierson's Delineations included twelve embellished
nine of which

71

The

are

of particular

plates,

interest, owing to their notable similarities to images included in A

Ltd., 1987, p. 93.
Harleys refer to Grierson as MD, however, in The New Statistical Account ofScotland by
The Ministers of the Respective Parishes, under the Superintendence of a committee of the
Society for the Benefit of the Sons and Daughters of the Clergy. Vol. IX. Fife—Kinross.
William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London, MDCCCXLV (1845). For the
Parish of St. Andrews: the Rev. R. Haldane, D.D. and the Rev. George Buist, D.D.
Grierson is referred to as Rev. Mr. Grierson, minister of the parish of Cockpen, p. 458. Are
both references consistent?

72

Harley, Ralph L. Jr., and Joanna L. Harley. "The 'Tartan Album' by John and Robert Adamson."
History ofPhotography, Volume 12, Number 4 (October 1988), p. 296. Presumably,
Grierson is simply trying to promote his own publication here. On the cover of Grierson's
third edition, at the bottom, we find: "Printed by G.S. Tullis, Printer to the University of St.
Andrews." As the reader will recall, it was the university printer in 1797, James Morison,
who was involved with printing the George Martine manuscript. Even if Grierson was
unaware of previous St. Andrews publications, it seems that Tullis should have been aware
of his predecessor's printing activities, especially since the records reflect that just a decade
prior, Mr. Morison of Perth found that "the expense of the establishment more than
counterbalanced the profit, and Mr. Morison was induced to resign the appointment, and to
withdraw the press" (The New Statistical Account ofScotland by The Ministers of the
Respective Parishes, under the Superintendence of a committee of the Society for the Benefit
of the Sons and Daughters of the Clergy. Vol. IX. Fife—Kinross. William Blackwood and
Sons, Edinburgh and London, MDCCCXLV (1845). For the Parish of St. Andrews: the
Rev. R. Haldane, D.D. and the Rev. George Buist, D.D., p. 497).
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Series

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. It is not known whether Hill and/or Adamson

of this

publication. However, the Harleys tell

us

third edition of Grierson's Delineations at the 7
'laid upon

the table'

on

that: "Dr. Adamson would have

the revised

August 1838 meeting of the Society, because it

that date during Dr. Gillespie's report of the Antiquarian

this time, we should also reflect back on the Tartan Album, the
Talbot in November of 1842

seen

were aware

was

Committee."73 At

experimental work forwarded to

by John and Robert Adamson. In the Tartan Album, the architectural

monuments from St. Andrews that the Adamson's included were: the Blackfriars

chapel, the castle

(two views), the cathedral viewed with and without the church of St. Rule, the college church of St.
Salvator

(two views), the West Port, and

a

distant view of the cathedral precinct from the top of Sir

David Brewster's

garden wall. The images Grierson highlighted that overlap with the Hill and

Adamson choices

are

Andrews

the West Port and South Street

(121), Ruins ofBlack Friars Chapel St.

(99), the Ruins of Cathedral & Chapel of St. Regulusfrom the North (61), Castle ofSt.

Andrews from

the Sea (84), and the College Church (111). But Grierson also included United

College from South West (113), United College, St. Andrews (114), Madras College & Ruins of
Black Friars

Chapel St. Andrews (97), and Madras College (98); thus it is apparent that by this

point the checklist of recommended monuments in St. Andrews had expanded significantly from the
original pilgrimage destinations of the previous generations: the cathedral precinct and the castle
by the
guide

sea.74 In comparison with the previous antiquarian views, the images in Grierson's travel
are very

unsophisticated, and in

some cases

might

even

be considered construction

or

line

drawings. Madras College, the United College, St. Andrews and the Ruins of the Black Friars
Chapel, St. Andrews were all drawn by
or

presented in empty

tones to

spaces.

a

W.F. Buist, and in these

74

the monuments

are

placed

The artist, in clarifying the spatial situations, has added subtle

ground the compositions and has thrown

and volume. The inclusion of stiff groupings

73

cases

a

few shadows to hint at

some

grey

sort of light source

of figures and out-of-scale elements such

as trees or

Harley, Ralph L. Jr., and Joanna L. Harley. "The 'Tartan Album' by John and Robert Adamson."
History of Photography, Volume 12, Number 4, October 1988, p. 296.
Grierson surely recognized that a travel guide to St. Andrews would not draw enough attention
from the tourist industry if there were only two monuments worthy of a visit.
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light posts makes these additions look like
that

a

props

in

a

stage-like setting. It is also the

case,

however,

degree of warmth is introduced to Buist's compositions by his attention to atmospheric

elements such

as

clouds and birds

flying above. In the

case

of the Grierson images depicted by F.W.

McLea, the renderings are still rather stark in their compositional elements, but we do see more
attention

paid to the representation of the fa?ades, with

In both the Buist and McLea

unnatural states. The

are

stripped of any ancillary streets

monuments to their fundamental elements

the United

attention to texture and highlighting.

renderings, the artists have placed their respective monuments in

buildings

One of the most

some

and

placing them in

an

or structures,

thus reducing the

artificial isolation.

sophisticated images included in the Grierson publication is the view of

College St. Andrews by William Lizars and William Banks. In this view of the

quadrangle of the United College of St. Salvator and St. Leonard in the University of St. Andrews,
collegians

are

playing ball

on

the

grass,

professors

are

strolling through the adjoining chapel

arcade, dogs are playing, birds are flying overhead in an active sky, and finely dressed couples are

strolling through the quadrangle admiring the architecture of the college buildings. Another welldeveloped image by Lizar and Banks included in Grierson's publication is
Madras
The

the

chapel is dripping with picturesque ivy, and lush vegetation is sprouting
through to the crumbling

open

right. Tiny clusters of fashionably dressed

making their
of the

way up

cover

have any sense
filled with

a

a

up

park-like setting.
from the base of the

rooftop. Madras College is set back in the picture plane

majestically sits in the distance, flanked by the chapel to the left and

case

combined view of

College & Ruins of the Black Friars Chapel St. Andrews, presented in

ruin and up
and

a

women

a

thick

escorting small children

grove

are

of trees to

portrayed,

the long path perhaps to drop the children at school for the day. Only in the

image, West Port and South Street, does the viewer of Grierson's Delineations

that St. Andrews is situated in

an

urban environment with

an

active bustling town

community of active, everyday people.

Leaving the contributions of Grierson, another portrayal of St. Andrews, again taken from
the

lofty vantage point of the braes of Kinkell, is

a

distant view of the town, St. Andrews, Fife-shire,

Looking North West (34), by James Stewart and Joseph Swan. The composition of this image
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recalls Slezer's

same

Prospect of The Town of St. ANDREWS. Once again,

convention of working

the St. Andrews

we see

Stewart utilizing the

into the composition most of the celebrated buildings

or monuments

in

skyline. The harbour with ship masts, the cathedral precinct, the castle, the abbey

wall, and the spires of the Town Church and College Church of St. Salvator are all systematically

placed within the cityscape. And, just
earlier, Stewart also took
trees,

the

case

in Slezer's rendering over

artistic licence and cleared

some

away

a

hundred

years

the various unwanted buildings and

enabling the viewer to recognize unmistakably the famous monuments of St. Andrews.

Although the

message was

markedly different
the

as was

on a

the

same

in both Slezer's and Stewart's images, their work, however, is

variety of levels. First, Slezer

was

working with

19th century Swan engraved Stewart's original drawings

engraved plates allowed for
Slezer's

day

was

an output

on

copper

plates, whereas by

steel. The advantage of steel-

of prints in the thousands, while the output of copper plates in

measured in the hundreds. Another difference between the two images

differing roles in their respective publications. In the Slezer publication, the picture

was

was

their

the

primary vehicle of communication, owing to the limited textual data, whereas the Stewart
illustration

a

John M.

was

buried amongst

the

pages

of a lengthy treatise

Leighton, Esq. Stewart's portrayal of St. Andrews

picturesque style of the

on
was

the history of the county of Fife by

in the popular and fashionable

19th century, wherein the artist paid a tremendous amount of attention

to

articulating the flora and fauna in the foreground, nestling St. Andrews before the rolling
mountains of the

countryside, with

a

broad scale of grey-tones achieved in the softly lit rolling

clouds overhead.

Turning

now

Statistical Account

to literature contemporary with Hill and Adamson, we come to the New

ofScotland,

a

large-scale, multi-volume compilation that

was

published

nationwide just one year

before the Series of Calotype Views ofSt. Andrews. The entry submitted

behalf of St. Andrews

by the Rev. R. Haldane, D.D. and the Rev. George Buist, D.D., includes

on

information

parochial

on

topography and natural history, civil history, the population, industry, and the

economy.

In the ministers' report, they claim that Martine's Reliquiae Divi Andreae and

Grierson's Delineations

ofSt. Andrews

were

the only two existing accounts of St. Andrews'
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institutions, aside from "a short account of the city and its institutions [...] in Chambers's Gazetteer
of Scotland."75 When

reported that "what
mile and

a

was

seems

half from St.

of the Rock and
which

addressing the topography and natural history of the

area,

most worthy of notice in this place is a curious mass of trap tuff, about a

Andrews, of which the remains constitute the rock well known by the

Spindle."76 This

later included

seems

name

to be one of the first mentions of this particular landmark,

by Hill and Adamson in their publication. Turning their attention to the

antiquities of St. Andrews, the chapel and tower of St. Regulus and the cathedral
monuments Haldane and Buist

historical entries written

the ministers

on

were

the first

noted, with considerable mention of the Abbey Wall. There

the castle,

are

also

Blackfriars chapel and Madras College, and Holy Trinity, the

parish church of the town. Haldane and Buist also make broad reference to the miscellaneous
churches and

chapels in and around St. Andrews, and when outlining the university buildings, the

"elegant Gothic chapel and Tower of St. Salvator's College"
general agreement on what monuments
ministers

reported there

Andrews

parish.

were

some

called out specifically. We

important in St. Andrews. As

a

see

here

side note, the

four dissenting chapels, representing 697 parishioners, in the St.

This statistical account

surrounding

were

are

occasionally makes mention of preservationist

of the architectural monuments. In the

case

concerns

of the Blackfriars chapel, it

was

reported: "A part of the trust-deed relative to the Madras College, within whose grounds it is

now

situated, has made provision for its being kept in a proper state of repair."77 In addition, a strong

plea

made

was

on

behalf of the university when the ministers reported that the endowments of the

colleges "were found to be totally inadequate for the

purpose

of preserving the college buildings in

proper state

of repair."78 When describing the state of the city's fortification, the West Port

identified

being in need of repair: "the city arms, indeed, above the centre of the arch,

75

76
77
78

as

The New Statistical Account

a

was

are

nearly

of Scotland by The Ministers of the Respective Parishes, under the
Superintendence of a committee of the Society for the Benefit of the Sons and Daughters of
the Clergy. Vol. IX. Fife—Kinross. William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and
London, MDCCCXLV (1845), p. 458.

Ibid. p.
Ibid. p.
Ibid. p.

456.
468.
491.
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effaced, in consequence of the wasting of the stone by the weather, and would require to be

renewed."79

A

comparison of the ministers' description with the visual portrayal of the West Port

and South Street

would support

printed just

a

decade before by Lizars

this observation. However,

some

on

the

cover

inconsistencies

of Grierson's pocket-guide

appear

when comparing the

ministers' accounts with other artistic

portrayals of the architectural landmarks. In the first

is

are no common sewers

reported that in St. Andrews "there

streets, the whole being conducted
sketches reckon the

many
area

large

open

sewers as

the

cause

of unhealthiness in

cities."80 When addressing the popular cathedral precinct, the ministers

within continued to be covered with

a mass

rubbish in any

of the images

of the artists

we

of rubbish until within these few years,

ruins."81 Yet, we get no hint of such

sewers or

depicted the intrusion of garbage in their portrayals of this landmark

Billings,

was

when the

area.

Antiquities of Scotland, illustrated by a London architect

published in four volumes between 1845-52. This publication

primarily filled with text, but included

numerous

landmark structures. In addition to Detailed View

of Ruins of the Cathedral (47),

interlaced arches of the west side of the south transept

sketch for The

a

on

the

rendering of the

of the cathedral, Billings prepared sketches

of the St. Regulus & Ruins of the Cathedral (48), and St. Andrews, West

front of the Cathedral (49) in collaboration with the
a

was

engraved illustrations. Billings included four

images of St Andrews, which he combined with historical vignettes chronicling information

for St. Andrews, Church

such

have looked at; in regard to the cathedral precinct in particular,

The Baronial and Ecclesiastical

Robert William

report, "the

Majesty's Exchequer directed it to be removed, and certain repairs to

executed, to promote the preservation of the

none

for the reception of rain water in the

gutters. I notice this, as several authors of topographical

stagnation of the putrid water in these

Honourable the Barons of his
be

in

it

case,

engraver

John Henry Lekeux. He also prepared

College Church St. Andrews (109) in collaboration with John Godfrey. When

reading Billings' text, his strong interest in preservation issues surrounding Scottish antiquities is
apparent. He too comments

79
80

Ibid. p. 470.
Ibid. pp. 452-453.

on

the St. Andrews community operation of clearing

away

the rubbish.

Graham Smith has suggested I consult his article on John Adamson in the
of Photography. I have not yet had the opportunity to do

Summer 2001 issue of History

so.
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The

Billings text also reveals the support of a few individuals from St Andrews and its environs

who

are

listed

as

subscribers to the

publication. Those individuals

are:

W.H. Playfair, Esq.,

Architect, Edinburgh; Major H.L. Playfair, St. Andrews; Professor Ferrier, St. Andrews. Hugh

Lyon Playfair and Professor Ferrier

were

both close friends of Sir David Brewster, but there

additional St. Andrews subscribers listed

although these

may

have had

access to

Billings also shares his

-

no

Brewster

or

Adamson, and

no

were no

David Octavius Hill,

the volumes through other subscribers.

concerns

surrounding the issues of truth in representation,

the work of previous antiquarians, and specifically those contributions made by

commenting

on

John Slezer,

Captain Grose, and Adam de Cardonell. In his introduction, he claims: "in the

mass

of

previous antiquarian publications, miscellaneous contributions, from artists who too often translated
nature as

they thought she should

appear,

extraordinary changes; and hence the

frequently show the

cause

of drawings:
had not
the
Mr.

an

example, had been quite

"To several others I

open

owe my

subject under the most

of their want of value is the absence of truth."82

Billings claims that he personally drew each image
Cardonnel for

same

on

the spot and did not borrow images.

and appreciative in his preface regarding the sharing

best thanks for Views, which, being of distant places, I

opportunity of taking myself, but which I have

reason to

believe

are

accurate."83 Later in

preface, he specifically references, "Some few observations I have selected from Dr. Henry and
Pennant."84

Shortly after the publication of A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews
publication, the History of St. Andrews, by Rev. Charles Roger, dated 1849. Based
reading of the text, it is apparent that Roger

was

came

on a

another

careful

familiar with the contributions of some of his

predecessors. He refers to information he collected based

on

Slezer's 1697 edition of Theatrum

SCOTIJE, for example, as well as mentioning testimony gathered from George Martine's work. The

81
82

83

Ibid. p.

466.
Billings, Robert William. The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities ofScotland illustrated by
Robert William Billings, Architect, 1845-52, in Four Volumes, William Blackwood and
Sons: Edinburgh and London, p. 3.
Cardonnel-Lawson, Adam Mansfeldt de. Picturesque antiquities ofScotland, etched by Adam de
Cardonnel. London: Printed for the Author, and sold by Edwards, Pall-Mall; S. and E.
Harding, Pail-Mall; also by Edwards's in Halifax, 1793, p. iii.
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architectural monuments of interest

reproduced in the Roger publication

are:

St. Andrews (a distant

view, 28), Ruins of Cathedral & Chapel of St. Regulus, St. Andrews (60), Castle of St. Andrews

(83), Madras College & Ruins of Black Friars Chapel St. Andrews (97), College Church St.
Andrews
is

(112), The Pends (120), The Martyrs' Monument, St. Andrews (123). Roger's publication

interesting from two points of view. First, Roger utilized the illustrations of the Banks/Lizars

team

exclusively for his publication. The Banks/Lizars duo present the monuments in park-like,

idyllic settings, grounded in the picturesque tradition. More important, however, is the fact that
Roger included two of the

images previously reproduced in Grierson's third edition of Saint

same

Andrews: As It Was and As It Is

—

Madras

College & Ruins of Black Friars Chapel, and United

College, St. Andrews.
After

reviewing the materials that preceded Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, it is

clear that the views taken conformed to the

subjects that painters and
checklist of the

engravers

had established

over

or

informal inventory of

generations. Furthermore,

we see

that this

principal monuments of St. Andrews had evolved through the years. From initial

illustrations of the cathedral
Blackfriars

hierarchy of an accepted list

precinct and castle, it expanded to include Madras College and

as a

few notable sites of the university, the Spindle Rock, the West Port

and the Flarbour. These views

comprise the majority of subjects selected by Hill and Adamson. In

chapel,

as

well

contrast to these artistic

ancient

renderings, however, the calotype images present

visual reality of the

architecture, and thus stand in direct contrast to the antiquarian images. For the first time,

these architectural monuments

are

viewed in

proximity to their neighbouring buildings and

structures, which cannot be erased, as was often the case with many
views.

a

Thus, through the calotypes,

unique situation in

space

With A Series

Andrews emerges. In

we are

able - indeed forced

-

of the previous delineator's

to view these monuments in their

and in their actual environments.

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews,

a new way

these images the architectural monuments

of capturing the

are no

space

of St.

longer placed in park-like,

privileged positions, "on display." Rather, they are by necessity part of the everyday fabric of St.
84

Ibid. p.

iv.
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Andrews. Moreover,

they

are

portrayed accurately. The scale of the cathedral precinct is

no

longer

distorted, for example, but it can only be captured in its entirety when viewed in the background of
Hill and Adamson's St. Andrews Harbour with the Cathedral Precinct Wall, St.
the Cathedral from

the Southeast, where its structures

are seen

Regulus Tower, and

through the boat masts and

roofs and walls of the town. In Hill and Adamson's Distant View

over

the

of St. Andrewsfrom the West

Sands, the previous convention of presenting a panoramic composition with the church of St.
Salvator, the cathedral, the Church of St. Rule, and the castle,
which confines these structures to the horizon under

an

are

immense

diminished by this long view,

sky and in the distance of the

sweeping sandy beach. This distant view, with the town representing only

a

fraction of the picture

plane, shows the monuments in the setting of a town that has developed piecemeal, and of which
these celebrated structures form but

a

small part.
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CHAPTER 3

The

preceding chapters have provided

situated the Series

a

brief survey of the history of early photography, and have

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews in the context of the earliest photographic

publications. The second chapter provided
architectural monuments and
Adamson

areas

a survey

of antiquarian materials addressing the

of interest in St. Andrews that

publication. Information from these chapters will

and Adamson's Series
of representation

predated the 1846 Hill and

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews perpetuated and extended the conventions

established by the pre-existing 'inventory' of St. Andrews architectural landmarks

found in literature and the visual arts. As Cervin Robinson notes, "...

succeeding generations have done the
allowing
see

us to

that in

other

same

building,

one

that

understand the problems they all faced and to

some cases

cases

there is

has

captured

the

surrounding

the argument that Hill

serve to support

more

a

the

calotype views

are

we

see

there

ourselves

are

instances in which

may

know at firsthand,

how each solved

them."85 We will

similar to the graphic conventions of the day, but in

departure from the picturesque

norm,

where the immediacy of the photograph

than the artist/delineator might have chosen to include. The natural quality of

space

disturbs

or even

contradicts the artificial elements that would have been

interjected into the composition in order to comply with the rules of the picturesque. It is obvious
that the

photographs had their roots in the older media of architectural representation; however, the

calotypes introduced

an

immediacy and

achieved. With the introduction of the
The Series
record the

these monuments that

calotype, the world is

now

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews provides

one

between Hill and Adamson

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

was never

before

looking at itself through

a

mirror.

of the most elaborate attempts to

prominent buildings of St. Andrews utilising the calotype

and Naef believe that A Series

85

accuracy to

was

process.

In fact, Goldschmidt

"the fruitful collaboration

[that] resulted in the first book with photographs that

were

created

as

Robinson, Cervin. Architecture Transformed: A History of the Photography ofBuildings from
1839 to the Present. Boston: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and The
Architectural League ofNew York, 1987, p. x.
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artworks, rather than for
Views
Pencil

any

[... ] documentary

or

purposes."86 The Series of Calotype

functional

of St. Andrews followed the model of Sun Pictures in Scotland rather than the format of The
of Nature: Sun Pictures in Scotland and the Series of Calotype Views

publications, consisting of roughly 23
calotype image

was an

pages

same manner

engraving might be presented, individually mounted, standing alone
formality of the printed title-page,

as

well

as

on

the

that

page

photographs offered formally on

a

a

watercolour

without

or

any

the individually mounted

photographs bound together, that elevate these albums from the realm of private
collections to series of fine art

both modest

each, with handsome letterpress title-pages. Each

individual work of art, presented in the

associated text. It is the

were

or

personal

public level. In each

case,

the

photographers reveal images that extend beyond the basic exercise of rendering the view, to works
of genuine

artistic

concern

and merit. The images in

of a rich brown tone, and the
matches

Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

a

printed ink colour selected by Hill and Adamson for their title-page

beautifully with the colour of the mounted calotypes. Hill and Adamson's prints

recognized above all other salted
With the many
paper, etc., as

paper

prints of the period for their permanence and

variables associated with the calotype

well

as

are

the brightness of the day - it is

process
a

-

are

uniformity.87

the quality of water, chemicals and

mystery even today how Hill and Adamson

were

able to achieve the consistent

"The

early salt print had great forcefulness that emphasized the component parts of the

high level of quality prints that they produced. Pare claims that:

subject...most clearly demonstrated in the views of St. Andrews by Hill and Adamson."88 Clearly,
both Hill and Adamson's Series
Scotland may

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews and Talbot's Sun Pictures in

rightly be categorized

as

fine art photographic

Nevertheless, this Hill and Adamson 'artwork'
architectural travel books, based both on the historical

86

87

also be

seen

in the larger context of

significance of the town and

on

the selection

Goldschmidt, Lucien, and Naef, Weston J. The Truthful Lens: A Survey of the Photographically
Illustrated Book, 1844-1914. New York: The Grolier Club, 1980, p. 16.
Strictly speaking, the images in A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews are salted paper prints
taken from

calotype negatives. Nevertheless, especially given the title of the work, I shall
as calotypes.
Pare, Richard. Photography and Architecture: 1839-1939. Montreal: Canadian Centre for
continue to refer to them

88

can

essays.

Architecture, 1982,

p.

16.
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represented. With the invention of photography, it followed that

of the monuments

photographically-illustrated travel books would find
lack of text in the Series

a

ready market

among

tourists. Although the

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews limited its usefulness

the album benefited from its creators' choice in
Adamson's decision to include the

as a

travel book,

portraying familiar subject matter. Hill and

popular St. Andrews landmarks capitalized

on

the

same

strategies used by the publishers of popular travel books of the day. Architectural monuments in
general

were

ancient ruins

of value and interest to those curious about faraway sites and cultures, and these
were

Adamson filled

a

bound up

with important events in Scotland's national history. Hill and

niche for the traveller that

individuals curious about the great
limited to

was

not

planning to leave his living

room,

for those

ruins and architectural monuments, but who had thus far been

descriptions in literature and to the delineators' representations. Thus, Hill and Adamson

provided for the architectural tourist
monuments and historic

photographic

essay

When

a new

and sophisticated approach to illustrating the

landmarks of St. Andrews. The commercial

that was indeed

a

appeal of this album

fine art book, but which appealed to the architectural

was as a

tourist.89

examining the images included in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, the

viewer should consider the way

in which Hill and Adamson approached the culture of the town of

St. Andrews. In their identification of the
did not limit their focus

significant elements in St. Andrews, Hill and Adamson

exclusively to the ancient monuments of St. Andrews; they also represented

aspects of modern St. Andrews. The inclusion of modern structures from St. Andrews presented a

divergence from the previously established conventions, which focused exclusively on the ancient
buildings in the traditional checklists.
Copies of A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews
that do exist vary

89

from

one

are

extremely

rare

and those copies

album to the next with regard to the images included. Roughly 80% of

We do know that Hill and Adamson

received payment

for any of the Series of Calotype
of St. Andrews albums and that each album ultimately went out as a gift (see Hudson,
Mark. Masterpieces of the J. Paul Getty Museum. Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty
Museum, 1999, p. 118). Sara Stevenson claims: "It's very sad, but I don't know of a single
one of the big albums that was actually sold. As far as I am aware, they were all given away.
The calotypes were selling as individual prints, but not as albums."
Views

never
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the

images in these albums represent the

cathedral

same monuments;

however, in

images, while in another album Hill and Adamson

one

album there

be 3

may

have included 4 copies of the

may

cathedral. Of the various albums that have been identified, each

has the

the

the juxtaposition of the cathedral

images mounted

on

the title-page

and St. Rule's tower, and in other

vary.

copies

or a

volumes. In
Andrews

consistent order with

some

albums there

presented with the Blackfriars Chapel. There does

regard to what images

22 mounted

are

prints, and in the

included from

are

one

album to

of the album at the St.

case

25 mounted prints, including the image

Since Hill and Adamson did not include
Series

printed title-page, but

regard to the placement of the images within these bound

are

University Library there

some cases we see

we are

not seem to be a fixed table of contents with

the next

In

same

a

table of contents to

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, the images will be studied in

on

the title-page.

guide the viewer through the
groups.

We will

progress

through the images of St. Andrews in the order established by the antiquarian delineators in the
centuries

leading

up

to the publication of this album. So, after beginning with the frontispiece

image, the themes will be addressed in the following order: distant views of St. Andrews; the
Cathedral Precinct and St. Rules; the Castle; Blackfriars
Madras

Chapel; Harbour Views of St. Andrews;

College; the United College and Church of St. Salvator; the Pends and West Port. Lastly,

miscellaneous category

a

will address the Hill and Adamson additions to this checklist of popular

attractions in St. Andrews, with the inclusion of: the

Abbey Wall; the fishing community on North

Street; and the Spindle Rock.
Since

no

titles for the individual

titles Graham Smith
of A Series

a

in the albums themselves, I have used the

assigned to the calotype images in the Hay Fleming Reference Library's

images in the St. Andrews University Library

directional notation

orientation of the individual
initiated

appear

copy

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, and I have followed his approach when adding titles

to the additional

included

images

copy

of the album. I have also

along with the descriptive titles, to help the viewer with the

pictures. This directional information is

a

reflection of a convention

by the Adamson brothers themselves. Inside the binding of an Adamson album preserved

in the National Museums of Scotland in

Edinburgh is

a

pencilled list in John Adamson's
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handwriting with the heading "Views of St. Andrews to be taken." This list is
material

available for the Series

sources

Adamson

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews that predates the Hill and

partnership. It references twenty-one different locations in St. Andrews, most with

directional

positions noted and followed by references to the time of day. Although the handwriting

of the list is at times difficult to

decipher,

a

careful analysis reveals the following information (blank

indicate illegible words): from the

spaces

town church east 4 pm;

1

pm;

from the West Sands 5

North Street from English Chapel 4

o'clock; Pends from in street

6 pm; & cathedral

+; Infant School

-

Martyrs Monument; West Port 4

;

of
As

when the

study the individual views,

we

was

taken. Based

photographed at high

It is also worth

the

taken

were

during
taken

the trees and tall

early spring
a

or

Let

pm;

Abbey Wall 1 lam; U. college 2

pm;

pm

1 lam;

Rock Spindle — Kinkell 1 lam;

the shadows in the photographs, it
were

and eight

grass
an

were

apparently set

season

_

as

us

turn

the title page.

Cathedral and St.
Adamson is the

to which season

now

up

was

that the
may

and completed before

noon.

these images portray. When there is

is present, most likely the calotypes

were

taken during

absence of foliage, then the image was probably taken

the late autumn months. It would

summer

appears

taken in the afternoon. Two of the calotypes

bleak period, perhaps in the early spring

during the lush

characteristics

on

on

months, while if there is

either in the

tower 12

should always ask ourselves what time of day it

considering the time of year and the

foliage

summer

noon,

we

on

majority of the calotypes, 15 to be precise,

abundant

North Street from

.

photograph

have been

South street from

New Year Hence; Madras College clear day; St. Mary's College

Union

;

pm;

pm;

tower 5 pm +; College Church from

English Chapel 11am; Castle 2 views 1 lam; Black friars 1

of

of our few

one

or

appear

that six of the views

were

late autumn. Nine of the calotype views

months, and ten of the images lacked

any sort

of identifiable

they were taken in at all.

to the individual

images, beginning with the calotype frontispiece mounted

The viewer is immediately presented with the East Gable of St. Andrews
Regulus Tower from the Northwest. The vantage point selected by Hill and

same

vantage point chosen by John Slezer in his portrayal of the cathedral precinct,
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in his 1718
is

publication of Theatrum SCOTIA!,. As

mentioned earlier, however, the Slezer view

we

noticeably out of scale, with St. Rule's literally "towering"

calotype view from the
The

tower.

same

position, the gable finials

calotype composition represents

a

are

over

the cathedral gables. In the

reaching higher in the sky than the

detailed view in contrast to the larger Slezer

composition, which attempts to capture the entire cathedral precinct in
been

a

single view. It would have

impossible for Hill and Adamson to capture the panoramic cathedral precinct

as

Slezer did,

owing to the limitations of their equipment and physical structures in their way.90 From

a

tourist's

point of view, the St. Regulus tower is important because it provides the only opportunity in St.
Andrews for

a

panoramic view of the town. The bird's-eye view afforded to the visitor offers

view of the architectural monuments that
makes it

possible to

see

are

nestled

a

clear

throughout the town. This vantage point

the proximity of the monuments to each other,

as

well

as

to the city as a

whole.

Distant Views

of St. Andrews

Among the antiquarian prospects, the portrayals of St. Andrews fall roughly into two general

categories: views of the town of St. Andrews from

buildings or sets of buildings. We
traditional models that
classified under four

map

developed

may

over

a

distance, and close-up views of particular

categorize the distant town views of St. Andrews following

time. R. A. Skelton

argues

that all town views

may

be

headings: stereographic views, prospective views, linear ground plans, and

views.91 Looking at our antiquarian images, there are sixteen distant views of St. Andrews. Of

these, the prospects fall into two of Skelton's general topographical categories: the prospective view
and the

stereographic view. Skelton refers to prospective views alternately

balloon views. These

90

images depict the town

as seen

an

bird's-eye views

or

elevated point of view. In

Graham Smith has

suggested that a reference to Italy can be found in the vantage point selected
by Hill and Adamson for this image. The composition of the image echoes back to Florence,
in that in the standard view of the Florence

91

obliquely from

as

Cathedral, the cathedral is to the left of the

Campanile. Through this association, Hill and Adamson communicate that this portfolio is
an artistic tour of St. Andrews in the Grand Tour style.
Hyde, Ralph. Gilded Scenes and Shining Prospects: Panoramic Views ofBritish Towns 15751900. New Haven: Yale Centre for British Art, 1985, p. 11.
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the

case

As it

of the

antiquarian prospects,

seven

of the views fall into this first topographical category.

happens, they also represent the earliest dated material in this informal collection. The high

vantage point selected for these seven views was up on the Braes of Kinkell. As the eighteenth

century came to a close, the artists' renderings seem to be slowly making their way down the hill.
The later nine distant views of St. Andrews

to fall into the

seem

stereographic

or

profile view

category. In these images, the town presents itself to the eye of an observer at a point on the ground
or

not far above it.

Two of these later views

taken from the

were

from down at the street level, as if the traveller were
road. Another view

was

taken from

across

-

From the south of St. Andrews is

rural farm

scene

northwest to St. Andrews. In two of these coastal

with the silhouettes of the town

were

taken from the

sea

sea.

spires off in the

coast, looking

views, the uniquely shaped Maiden Rock, which

recognizable.

Hill and Adamson's contribution to this
View

boundary of St. Andrews,

the main stream that flows through St. Andrews to the

distance. The last five distant views of St. Andrews

is of considerable size, is

approaching St. Andrews along the Anstruther

town at the south-western

along the bank of the Kinness burn
a

general direction of Kinkell, but

long tradition of town prospects is their Distant

of St. Andrews from the West Sands with Horse andfigure in the Middle Distance from the

Northeast

(13). This is the only example Hill and Adamson chose to include in the Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews that is panoramic and includes the entire St. Andrews skyline. This
distant

calotype view joins the topographical prospects categorized

as

stereographic, based

on

the

photographer's position alongside the sandy beach: the low vantage point that Hill and Adamson
selected for this distant view of St. Andrews puts
decided to include

a

figure with

accident. Hill and Adamson
a

moment in

necessary

are

a

the viewer at ground level. Hill and Adamson

horse in this image. The inclusion of such figures

was not an

frequently admired for their ability to capture their figures

as

if in

time; however, with the exposure times necessary for these images, it would have been

for all of these individuals to remain posed for several seconds. The inclusion of such

figures provides

a

commentary that is open to interpretation. Whether or not the Hill and Adamson

figures communicate

a

particular message

or

play

any sort

of editorial role, they certainly play

a
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more

realistic role than the

particular figure will
tourist

or

figures that appeared in the previous antiquarian renderings. This

reappear

in other calotype views, and he

casual observer in St. Andrews. The

eye-level

seems to

camera

take

on

the character of a

position of this image suggests the

viewpoint of a traveller who has just arrived to the outskirts of St. Andrews. One of the attractions
of this distant view is the

anticipation of and interplay between the viewer's expectations and the

arrival into the town of St. Andrews.

The Cathedral Precinct and St. Rules
It

was

the ancient

pilgrim paths that laid the foundation for the unique street system in St. Andrews,

and the visitor arrives to either North

converging

upon

South street, with either

or

thoroughfare eventually

the cathedral precinct. The cathedral precinct demands the most attention in St.

Andrews, and both Hill and Adamson and the antiquarian artists gave it the most attention. Of the

thirty-five antiquarian views collected of the cathedral precinct, seventeen

were

taken from the east

looking west. Twelve of these images include all three prominent structures in the precinct: the
church of St. Rule, the east

images

were

gable, and the west aisle of the cathedral. Fourteen of the cathedral

taken from the west looking east, and only eight of those images included all three

structures. None of the

convention of a

calotypes in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews followed this

long view within the cathedral precinct, presumably because there is

no

single

vantage point from which such a photograph could be taken. Hill and Adamson's Near View of the
East Gable

of the Cathedral with

a

Seated Figure from the Southwest (17) is quite similar to three

antiquarian images that focused their attention exclusively on the east gable; however, the vantage
points selected
is

a

are

all slightly different from

print, and two of the images

south from
third

a

low vantage

Each of the three
these

same

a

image to the next. Each of the antiquarian images

dated 1805. Two of the east gable prints look

are

point, with

print looks west, with

one

an

emphasis

on

less

the monumental height of the structure. The

distant view of the west gable in the background of the composition.

prints is drawn with the three lower windows bricked

three windows

more or

are

open,

with

a

up.

In the calotype view,

clear view of the sky in the background. Although the
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calotype view is
same sense

a

close-up shot, because it is taken at ground level and head-on there is not that

of monumentality as was

communicated in the antiquarian prints.

Hill and Adamson's decision to include

seated

figure in this view provides

a

touch of

local colour to the

scene.

perhaps reflecting

on

figure is

in order to establish the scale of the ruin for the viewer. It does this accurately,

as

necessary

We

a

are

presented with

our

character resting at the base of the cathedral,

the history and demise of this ruin. More importantly, the inclusion of this

opposed to the out-of-scale figures in Slezer's print. It is difficult to determine what time of year

Hill and Adamson took this view, but based on the direction
the

calotype

was

probably taken in the afternoon hours.

The vantage
Cathedral from

of the shadows and the vantage point,

point Hill and Adamson selected for The West Front and South Aisle of the

the Northeast (11) has the

camera

peering

over

long view captures the chaotic assortment of tombstones and

the cathedral precinct wall. This

grave

markers scattered about at

ground level. This composition presents the viewer with a complex geometry of varying shapes and
forms. The

irregular

shadow. Based
Adamson have

on

masonry

and stonework is accentuated by the intense contrasts of light and

the lush, foliated trees that appear

captured this light during the

the south aisle and west front of the cathedral

summer
are

in the composition, it

appears

that Hill and

months. Among the antiquarian materials,

portrayed by William Banks in his Ruins of

Cathedral, St. Andrews (46) and also in an unidentified pen and ink drawing (74) that predates the

calotype view. Both of these views, however, have removed the wall and the tomb stones.
Two of the Hill and Adamson

calotypes, East Gable of St. Andrews Cathedral and St.

Regulus Tower from the Northwest (the frontispiece) and The East Gable of the Cathedral and St.

Regulus Towerfrom the Northwest (15)
There

are

two

antiquarian prints with the

church of St. Rule. One is
Innes of Cupar.
manner

of one

are

quite similar in their composition and vantage point.

same

composition, concentrating

again by William Banks (44) and the other (71)

on

the east gable and the

was

published by John

Each of these four images presents the architectural monuments in

a

traditional

point perspective with the artificial vanishing point falling somewhere behind the

"Haunted Tower" turret

over

the

archway in the precinct wall. The cube-like form of the church of
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St. Rule and the columnar

dimensionality of the

gables naturally respond to the perspective treatment. The three-

corner

view of St. Rules is enhanced by the lighting, which leaves the north

fatjade in shadow. The tombstones scattered about add local colour and the path weaving its

way

through the composition disappears through the archway that leads down to the Shore road. Again,
the

eye-level

camera

position recreates the viewpoint of a visitor to the site. Hill and Adamson's

ability to "place" the viewer in
their

images, is

a

a scene or

before

a

building, due to the immediacy and realism of

distinct change from the previous generation's architectural renderings.

Leaving the interior of the cathedral precinct, Hill and Adamson made their
the town of St. Andrews. As

orientation to the

Gable

Regulus Tower, and the Cathedral in the distance, from the Southeast (3), St.
Regulus Tower, and the Cathedral from the

(4), South Street, the Roundel, and the Cathedral from the Southwest (18), The East

of the Cathedral and the Precinct Wall with

a

Standing Male Figure from the Northeast

(22).92 As the title of (22) states, Hill and Adamson decided
Once more, we meet up

with the figure that

was

to include a figure in this composition.

sitting at the base of the east gable. In this

composition, the figure is standing outside of the cathedral precinct wall,
runs

roughly from the East Scores and Gregory Place, along the

Street in

a

historic

area

dark trousers. The
look up at

they provide

following views includes the recognizable forms of the cathedral precinct:

Andrews Harbour with the Cathedral Precinct Wall, St.

Southeast

so,

relationship between the cathedral precinct and these other architectural

monuments. Each of the

The Castle, with St.

around

they photographed other popular sites, they continued to capture

glimpses of the cathedral spires and the St. Rule tower in the background. In doing
an

way

referred to

as

the Kirk

ancient path that

cliff, to meet

Heugh. He is wearing

a

hat with

figure is presented with his back to the viewer, and his

the cathedral spires of the east gable. Although the

and Adamson most

sea

on an

season

gaze

a

up

with Shore

light jacket and

guides the viewer to

is difficult to ascertain, Hill

likely took this view in the morning hours; otherwise, had they waited until

afternoon, the east gable would be in shadow. The precinct wall serves both to define the picture

92

Of all the

calotypes in this album, number 22 is markedly different from the rest. Although
calotype registers a broader of range of value from dark to light, the print is visually
grainy and stands in stark contrast to the smooth resolution of the other calotype prints.
this
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plane of the composition and to establish the scale between the cathedral spires and the standing
figure.

The Castle
After the cathedral

precinct, the next most popular site in St. Andrews is Cardinal Beaton's Castle.

Hill and Adamson included five
Views

calotype views of the castle in this

copy

of A Series of Calotype

of St. Andrews. We have seventeen antiquarian views of the castle to

calotype views. The favoured antiquarian view of the castle
Adamson selected for St. Andrews Castle from
camera on

the

sea

antiquarian views

cliff along
are

same

with these

also the vantage point Hill and

the Southeast (7). Hill and Adamson set

the East Scores road that

taken from the

was

compare

general

runs

area

above St. Rule's

cave.

up

their

Seven of the

selected by Hill and Adamson. Both the

antiquarian delineators and Hill and Adamson chose to depict this castle view when the tide
out. This allowed them to

calotype view

are

was

capture the texture of the rock beneath the castle. What is lost with this

the stylised atmospheric qualities of billowing clouds and circling birds.

However, what is gained with the calotype view is immediately apparent when we refer to Slezer's
Ruins

of the Castle of St. ANDREWS (88). Both sets of artists have captured the entire

the castle structure,

no

of

but in the Slezer plate, the scale of the structure is off from combining multiple

drawings taken from
with

expanse

a camera

obscura. Moreover, the castle is set forward in the picture plane,

apparent distance between the viewer and the castle. The calotype image, on the other

hand, conveys the depth of the setting, and when we compare the Slezer view to the calotype view,
the distortion of the castle's scale

Turning

our

by Slezer is immediately apparent.

attention to the engraving, A View of the Castle of St. Andrews from the North

(86), by Pouncy and Oliphant, and comparing it to Hill and Adamson's, calotype, The Castle, with
St.

Regulus Tower, and the Cathedral in the distance, from the Southeast (3),

of artists have chosen

cathedral

a

similar view. In each case, the

we see

that both sets

interior of the castle is captured with the

spires and church of St. Rule in the distance. Hill and Adamson, however, present

a

tighter composition, in which the viewer must sort out the spires from the castle structure, while the
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engraving sets the cathedral precinct neatly off to the distant left of the castle framework. In both
the

engraving and the calotype views, great attention is given to representing the organic plant

matter,

jagged rocks, and stonework. In the engraving,

attention to

we see a

picturesque approach in the

portraying the rocky coast and in the rendering of the plant life, with shrubs growing

from the top

of the stony castle ruin. In the calotype view, Hill and Adamson concentrate their

attention

these

on

knoll in the

same

elements

by achieving clear resolution of the bale of hay and the

foreground, and by utilizing the afternoon

cliff and the texture of the stone wall.

with the

deep dark cavities that cut

wall is lost in the
the broad range

areas

of the

sun to

up

grassy

articulate the striation in the rocky

However, Hill and Adamson lose control of the shadowing

across

the picture plane, and the texture in parts of the stone

composition that

are

over-exposed by the sunlight. Nevertheless, with

of textures depicted, this calotype view clearly represents Hill and Adamson's

attempt at a picturesque composition.
Hill and Adamson's General View
monument with a modern

scrambled out
low

aspect of St. Andrews. The tide is out, and Hill and Adamson have

the rocks that

are

was

creating

built

a spa

near

the castle in 1811.

bathhouse

incorporates

image:

corner

one

sea

in order to capture this view. The

sea tower

is the roofline of the bathing

Hugh Lyon Playfair, the town provost,

a

vacation

area.

a

are

two figures in

hat is hidden in the rocks just below the contour line of the

building, and another figure is seated in the centre of the image, wearing

back to the castle. In this

of light,

interested

The unavoidable inclusion of the public

modern aspect of St. Andrews into the image. There

gentleman wearing

of the castle

a

hat, dark coat and light trousers. He is twisted at the waist away from the

use

was

in St. Andrews and getting rid of the fishing village. Playfair had grand hopes of

turning this seaside landscape into

this

usually submerged by the

building in the background to the right of the castle

house that
in

on

of the Castle from the North (16) juxtaposes this ancient

camera,

the brutal force of the North Sea. In contrast to the

crags cut

dark

looking down

composition, Hill and Adamson have concentrated their attention

nicely capturing the rhythmic chiaroscuro of the rocky

a

on

the

into the cliff face by

previous calotype composition (3), Hill and

or
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Adamson have concentrated their efforts
and this time

in

a

is

the clear resolution of the centre of the

suppressed the detail at the edges of the composition to

In The Fore Tower

person

on

up on

same

tourism with the party

Certainly, the figure
reminiscent of the

level

as

the photographer. Perhaps the

men are

message

enjoying the discovery of this ruin nestled

up at

fuzzy blur.

of St. Andrews Castle from the North (20), there

the horizon line by the castle and the other three

triangle at the

a

picture plane

on top

are

four figures. One

in the foreground standing
here is in support of

of the rocky shore.

the castle ruin, posed with his walking stick in

a

contemplative stance, is

figures drawn into the various antiquarian prints addressed in the previous

chapter.
The last

image in this

copy

of A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews is The Fore Tower

of St. Andrews Castle from the Southwest (25). Hill and Adamson chose
taken from the
viewer

were a

diagonal perspective

ground level, which establishes the viewer's position in the site almost

visitor

shadow that cuts
weathered stone

approaching the fore tower of the castle. The

corner

as

if the

view exaggerates the

deep into the north wall. The intense raking light captures the texture of the
on

the

windows. The intense
The

a

adjoining facade, which is punctuated by the shadows in the

recesses

of the

light strongly models the chequered corbels that surround the parapet walk.

simple geometric form of the fore tower is beautifully accentuated in silhouette against the

backdrop of the bright white sky.

Blackfriars Chapel
Moving

across

town to South Street, we catch-up with our gentleman friend, who is waiting for us,

leaning against the lamppost in front of the Blackfriars Chapel. He is looking at the remains of the
north transept,

which is all that survives of a

thirteenth century
almost

once

great monastic church. Founded in the late

by William Wishart, Bishop of St. Andrews from 1272 to 1279, the building

was

completely destroyed during the Scottish Reformation. Hill and Adamson's Black friars'

Chapel from the Northwest (9) is the only example of the chapel included in this

copy

of A Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews. The ivy-clad chapel is placed just off centre in the composition,
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with

modern iron fence and street

a

the Blackffiars

point
the

Chapel to

compare

lamp in the foreground. We have nine antiquarian images of

with this photograph. Seven of these utilise the

Hill and Adamson, looking south to the chapel from

as

across

South Street.93 In these images,

chapel is pictured with varying amounts of foliage covering it; in

completely

overgrown

the iron fence

and

can

hardly be

seen

some

of them, it is almost

beneath the dense growth. In

even

use

of the afternoon

windows and, more

trousers.

for example, in the

park-like setting,

the spherical volume of the Blackfriars Chapel nicely by their

light. Their

importantly,

use

conveys

of light brings out the delicate tracery of the chapel

the internal volume of the inner cavity of the

just mentioned, Hill and Adamson have included
well-dressed

a

-

of these images,

the street in front of it.

Hill and Adamson capture

careful

many

separating the chapel from the viewer is missing, and in several

image in Grierson's Delineations (97) - the ivy-clad chapel is portrayed in
without

same vantage

gentleman who has appeared

a

space.

male figure in this view, apparently the

numerous

As

same

times before, in his hat, dark jacket and light

Again, the figure is positioned with his back to the viewer and stands in rapt attention

looking at the ruin, guiding

our gaze to

positioning the figure leaning

up

and function of the Blackfriars

composition provides

no

the popular site. And again, the scale is communicated by

against the street lamp before the Blackfriars Chapel. The form

Chapel

may

be unfamiliar to the viewer, and the Hill and Adamson

clues. They capitalize

on

the mystery of this spherical structure by

juxtaposing the picturesque ruin against the backdrop of the modern Madras College building.

Harbour Views

of St. Andrews

Many visitors to St. Andrews would have arrived by boat, and hence for

glimpse of the cathedral spires and St. Rules would have been from the
of the

93

many

sea.

people their first

Accordingly,

a

number

antiquarian images present views of St. Andrews from the harbour. Hill and Adamson join

One of the

remaining two images is a capriccio painting owned by the university. The elevation
image is a very unusual view of the chapel, taken from the south. This
painting echoes a genre that existed in Italy, where multiple buildings would be depicted in
a single composition. In the university painting, the artist has juxtaposed the Blackfriars
Chapel with the Cathedral structures, the Church of St. Rule, and the Pends.
chosen for this
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the

antiquarian artists with their contribution of a harbour scene, St. Andrews Harbour with the

Cathedral Precinct Wall, St.

Regulus Tower, and the Cathedral from the Southeast (9); however,

they deviate from the specifics of the antiquarian tradition and present a new vantage point and a
new

composition. The antiquarian views

were

all from the outer pier

or

from the water, while Hill

and Adamson's

image is from the inner pier (obviously, taking their photograph from

boat

option for Hill and Adamson). And whereas the antiquarian images tended to

was

not an

present a very clean, clear image, of the St. Andrews skyline, the calotype

view is

composition at first glance. Hill and Adamson force the viewer to sort out

a

vertical elements. The west and east
St. Rule. On the

a

a

rocking

confusing

complex jumble of

gables of the Cathedral flank the tall tower of the Church of

right is the most recent addition to the St. Andrews harbour skyline: the gasworks

building, with its smoke stack tower competing with the cathedral spires in the composition. All of
these vertical elements

are

in the

boats moored in the harbour
Adamson

are

background, behind the various masts and riggings of fishing

foreground of the composition. As if this

faced with miscellaneous

were not

enough, Hill and

buildings, complete with textured pan-tile roofs and

chimney pots, scattered throughout the composition. The undiscriminating

camera

recorded with

equal precision the ancillary structures of a contemporary and commercial St. Andrews, as well as
the cathedral
Yet

spires and tower of St. Rule.

despite the various visual distractions, Hill and Adamson capture the integrity of the

entire cathedral

seen,

precinct, retaining the cathedral's structure and its tremendous size. As

given the limitations of the encroaching environment

in the way

-

-

we

have

the precinct wall, trees and buildings

Hill and Adamson could not capture the entire cathedral precinct from within its

confines. The

antiquarian illustrators could only do this at the cost of distorting the size and

relationships of structures in the cathedral precinct. In this image, however, Hill and Adamson
were

able to capture

the gaunt remains of the cathedral precinct, set high

overlooking the harbour, thus giving the viewer
the space.

an

opportunity to

see

on

the cliff-top

the scale and relationships of
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Madras

College

Madras

College would have been completed just

a

decade before Hill and Adamson took their

photograph, Madras College from the Northeast (6). This image thus depicts a relatively new
construction

project in St. Andrews. Madras is

a

modern building, which demonstrates diversity in

St. Andrews' architecture, and shows that its choice of ornamentation

conveys a

cosmopolitan image of the city. Andrew Bell (1753-1832), the St. Andrean who created

the Madras

younger

had

or

of education, where the older pupils play

students, left his fortune to the Madras College for educational

account of the

focused
the

monitorial system

unflattering opinion of the

an

is not just Gothic. It thus

on

new

a

part in teaching the

purposes.

Lord Cockburn

school,94yet the parish ministers report a more positive

project.95 Clearly, this was a controversial topic, and unlike most travel guides that

past history, in this case Hill and Adamson present us with a current event, or history in

making. Whether

or not

Hill and Adamson

were

trying to

convey any sort

of editorial

message

by their decision to include this political and urban planning subject along with the historical
monuments

to modern

of St.

Andrews, the inclusion of Madras College

may

be considered

an

early

photojournalism.

When

comparing the calotype view to Grierson's contemporary view (97), the spectator is

immediately struck by the different portrayals. In the calotype view, various windows
the

precursor

dry dirt surroundings suggest it has been

a

dry, hot

ground level, and chosen to depict the north-east

summer.

corner

are open,

Hill and Adamson have set

and

up at

of the building, with two male figures

placed just off centre in the composition. In comparison, in the Grierson composition, the full view
of the structure is

composition in

94

a

presented in the centre of an expansive lawn, with lush trees flanking the

park-like

campus

setting. Once again

we see

that Hill and Adamson

are

limited by

Thin, James. Circuit Journeys by the late Lord Henry Cockburn. This is a facsimile of the 1888
edition

published by David Dareglas in Edinburgh. Edinburgh: The Mercat Press, 1975,

p.

229.
95

The New Statistical Account

of Scotland by The Ministers of the Respective Parishes, under the
Superintendence of a committee of the Society for the Benefit of the Sons and Daughters of
the Clergy. Vol. IX. Fife—Kinross. William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and
London, MDCCCXLV (1845). [For the Parish of St. Andrews: the Rev. R. Haldane, D.D.
and the Rev. George Buist, D.D.jpp. 482-483.
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the actual

setting of the structure, and

are

unable to alter this setting for picturesque or other

purposes.

Madras

College from the West (8) is

an

ambiguous image, to which nothing in the

antiquarian tradition corresponds; perhaps Hill and Adamson included it

as a

study of trees,

possibly echoing the Barbizon school of anonymous rural views. Sara Stevenson thinks this view is
of Madras
Madras

agree.

College. Based

on a

depictions included in Grierson's Delineations of St. Andrews (97, 98), I

The wall and the two trees depicted in the calotype image

Grierson delineations, and,
west at

careful comparison of this image with both of the contemporaneous

based

on

Lade braes Lane just
Andrews may

an

College, and the wall in the middle distance is that which

insight

some

ancient

documents and

an

on

as

maps up to

the middle of the nineteenth century

By 1893 it had become established

names

in St.

as

as

the

'Lade Braes Lane',

name

Place."96

'Lade Braes,'

and

Again, in this image, Hill and Adamson

so

may

given that the controversy apparently was taking place in the

presumably the 'Madras Place'
be communicating

same year

a current event,

they produced their album.

meaning, five calotypes of this image have survived in the Scottish National Portrait

Gallery's collection

97

along the

attempt by the developers of the back-lands of South Street rigs Nos.

We know that this lane retains the

Whatever its

runs

to the importance of this image:

116 and 118 from 1848 to call it Madras

faction lost out.

looking along

thoroughfare from South Street to the lade and is referred to in

'Common Close.'

surviving

camera

before it debouches onto South Street. Knowledge of the street

provide

"This is

be visible in the

the shadows, the calotype appears to have been taken from the

midday. I therefore believe that Hill and Adamson positioned their

the south side of Madras

96

appear to

inclined to

am

alone.97

Smart, Robert N. and Fraser, Kenneth C. St. Andrews Street Names: Their Origin and Meaning.
St. Andrews: St. Andrews University Library, 1995, p. 37.
Stevenson, Sara. David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. Edinburgh: National Galleries of
Scotland, 1981, p. 206.
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The United

College and Church of St. Salvators

The North and West
Series

Wings of United College from the Southeast (2) is the very first image in the

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, after the title-page. Hill and Adamson have placed their

camera at

ground level to reproduce

courtyard

space.

recreates

a

pedestrian's viewpoint, and enveloped the viewer in the

Our gentleman friend is standing in the courtyard facing

the actual

us.

The photograph thus

experience of being in the courtyard of the United College of St. Salvator and

St. Leonard.

Directly in front of the viewer is the mediaeval West Building of the United College,

referred to

the Common Hall and Schools. This bank of buildings

United

as

College quadrangle. The building

have

only

This

image

one

The United

soon

uses

the

same

appears

were

down, however:

not

absolute

until 1844 that

more

money was

necessity of the provision of a

obtained another Government grant

secured for the United College

new

was an

once more

which would allow for the destruction of John
new

building in its place.98

indispensable component of the changes that

explain why Hill and Adamson

setting out the

building for the United College,

Douglas's North Range and the erection of a

and this may

in two different archives (116).

only completed in 1757. These buildings

was

buildings. The Provost, Major Hugh Lyon Playfair, by

Demolition

the west side of the

vantage point as Hill and Adamson's. The title of the antiquarian view is

College in 1767; the whole structure

was

on

the right is the North Building by John Douglas. We

antiquarian view of these buildings, which

to be torn

It

on

is

saw

these buildings

were

as a

taking place in St. Andrews,
worthy choice for their

publication. For the architectural community, anything addressing the construction

or

of buildings

structural

is particularly fascinating; for the informed viewer, this building

disaster, standing for just 70 years before facing imminent

was a

demolition

demolition.99 There is also a pair of

antiquarian views of the modern United College quadrangle, representing Reid's East Building (on

98

99

Grater, Abigail. The United College: the architectural development of the United College of St.
Salvator & St. Leonard, University of St. Andrews, 1747 -1931, University of St. Andrews

Reprographic Services 2.00.408, pg. 19.
Stevenson, Sara. David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. Edinburgh: National Galleries of
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the

right) and Nixon's North

chose not to include

Turning

a

view of St. Salvator's
include two

long view, and

a

we are

detailed ground-level view of this building. In the detailed

College Church from the Southwest (10), Hill and Adamson have chosen to

figures in the composition. As

have

figures in their architectural compositions, it is

as a

seen,

Hill and Adamson have associated these

way our response

often when Hill and Adamson include

point of reference when defining the scale of the

structure, but the inclusion of figures may also serve as a

some

do not know why Hill and Adamson

attention to Hill and Adamson's depictions of the college church,

we

in

we

images of these buildings.

our

presented with both

Buildings.100 Unfortunately,

vehicle of communication. Presumably,

figures with the St. Salvator College Church to manipulate

to this building. The explanation may be the multifaceted role of the

building, highlighted by the placement of these diametrically opposed individuals. The gentleman
placed to the left,
his

thoughtful

our

gaze,

old friend in top hat and light trousers, guides

this figure suggests

a

hopeful future for those

our eye

into the

young men

and

space.

women

With

who

are

attending lectures through this doorway, which leads to the quadrangle of the United College of St.
Salvator and St. Leonard. At the
of the

same

time,

a

huddled figure is seated against the low wall in front

college church. Perhaps this figure represents

communicates

classes,

a

a

need for social reform. The

gentleman and perhaps

gentleman communicates

an

a

a poor

soul seeking assistance,

or

figures represent two different social and occupational

vagabond, and each figure projects

a

different

message.

The

air of self-confidence, interpreted through his confident body language,

which is in stark contrast to that of the huddled

figure. The gentleman is looking

up

and forward

doorway to the quadrangle, whereas the huddled figure is looking down at the

through the

open

ground. In

any case,

Hill and Adamson's detailed view of St. Salvator's College Church takes

advantage of the afternoon light, enhancing the buttresses with the play of the shadows. The
vantage point of the camera closes in on the repeating forms of the successive buttresses, and

captures the three dimensionality of the columns.

Scotland, 1981, p. 15.
100

Grater, Abigail. The United College: the architectural development of the United College of St.
Salvator & St. Leonard, University ofSt. Andrews, 1747 - 1931, University of St. Andrews
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In St. Salvator's

themselves in
below. From

an

a

elevated

roof-top

College Church from the Southeast (24), Hill and Adamson have placed
position, taking

or

an

aerial view from high above the street lamps

window position at the

corner

seen

of Union Street, looking west down North

Street, this diagonal viewpoint provides an effective perspective portrayal of the college church.
This

angled composition provides for

a

dramatic, sweeping view that captures the church and

adjoining tower. The afternoon light casts
buttresses

on

the south front of the

shadow, accentuating the formal repetition of the

a

chapel. The alignment of this perspective view systematically

presents the vertical buttresses diminishing in the distance. In contrast to the detailed view of the

college church, in this elevated long view Hill and Adamson have also included the adjoining urban
landscape of St. Andrews. Cutting
and where it ends within the
church and

the

the picture plane is North street;

we see

where it begins

composition. Hill and Adamson utilize the fa9ades of the college

adjoining buildings to the right, and the flanking building's shadows to the left, to

define the space

Adamson

across

of the street. This is

employ

a

one

of the few instances in the album where Hill and

bird's-eye view; in doing

large college church,

even

so,

they

are

able to present

an

unencumbered view of

though it is embedded within the urban fabric of the town.

The Pends and West Port

The West Port is

a

town

gate built in 1589 by Thomas Robertson, a mason in Blebo. It was the site

of the main mediaeval entrance to the

burgh and is considered

one

of the most important street

junctions in St. Andrews, with South Street leading east, Argyll Street leading west, City Road
going north and Bridge Street going south. We have only three antiquarian images of this structure
to compare

same

with The West Port from the West (14).101 All four images present substantially the

view, although (87) presents the West Port in isolation, divorced from its surroundings, and

(121) presents

a

both include

number of figures,

a

closer,

particular, portrays

a

narrower

view. The biggest difference, however, is that (121) and (118)

which give them

lively, bustling street

Reprographic Services 2.00.408,

scene,

pg.

29.

a warm,

that

cheerful

seems to

appearance.

(121) in

welcome the viewer to the town.
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Hill and Adamson's

figures

or

image, in contrast, presents

a

stark, almost uninviting

scene,

activity. Perhaps Hill and Adamson simply meant to focus attention

itself, but their image
Andrews. In

seems to square

on

devoid of any
the structure

almost too well with contemporary accounts of arriving in St.

Henry Cockburn's diary entry for

one

of his visits to St. Andrews,

on

Sunday, 28 April

1844, he writes:

A

foreigner who reads the annals of Scotland, and

sees,

in

every page,

the

important position which this place occupied in the literary, the political, and the
ecclesiastical transactions of the country,

would naturally imagine the modern St.

Andrews, though amerced perhaps of its ancient greatness, to be a large, splendid,
and influential

few

city. On approaching it, he

spires standing

finds himself in

a

on a

dead

point of rock

on

sees across an

the edge of the

almost treeless plain

ocean;

village, without the slightest importance

except what it derives from the tales that these spires

Cockburn's initial sentiments of disappointment

and
or

on

a

entering he

attractions,

recall.102

regarding the state of the town waned after

spending time with various dignitaries associated with the university and the town of St. Andrews.
His

diary entry, however,

the

day were with the literary accounts throughout St. Andrews' history.

serves as

The Scottish term for
ancient road
the

as

an

another example of how incongruent the artistic renderings of

arch

over an

entry is a pend. The structure was built on the

the main ceremonial gateway to

the Priory precincts, and these vaulted arches

principle entrance to the old Priory. We have four images to

Interior View

are

were

published after A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, and two of

undated. Three of the four

images, however

by William Banks, the delineator who contributed

101
102

In this

with Hill and Adamson's

of the Pends with Two Men from the Southeast (21) and The Pends from the Southeast

(23). Two of these
them

compare

were

calotype view, the dark spots

on

so

-

including the two later images - were done

much to Grierson's Delineations, and who

the reproduction

are

printing flaws.

Thin, James. Circuit Journeys by the late Lord Henry Cockburn. This is

a facsimile of the 1888
published by David Dareglas in Edinburgh. Edinburgh: The Mercat Press, 1975,
p. 228. Lord Cockburn was not the only traveller to report on the dingy aspects of St.
Andrews. See also: Thomas Pennant, who visited St. Andrews, 11 September 1769; B.
Faujas who visited St. Andrews in 1784; and the Statistical Account of Scotland, 1845.

edition
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flourished at

roughly the

these

as more or

less contemporary with A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. All

images

substantially

images

four of these

foliage and, in

are

time

same

one case at

least (119)

of the West Port, each of these
Adamson's

figures,

appear just to

the Southeast
intertwined

more
a

seems

reasonable to consider

picturesque than Hill and Adamson's images, with

dramatic, glowering sky. And just

engravings contains

more

figures and

as

more

more

in the earlier images

activity than Hill and

calotypes. The Interior View of the Pends with Two Men from the Southeast (21)

contains two

They

Hill and Adamson. It therefore

as

one

of whom

appears to

be

our

middle-aged gentleman, and the other

be standing there, however, and not engaged in

(23) contains

any

figures, and the unfoliated trees create

no

a

a

youth.

activity. The Pends from
lace-like pattern with their

boughs silhouetted against the overexposed background of the bright sky.

Miscellaneous

Up to this point,
Andrews

we

have been able to categorize the images in A Series of Calotype Views of St.

according to the themes established by the antiquarian tradition,

able to find direct
North Street, from

if we have not been

precedents for specific views. This is not true of our last two images: Fishergate,
the Southeast (19) and The Rock and Spindle

(12) do not fit clearly into
which to compare

even

our

tradition. We do not have

them. They

seem to

any

near

St. Andrews from the East

images of these

same

subjects with

be completely new subjects, perhaps originated by Hill and

Adamson, although the Rock and Spindle is mentioned in the New Statistical Account ofScotland.

Fishergate, North Street, from the Southeast
have

a

great deal to add to what has already been

(19)103 has been much-studied, and I do not

said.104 It is worth noting, however, that this

representation of people's living and working conditions is
The

an

early example of social documentary.

twenty-five figures in the composition represent the high-density communal living of this social

class. Here

we

also have the first and

only

use

of the female figure in the Series of Calotype Views

of St. Andrews. This "local colour" approach establishes the cultural context of the structures. The

103

The

Fishergate is appropriate to the title because it represents an old street name in the
in 1843 the street name just around the corner, Fishergate, was changed to Castle
Wynd.

name

area;
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fishing

women are

used to explain the vernacular architecture of their living quarters to viewers

unfamiliar with life in

a

fishing community. In

a sense,

through the staged activity around the

buildings,105 the figures bridge a gap between the viewer and the alien culture, thus making the
local

building-type understandable to the viewer. Hill and Adamson's photographic views of well-

known architectural sites

are

thus balanced by the

and their residential architecture.

inclusion of this less august

group

of local figures

By including this image, Hill and Adamson at least gesture

towards the real St. Andrews of the

day.

The Rock and Spindle near

St. Andrews from the East (12) perhaps presents

an

organic

metaphor to architecture in Hill and Adamson's publication. Cervin Robinson claims that:

Comparisons between architectural and plant forms belong to
going back to the Egyptians but

were

consists in the

ancient tradition

especially popular in the later eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. John Ruskin
to the second edition of his Seven

an

championed this approach. In the preface

Lamps ofArchitecture, he stated, "All high art

carving and painting of natural objects"

or, as

interpreted by

Nikolaus Pevsner, "Whatever in architecture is fair, or beautiful, is imitated from
natural

As

forms."106

previously mentioned, there does not

appear to

be

any sort

of internal order to A Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews; however, the placement of The West Front and South Aisle of the
Cathedral from

the Northeast (11) and The Rock and Spindle

cannot be overlooked. Both the

their

near

St. Andrews from the East (12)

Spindle Rock and the West Front of the Cathedral are

so

similar in

shape and size, that their placement within the album cannot be happenstance. Focusing

diagonally up to the top of the Spindle Rock, Hill and Adamson capture the monumental size of this
geological phenomenon. From their position

104

105

on

the beach, they

are

able to capture the foundation

See for

This

example Graham Smith's discussion in History ofPhotography (2001, 2).
not a 'candid' photograph; the whole thing had to be carefully staged. Note the
blurring of the small child in the foreground, who obviously couldn't keep still for the
requisite time. The staging could not have been easy, given the number of figures

was

involved.
106

Robinson, Cervin. Architecture Transformed: A History of the Photography of Buildings from
1839 to the Present. Boston: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and The
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of this mass, as

well

as

the relationship of the Spindle Rock to the rocky seacoast. Their close

observation of nature allows them to
beachside

composition in

and Adamson present
the

a

play with the rhythm of the rock-forms, constructing this

fashion similar to what they had done with the ruins. Once again, Hill

the viewer with

a

composition filled with texture, which stands in contrast to

bright and featureless sky. Their photographic excursions to the well-known architectural sites

in St. Andrews

are once

Architectural

again balanced by this less monumental

League ofNew York, 1987,

p.

33.

venue.
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CONCLUSION

to John Adamson's "Views of St. Andrews to be taken."

Let

us return

can

be made out from John Adamson's

Following is

a copy

of what

inventory of popular monuments in St. Andrews. Blanks

represent words that are undecipherable. The numbers in parentheses represent the corresponding
Hill and Adamson

images included in the St. Andrews University Library

copy

of the Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews'.

from the

1 pm:

(?)

from the West Sands 5 pm:

(13)

South street from town church east 4 pm:
North Street from

English Chapel 4

tower 12 o'clock:

North Street from
Pends from in street
& cathedral

pm:

6 pm:

(?)
(24)
(?)

(21, 23)

tower 5 pm +: (frontispiece)

__

College Church from English Chapel 1 lam: (24)
Castle 2 views 1 lam:

Black friars 1 pm:

(3, 7, 16, 20, 25)

(9)

Abbey Wall 1 lam: (5)
U.

college 2

pm +:

Infant School
Madras
St.

-

(2)

New Year Hence:

(?)

College clear day: (6, 8)

Mary's College

Union

1 lam: (?)
:

(?)

Martyrs Monument: (?)
West Port 4 pm:
Rock

Of the sixteen notations that
included
tied

Spindle-Kinkell 11am: (12)

°f

:

(?)

°f

:

(?)

can

(14)

be made out, we have

eighteen corresponding images that

were

by Hill and Adamson in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. These images

directly to this early checklist of popular St. Andrews monuments.

can

be
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Let

us

the images in Hill and Adamson's Series of Galotype Views of St.

also compare

Andrews with the architectural
Album. Of the
of the

subjects John and Robert Adamson photographed for the Tartan

eighteen calotypes the Adamsons sent to Talbot

photographs

were

Andrews. Below is

a

on

9 November 1842, the majority

views of the principle architectural and historical monuments of St.

list of these

images. The first number in parentheses refers to the plate

number in the Tartan Album and the second refers to the

corresponding calotype in the Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews:

Black Friars'

Chapel (2): similar to (9)

The Castle

(3): similar to the Fore tower view (25)

The Castle

(4): looks identical to the popular view (7)

Cathedral West Gable
The Cathedral

(east end) and St. Regulus Chapel (6): similar to (15)

North Street and the
Detail view

(5): (11) is taken from the opposite side of the monument

College Church of St. Salvator (7): similar to (24)

of the College Church of St. Salvator (8): similar to (10)

Episcopal Chapel (9): not found in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews.
West Port

St.

(10): similar to (14)

Mary's College (11): not found in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

Cathedral

(east end) and St. Regulus Chapelfrom Brewster's Garden Wall (12):

not found in the Series

Burnside Farm

In both

cases

-

of Calotype Views ofSt. Andrews

(13): not found in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews

John Adamson's checklist and the Tartan Album

-

we see

that Hill and Adamson

largely followed their predecessors in their selection of views. Nevertheless, the impact David
Octavius Hill had

on

the artistic direction of the later views is

immediately noticeable. The earlier

compositions of John and Robert Adamson generally presented the monuments centred in the
composition, and often set back farther in the picture plane. When Robert Adamson joined ranks
with David Octavius

more

Hill, the representation of the same architectural monuments becomes much

dynamic. The structures

are

often off-centre and moved forward in the picture plane.

Moreover, by repositioning the camera to a vantage point that captures the ruins from an angle, Hill
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and Adamson add greater
monumental. This

depth and dimensionality to the structures, making them

approach introduces

new

drama to these popular

scenes.

Another noticeable difference between the Tartan Album and the Series

of St. Andrews lies in the

use

together in

detailed view of the
two male

(10),

we

a row

presented with three gentlemen and a woman, all

College Church of St. Salvator (8), standing at the

appears to

looking directly into the
seems

we are

in the centre of the composition, looking straight at the camera. In the

figures looking at the

have what

to be limited to

camera as

be

camera

a

men

use

and

women,

lined

up

in the centre of the compositions,
use

on

of the figure

seems more

the people and the architecture

backdrop.107
In the Series

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, the figures take

twenty-five calotype views in this album, eleven include at least
Although their

messages are

architectural monuments.

directly back at the

Only in

camera

and the structure may
The East Gable
Northeast

the Fore Tower

a

figure in the

some

composition.108

few instances do Hill and Adamson present figures looking

serve as a

some cases,

are

generally

the juxtaposition of the figure

device for communicating the scale of the monument,

of the Cathedral and the Precinct Wall with
images, the figures

seem to

a

play

as

in

Standing Male Figure from the
a more

narrative role. The figures in

of St. Andrews Castle from the North (20) help the reader to

travel with the four

engage

in vicarious

gentlemen nestled amongst the rocks. The frequent placement of a figure

The John and Robert Adamson architectural
their

multiple roles. Of the

(2, 5, 21); and in these isolated situations, the figures

simply

(22). Yet in

one

on

often ambiguous, the figures generally play subordinate roles to the

positioned off-centre and set back in the composition. In

108

are

of the figure in the Tartan Album compositions

along the lines of a portrait of the individuals, with the emphasis

107

of the wall, there

couple, male and female, standing in the middle of the arch,

lens. The

middle-aged

corner

if waiting for the picture to be taken. In the West Port

waiting to have their pictures taken. John and Robert Adamson's

as a

of Calotype Views

of human figures. Three of the images in the Tartan Album contain

figures. In the Black Friars' Chapel (2),
lined up

more

composition

The Hill and Adamson

are:

calotype views that include at least

one

figure in

2, 8, 10.

calotype views that include at least

one

figure in their composition

are:
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gazing contemplatively at the ancient ruins

may

mankind's achievements, but also for their

impermanence and inevitable destruction. These figures

nestled in the rocks

or

or

gazing

up at

be Hill and Adamson's generic symbol for

the famous sites transmits the experience of discovery in

a new

foreign locale. The Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews brought into the homes of

architectural enthusiasts unable to travel to St. Andrews
Hill and Adamson

apparently included the

same

scenes

of the

city's famous monuments.

well-dressed, middle-aged, adult male figure

repeatedly in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, and this figure
"people like us." He is shown looking at the
seeing the monument for
included

women

-

us.

scene

seems to

in the photograph, and it is

as

be

a

though he is

While two of the 'architectural' compositions in the Tartan Album

apparently middle-class and middle-aged

-

only one image in the Series of

Calotype Views of St. Andrews - Fishergate, North Street, from the Southeast (19)

-

female

and

figures. In this

case,

the twenty-five

women are poor

people engaged in their daily activities. We thus get
Just

the

use

as

a sense

the ancient ruins of St. Andrews have

of the human

stand-in for

a

fisherfolk of all

ages,

contains
we see

of daily life in St. Andrews.

long history

figure in the traditional arts. Reviewing the

as

one

subjects for artists,

so

does

hundred antiquarian views

collected, eighty-five of the images in this informal sample included a human figure. The views
that lacked any sort

antiquarian

of reference to

on

the

animals joins
these

figure in their composition thus represent 15% of the

views.109 These views represent a broader range of human characters than the calotype

compositions: children,
Based

a

clothing,

young

a

adults and middle-aged folk,

views, there does not
a

well

variety of social classes and occupations

the human figures: birds,

scale and to add

as

certain

seem

sense

cows,

to be any

of activity.

as

are

about

or

are

represented.

represented. A broad

range

function for these figures, other than

as a

device to depict

While Hill and Adamson clearly stage-managed the
seem

to provide any specific

interpretation of the architectural monuments.

2, 5,6, 9, 10, 13, 17, 19, 20,21,22.
109

of

dogs, fish, goats, horses, and sheep. Yet, throughout

figures in their calotype compositions, the antiquarian figures do not
message

the elderly,

The architectural views that do not have any reference to figures in their composition are
numbers: 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 58, 61, 62, 63, 69, 79, 92, 101, 116, 126.
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In their choice of architectural

architectural
the

canons

head on, and these

elevation views stripped away the ancillary structures for an
on

the other hand, brought the views

ground level, thus recreating for the visitor the actual experience of visiting the

architectural monument. There is almost
up to

long lineage of

of the antiquarian views. Many of the antiquarian images portrayed the

objective, often birds-eye view of the fa9ades. The calotypes,
down to

a

representation, but the vantage points they chose did not universally correspond with

topographical

monuments

subject matter, Hill and Adamson joined

the sky. This eye-level

camera

a

theatrical

sense

the structures jut

position also allows the reader of A Series of Calotype Views

of St. Andrews to walk vicariously through the town

as

if on holiday. Some of the views

recognizable distant vistas, and in other views the visitor
building. Moreover, Hill and Adamson
the monuments in the

of monumentality as

never once

can

almost walk

chose to set

up a

up

are

and touch the

composition that would present

straightforward approach of an elevation drawing. Instead, they chose to

present each of their subjects from a diagonal, creating various degrees of perspective within their

compositions. Frequently, the diagonal perspective introduced surrounding elements into the
composition.
By capturing the architectural monuments at

an

angle, Hill and Adamson

were

bring out the three-dimensionality of the structures, and this three-dimensional effect
enhanced

by their

use

able to

was

frequently

of light. The sun's angle frequently captures the texture of the stone, while

depth is portrayed by the dark shadows. All of Hill and Adamson's architectural photographs
limited to exterior views taken outside in
was

are

bright light. With the dimly lit interiors of the 1840s, it

impossible for Hill and Adamson to use calotypes to register interior views of buildings. But by

turning their attention to architectural ruins, they were able to capture interior
ancient ruins allowed Hill and Adamson to make
have been

a

spaces were

dimly illuminated internal
lit naturally by the

In many ways,

space.

an

exposure,

spaces.

These

in lull daylight, of what would

once

With the ceilings and walls missing, the interior

sun.

Hill and Adamson's Series of Calotype Views ofSt. Andrews marks

a

departure from the antiquarian traditions of representing architecture. While these images still
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retain
the

some

picturesque qualities through their treatment of light and shadow, the blustery days of

antiquarian views

are

abandoned when the calotype arrives in St. Andrews and

day. The atmospheric qualities of the sky

sunny

technique, and

so

lost. The visual

were

unattainable with this

new

every

day is

a

photographic

the stylised clouds and dramatic skies found in the picturesque renderings

are

vocabulary of the antiquarian prints that filtered down through the generations

certainly informed Hill and Adamson's choices of composition, but overall, these calotype images
were

unique to the pictorial arts in that they immediately communicated truth and

accuracy

ruins. Not

sun.

level of

in the architectural monuments they represented. The calotype could, of course, record

minute detail, but it could also render the natural

the

a new

even

The

the most talented

calotype introduced

qualities of the sunlight falling

on

the stone of the

draughtsman could compete with the calotype's delineations of
a

mixture of precision and dramatic light effects to the

representation of architectural monuments. As Talbot commented in The Pencil of Nature: "One
advantage of the discovery of the Photographic Art will be, that it will enable
our

pictures

but which

a

no

This

artist would take the trouble to copy

to

the

as

faithfully from nature."110

advantage of photography was quickly recognized. An excerpt from
us

with

drawings and engravings of these edifices

fidelity,

introduce into

multitude of minute details which add to the truths and reality of the representation,

Photographic News in 1860 provides
the

us to

a

one reason

review by the

later opinion of the value of photography: "Most of

are mere

guess-work: - they have

the slightest comparison with the photographs immediately

draughtsman is, of course,

a

proves.

no

pretensions to

Their inaccessibility

of this deficiency in the works of the pencil and the

burin; and another is the mannerism of the artist. Fortunately, photography does not indulge in
mannerism, although there
treated

by different

associated with

110

1,1
112

may

be

a

great difference in the manner in which the same subject is

photographers."111 Whether this is the case or not, photography quickly became

truth,112 and this became increasingly important in

an age

when there

was a

thirst

Newhall, Beaumont. "The Pencil of Nature" in The Art of Photography 1839-1989. ed. Mike
Weaver. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1989, p. 14.
Ibid. p.
Almost

149.
a

decade after the release of A Series

organizations with

a

focus

on

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, one of the first
architectural photography was formed in England - the
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for

knowledge of faraway places and booksellers

whether the traveller

produce

a

was

credible

drawing of it, but

In this commercial

a

or

were

not. One did not

photograph

was sure

selling anything they could find
necessarily need to

proof that

go to a

on

the topic,

destination to

had been there.

one

exploitation of St. Andrews, Hill and Adamson succeeded in

juxtaposing the ancient architectural monuments with the modern St. Andrews, and did this in
way

a

that accurately represented both. Although not always obvious, the living character of the

modern St. Andrews
architectural ruins

communicated

was

were

presented in the backdrop of the St. Andrews of the past. The

works of art, and when

through their isolation

a

presented

as

objects without human figures, they

St. Andrews that transcends time. With the inclusion of

figures, they situate the viewer in contemporary St. Andrews. With

a new

immediacy, Hill and Adamson delivered through their calotypes,

opportunity for the reader to

travel and to accompany

Andrews is above all

a

the photographers

on

an

directness and

their excursion. The Series of Calotype Views of St.

travel book of intrinsic interest to those individuals curious about the

faraway

sites and structures of St. Andrews. Hill and Adamson made it

possible for St. Andrews,

of civilization in the

international level with the great

grand scheme of things, to compete

cities of the world. The Series

ancient

on an

an

outpost

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews presented both the modern and

city of St. Andrews in the spirit of the Grand Tour, with

a

focus

on

capturing the cities'

ecclesiastic and historic contributions to the Western world. Hill and Adamson resurrected the best

Pompeii in Scotland.

Architectural

Photographic Association (APA). The association's inaugural meeting

held in 1857 at the Institute of British Architects'

rooms

was
The

at 16 Little Grosvenor Street.

mission of the association is reflected in the board's resolution: "That the association,

having for its objects the procuring and supplying to its members photographs of
architectural works of all countries, is eminently calculated to be of benefit to the
architectural profession by obtaining absolutely correct representations of these works, and,
to the public, by diffusing a knowledge of the best examples of architecture, and thereby
promoting an increased interest and love of the art"(Elwall, Robert. '"The foe-to-graphic
art'
the rise and fall of the Architectural Photographic Association." The Photographic
Collector, Volume 5, Number 2, p. 144).
—
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APPENDIX

SERIES OF CALOTYPE VIEWS OF ST. ANDREWS
The Hill & Adamson Album #22 at the St. Andrews
A Checklist of the

The copy

images

on

are

a

prints made from calotype negatives. It is comprised of twenty-five images

cream-coloured sheets of paper,

bound in

an

album. The album and its mounted

in good condition. As the title states, the album consists of various views in and around

the town of St. Andrews. The

sheets, however, consistently
appear

Calotype Images

of the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews in the St. Andrews University Library is

collection of salt
mounted

University Library

prints

vary

measure

in size and in how they

36.5

x

29.5 centimetres in

are

a

individually trimmed;113 the

bound album, with boards that

contemporary. In this checklist, the number refers to the album page on which an

inscription

appears or a

photograph is mounted. The titles

assigned by Hill & Adamson. The titles

are

are

strictly descriptive and

based, in large part,

on

were not

the catalogue titles established

by Graham Smith, in his article '"Calotype Views of St. Andrews'" by David Octavius Hill and
Robert

Adamson."114 When reading the dimensions, the height precedes the width and they

referenced in centimetres
refer to

113

The

an

(cm). The sheets in this album

obsolete St. Andrews

were

are

given 'Gra' numbers; these numbers

University Library accession numbering system. These numbers

calotype prints in the Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews are generally in the area of 14
19 centimetres in size, with the exception of the frontispiece, which is noticeably smaller
at 8.4 x 10 centimetres. In comparison, the one hundred antiquarian views are generally
about the size of an A4 sheet of paper and frequently larger. Twenty-one of the twenty-five
calotype views were mounted with their upper right and upper left corners trimmed round.
How much additional trimming Hill and Adamson did to these compositions may account
for the minute variances in each of the calotype prints: only two of the calotype views (8 &
17) had the same dimensions (14.5 x 19.9 centimetres); otherwise, the balance of the views
all varied slightly in size from one to the other. A more in depth study of the calotype
negatives compared to the final print sizes may reveal how the final compositions of the
views were subtly controlled to the end by Hill and Adamson. Cropping at the bottom of the
prints would have brought the architectural structures forward in the picture plane, for
example, while cropping the sides of the images would have played with the symmetry of the
composition.
x

76

range

from Gra 896 to 919. Interestingly, the last 'Gra' number is written

suggesting that the album
chain

have been rebound at

a

the first image,

later date. The two (2) end

papers

have

lines, presumably markings from the paper-drying frame. The cover page that precedes the

title page
paper

may

on

is of the heaviest

paper

stock; it has extensive foxing throughout and

sheets used to mount the salted

machine made paper

paper

print images throughout the album

that would be widely available in the

no

watermark. The

appear to

be

1800s."5 There are no watermarks

apparent throughout the album's sheets. When making a calotype, Hill and Adamson favoured the

high-quality Whatman Turkey Mill brand writing
hand of Cilia

Jackson,

a

paper.116 The inscriptions 'negative'

member of the library staff, who used

a

3B pencil

library's topographical guides. In addition to their knowledge of the
indebted to Christine

album.

as a

paper

are

finding tool for the

of the 1800's, I

Gasciogne and Cilia Jackson for their assistance with the

in the

provenance

am

also

of this

Unfortunately, the St. Andrews University Library records do not reveal when this Hill and

Adamson album, #22, came into the

library collection.

Copies of A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews
do exist may

The

rare,

those albums that

Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, New York, USA
Collection, Chicago, Illinois, USA

Hay Fleming Library, St. Andrews, Scotland

The J. Paul
The

extremely

be found at the following institutions:

The Arnold H. Crane
The

are

Getty Museum, Los Angeles, California, USA

Glasgow University Library, Glasgow, Scotland

The Collection of Hans P. Kraus, Jr., New York, USA

The St. Andrews

114

115

University Library, St. Andrews, Scotland (the

under review)

Smith, Graham. '"Calotype Views of St. Andrews' by David Octavius Hill and Robert
Adamson." History ofPhotography, Volume 7, Number 3, July 1983, pp. 207-236.
See Brettell, Richard R. "The Calotype as Print Medium" in Paper and Light: The Calotype in
France and Great Britain, 1839 - 1870. London: Kudos & Godine, 1984, pp. 47-63, for an
extensive essay on the materials, the process, the experimentation, and standardization of
the

116

copy

calotype. This is an excellent source for information on the papers selected and the
limitations and constraints of the process.
J. Paul Getty Museum. In focus: Hill and Adamson / photographs from the J. Paul Getty
Museum. Malibu: J. Paul

Getty Museum, 1999,

p.

26.
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David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson

1.)

Title page

of A Series of Calotype Views ofSt. Andrews with calotype of the East Gable

of St. Andrews Cathedral and St. Regulus Tower from the Northwest
Title page

photograph by Robert Adamson, circa 1843

Salted paper

Image: 8.4

print from
10

x

cm

29.5

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil, at

upper

right

Inscribed in

pencil, at

upper

left

left

upper

corners are

trimmed round)

cm

1

corner:

8498

corner:

Inscribed in ink, on the verso, at upper

left

corner:

129855 (there

are

multiple strikes

through the numbers)
Inscribed in

pencil,

The ink selected to
resolution of the
no

on

the

verso, centre

print the album title and publishers

on

is in the

seeped through and

damage is apparent

on

can

be

the title

seen

from the back of the sheet

page

of the Getty's

copy

as

upper

colour

as

the

a tear at

the

right quadrant of the

well. Surprisingly, similar

of a Series of Calotype Views of St.

Andrews

as

2.)

The North and West Wings of United College from the Southeast

well.

Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.1

x

19.6

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 2

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

3.)

same

has extensive foxing throughout. There is

edge of the sheet in the centre. Water damage is apparent in the

sheet that
water

names

calotype. The calotype is securely mounted to the sheet. The calotype itself shows

foxing yet the sheet it is mounted

lower

of sheet: Gra 919 (in script)

no

29.5

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

o

of sheet: Gra 896

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

The Castle, with St. Regulus Tower, and the Cathedral in the distance, from the Southeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.1

x

Sheet: 36.5

x

19.7
29.5

cm
cm

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

trimmed round)
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Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 3

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

*Two

the

on

verso, centre

(glued) at the top of sheet #3 and loose at the bottom.

Si. Andrews Harbour with the Cathedral Precinct Wall, St. Regulus Tower,

Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.6

x

19.9

calotype negative

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

trimmed round)

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 4

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

no

29.5

a

the Southeast

Sheet: 36.5

cm

upper

the

on

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 898

The Cathedral Precinct Wall and Abbey Walk with
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.7

x

20.1

a

Male Figure from the Southeast

calotype negative

(upper right and

cm

a

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 5

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

6.)

of sheet: Gra 897

(2) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached. One of the mounts

and the Cathedral from

5.)

o

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

no

is attached

4.)

upper

29.5

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 899

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

no

Madras College from the Northeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 15

19.9

x

cm

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 6

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

29.5

cm

upper

x

trimmed round)
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Inscribed in

There is

*Three

7.)

9.)

on

the

verso, centre

of sheet: Gra 900

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

(3) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached.

St. Andrews Castle from the Southeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 13.7

x

18.4

calotype negative

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 7

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

a

Sheet: 36.5

There is

8.)

no

pencil,

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso,

x

centre of sheet: Gra 901

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

Madras College from the West
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.5

x

19.9

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

trimmed round)

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 8

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

no

29.5

cm

upper

on

the

verso,

o

centre of sheet: Gra 902

Blackfriars' Chapelfrom the Northwest
Salted paper

print from

Image: 13.7

x

19.9

cm

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 9

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

no

29.5

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso,

o

centre of sheet: Gra 903

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.
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*Three

10.)

(3) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached.

St. Salvator's College Church from the Southwest
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.8

x

13.)

upper

right and

upper

left

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 10

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

corners are not

trimmed round)

cm

upper

the

on

verso, centre

o

of sheet: Gra 904

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

The West Front and South A isle of the Cathedralfrom the Northeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.5

x

19

cm

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 11

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

upper

the

on

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 905

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

near

Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.1

x

19.8

cm

a

St. Andrews from the East

calotype negative

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 12

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

trimmed round)

cm

The Rock and Spindle

There is

*Three

(note:

cm

x

There is

12.)

calotype negative

Sheet: 36.5

There is

11.)

19.5

a

29.5

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 906

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

(3) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached.

Distant View of St. Andrews from the West Sands with Horse andfigure
in the Middle Distance from

the Northeast

81

Salted paper

print from

Image: 13.5

x

corners are

right

corner

of sheet: 13

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

trimmed round)

cm

upper

the

on

verso, centre

o

of sheet: Gra 907

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

The West Port from the West

print from

calotype negative

(note:

cm

upper

right and

upper

left

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 14

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

a

Sheet: 36.5

There is

corners are not

trimmed round)

cm

upper

the

on

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 908

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

The East Gable of the Cathedral and St. Regulus Tower from the Northwest
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.2

x

19.7

calotype negative

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 15

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

a

Sheet: 36.5

There is

16.)

left

pencil,

Image: 14.2x19.3

*Three

upper

Inscribed in

Salted paper

15.)

(upper right and

cm

x

no

29.5

calotype negative

Sheet: 36.5

There is

14.)

19.6

a

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 909

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

(3) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached.

General View of the Castle from the North
Salted paper

print from

Image: 15.3x20

cm

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

29.5

a

calotype negative

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

cm

upper

right

corner

of sheet: 16

x

trimmed round)

82

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

17.)

Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.5

x

of sheet: Gra 910

19.9

upper

left

corners are

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 17

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

Seated Figure from the Southwest

calotype negative

a

(upper right and

cm

a

Sheet: 36.5

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 911

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

South Street, the Roundel, and the Cathedral from the Southwest

print from

Image: 14.6

x

19.8

calotype negative

a

cm

(note:

upper

right and

upper

left

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 18

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

19.)

verso, centre

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

Salted paper

Three

of sheet: negative

Near View of the East Gable of the Cathedral with

There is

18.)

no

the

on

corner

no

29.5

corners are not

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 912

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

(3) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached.

Fishergate, North Street, from the Southeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 14.1

x

19.3

cm

calotype negative

a

(note:

upper

right and

upper

left

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 19

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

no

29.5

corners are not

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

o

of sheet: Gra 913

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.
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20.)

21.)

The Fore Tower of St. Andrews Castle from the North
Salted paper

print from

Image: 20

14.7

x

cm

(upper right and

left

corners are

trimmed round)

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 20

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 914

Interior View of the Pends with Two Men from the Southeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 19.7

x

14.7

calotype negative

a

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 21

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

29.5

Inscribed in

There is
water

no

pencil,

trimmed round)

cm

upper

Inscribed in ink, upper centre

22.)

upper

Sheet: 36.5

no

29.5

calotype negative

a

on

the

x

edge of calotype: *

verso, centre

of sheet: Gra 915

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely; however,

damage does exist at the bottom centre edge with 1.5

cm

The East Gable of the Cathedral and the Precinct Wall with

a

into image.

Standing Male Figure

from the Northeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 19.2

x

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 22

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Note: there is

There is

23.)

14.2

calotype negative

a

no

29.5

no

trimmed round)

cm

upper

'Gra'

inscription in pencil,

on

the

o

verso, centre

of sheet?

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

The Pends from the Southeast
Salted paper

print from

a

calotype negative

84

Image: 19.2

25.)

upper

right and

upper

left

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 23

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

corners are not

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

x

of sheet: Gra 916

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

St. Salvator's College Church from the Southeast
Salted paper

print from

Image: 19.5

x

14.9

calotype negative

a

(upper right and

cm

upper

left

corners are

trimmed round)

Sheet: 36.5

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 24

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

There is

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

no

29.5

cm

upper

on

the

verso, centre

o

of sheet: Gra 917

The Fore Tower of St. Andrews Castle from the Southwest
print from

Image: 18.1

x

14.6

cm

(upper right and

upper

left

corners are

x

Inscribed in

pencil,

right

corner

of sheet: 25

Inscribed in

pencil, lower right

corner

of sheet: negative

Inscribed in

pencil,

no

29.5

calotype negative

a

Sheet: 36.5

There is

Three

(Note:

Inscribed in

no

29.5

cm

x

Salted paper

*

14.2

Sheet: 36.5

There is

24.)

x

trimmed round)

cm

upper

on

the

verso,

x

centre of sheet: Gra 918

apparent foxing to the sheet and the calotype is mounted securely.

(3) loose mounts exist here in the album binding without sheets attached.
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BIOGRAPHICAL LIST OF ARTISTS

In order to

as

many

study A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews, I have found it helpful to bring together

images

as

possible of the individual buildings

Adamson album. The works collected span
Series

or structures

illustrated in the Hill and

from 1718 to 1865, shortly after the publication of the

of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. While I do not claim that this collection of images is

exhaustive, it

may

lay the foundation for such

collection of images

an

endeavour. More importantly, however, this

should help the researcher of Hill and Adamson's Series of Calotype Views of

St. Andrews understand the traditions of viewing

these architectural monuments that pre-existed the

production, publication and distribution of the calotype album. It should also allow her to evaluate
the

photographs in their historical time-line and to

assess at

what juncture photography was

introduced to the documentation of the St. Andrews monuments. This checklist therefore
an

assortment of St. Andrews

collections to which the
I have

serve

to

may

be of interest to the research specialist, the

images belong, and to the general public

or

the St. Andrews enthusiast.

organized the images thematically, according to the monuments depicted. This

assist those researchers who

distinguish which monuments
a

images that

provides

more

are

interested in

an

index of specific monuments, as

well

may

as to

frequently captured the interests of the artists. It also allows for

comparison of different media. By comparing the different images of the cathedral, for example,

we can see

how the aesthetic

qualities of a watercolour

or an

engraving,

say,

differ from those of the

calotype. The checklist is organized by eight predominant themes, which in most

cases

echo the

subject matter selected by Hill and Adamson for the Series of Calotype Views ofSt. Andrews:
Distant Views of St. Andrews, the Cathedral Precinct and Church of St. Rule, the Castle,
Blackfriars

Chapel and Madras College, Harbour Views of St. Andrews, the United College and the

Collegiate Church of St. Salvator, the Pends and West Port, and miscellaneous.
The artistic

quality of the collected images varies greatly. Given the aims of this thesis,

however, their interest lies in the view chosen and in how many times that view

repeated in the years leading
the

images

are

works

up to

on paper,

may

have been

A Series of Calotype Views of St. Andrews. The vast majority of

primarily of the intaglio

process.

When the

name

of a specific

86

artist, engraver, or publisher cannot be ascribed with certainty, the images are alphabetized by title.
In

cases

where there is

than

more

one

alphabetically by title. Known titles

image by

are

an

artist in the checklist, entries have been arranged

italicised. In

cases

descriptive title is given without italics. When dimensions
centimetres with

height preceding width. The location

denoted with the accession number
These
St. Andrews

objects

were

(if one exists)

or

where there is

are

no

available, they

known title,
are

a

given in

archival collection for each image is

following.117

located primarily through research work at four major institutions: The

University Library, the Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews, St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, and the Museum Collections of the University of St. Andrews. Many of these images are

reproduced in books; for
the selected

more

complete citations to the references quoted in this checklist, consult

bibliography. Although little is known of the lives of most

delineators of the 19th century,
standard reference work that
would be the first

the

was

place to start

acronyms

used in

any

engravers,

following the object accession number indicate the

determining the attribution of those artists identified and

further research.

BPDP

=

British Prints:

BDPE

=

Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers

DAES

=

A

DSP

A

Dictionary ofScottish Painters 1600-1960

=

=

RSA

The

=

Dictionary and Price Guide

Dictionary ofArtists of the English School

An illustrated dictionary

IDBSE

sculptors and

ofBritish steel engravers

Royal Scottish Academy 1826-1916

DISTANT VIEWS OF ST. ANDREWS

26.)
Ashmore, del.
D.Blackmore

Pyct., sculp.

St. Andrews from

the East

Engraving
117

An additional

opportunity for documentation would be to study and transcribe all watermarks
inscriptions found on these works on paper. This would provide the research
community with additional guidance in dating and identification, especially for the mystery
images.
and
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Image: 14.5x21
Sheet:

19x23

cm

cm

Reproduced in Reliquiae Divi Andreae,
St. Andrews

St. Andrews

or

the State of the Venerable and Primitial See of

by George Martine, 1797.

University Library

See also St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 764. In the SAPT impression, D. Blackmore

Pyct, sculp, is not printed in the margin.

27.)
John Heaviside Clark, 1770-1863
The Town

of St. Andrews

Poster from lost

aquatint by John Clark, 1824. Reproduced for the St. Andrews

Preservation Trust Ltd.,

Image: 18x28

by Messrs. Hood & Co. Ltd., Middlesbrough.

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 451. See

also 149 and 166.

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews, framed

over

computer workstation in library.

BDPE, DAES, BPDP

28.)
William

HomeLizars,

William Banks,

sc.,

Scottish, 1788-1859

del., British, fl.

mid-^"1

century

St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 9

x

Sheet: 10.5

17.5
x

cm

17.5

Illustration in book
St. Andrews

cm

History of St. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

29.)
W.J.

Palmer,

sc.

St. Andrews

Section 2. PATRICK HAMILTON, A.D. 1525-1528

Lithograph
Image: 13.5x11.5

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 742

Image is mounted

on a

board with three other St. Andrews prints, also by W.J. Palmer.

30.)
Francis Schenck, lithr.,

Edinburgh, fl.

mid-19th century

88

View

of St. Andrews from the Maidens Rock

Lithograph
Image: 23.5 x 35 cm
Published

by Melville Fletcher Bookseller, St. Andrews

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 242

BPDP

31.)
Seton
St. Andrews
1780
Oil

on

mounted

canvas,

Canvas: 47.1

Two labels

x

70.7

on

cardboard

cm

1.) Removed from back of stretcher, St. Andrews 1780 by

on reverse:

Seton.

2.) Colonel C. Crookshank. Johnstounburn, Hunbie, East
Lothian, Scotland.
Museum Collections of University

of St. Andrews, location shelf 10, #24

32.)
William Clarkson Stanfield, R.A.,
Edward Francis Finden,

English, 1793-1867

British, 1791-1857

St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 8

x

12

Sheet: 13x21
Published

cm
cm

by John Murray, Albermarle Street, 1835

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 225
Note the distinctive

stripe

on

women's dress and white

cap.

Fisherman from Newhaven?

RSA, DAES, BPDP

33.)
John Slezer, German, d. 1717
Faeics Guitatis Sancti ANDREAL.

Prospect of The Town of St. ANDREWS.

Engraving
Reproduced in Theatrum SCOTIAL. London 1718, plate 13
St. Andrews

University Library

34.)
James

Stewart, Scottish, 1791

-

1863

89

Joseph Swan, d.l 872
St. Andrews.

Fife-shire. Looking North West

Engraving
Image 12.3
Sheet: 20

x

x

18.5

26.5

cm

cm

Illustration in book,

History of the County of Fife, from the earliest period to the present

time, by John M. Leighton, Esq., author of illustrations of views in Glasgow,
views

on

the

Clyde, Lakes of Scotland, Scenes in Scotland, &c. With

engravings in the line
taken

manner on

numerous

steel, by Joseph Swan; from original drawings

expressly for the work, by James Stewart, Esq., Vol. III. Glasgow: Joseph

Swan, 1840.
St. Andrews

University Library

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 758

(inscribed, in pencil, l.l.c.: 1829)

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (two images: one coloured and framed)
BPDP, BDPE, RSA, DSP

35.)
Pierre Vander Aa, Dutch
Vue de la Ville de St. Andrews.

Engraving
16.4

Image: 13

x

Inscription

on page,

cm

lower right: 236.

Reproduced in Vues Des Villes, Edifices & Autres Choses Remarquables de la Grand
Bretagne d'Irlande
St. Andrews

University Library

See also old

post card at Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews titled St. Andrews,

View that I believe is

a

18th Century

reproduction of the Nue de la Ville de St. Andrews by

Pierre Vander Aa.

36.)
No artist attribution
St. Andrews,

18th Century View

Post card: 8.5

x

14.2

cm

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews
See also Nue de la Ville de St. Andrews

by PierreVander Aa reproduced in Vues Des Villes,

Edifices & Autres Choses Remarquables de la Grand Bretagne d'Irlande
St. Andrews

University Library

90

No artist attribution

18th Century View

St. Andrews,

Post card: 8.5

x

14.2

cm

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews
38.)
No artist attribution
St. Andrews.

Engraving
Image: 8.7 x 18 cm
Inscribed,

on

sheet, l.r.c., in pencil: Published by Papin 1735

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 365

39.)
No artist attribution
St. Andrews from

the Maiden Rock

Lithograph
Date: before 1849 because of lighthouse

at end of pier, after 1835 because of gas works

tower.

12

Image: 8

x

Published

by John Innes, Cupar

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 414

40.)
No artist attribution
View

ofSt. Andrew's in the County ofFife

Engraving
Image: 21.5x34.5
36

cm

Sheet: 23

x

Published

by Alexr. Hogg at the Kings Arms No. 16 Paternoster Row

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 779

41.)
No artist attribution

Distant View of St. Andrews
Oil

on canvas

Label 1 on
Label 2

reverse:

on reverse:

£3666(2)

Experienced Picture Liners
Aitken Dott Son

May 1842
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Carvers & Gilders

26 So. Castle St.

Edinburgh
Museum Collections of University

of St. Andrews, hanging in Secretary Connor's office.

THE CATHEDRAL PRECINCT AND CHURCH OF ST. RULE

42.)
Ashmore, del.
D.Blackmore

Pyct., sculp.

Cathedral

of St. Andrews, With the Chapel of St. Rule from the West.

Engraving
Image: 15x24.3
Sheet: 19.3

x

cm

26.2

cm

Reproduced in Reliquiae Divi Andreae,
St. Andrews

by George Martine, 1797.

St. Andrews

University Library

or

the State of the Venerable and Primitial See of

[See also St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 810 for identical image. However,

a

couple of

additions have been made to the

margin of this impression: above the title,

stylised 'Ruins of the' bracketed

on

either side,

as

well

as,

above and below with

flourishes has been added; in the centre, above the title, 'For the

Magazine Published 1st December 1800.'

was

added

as

a

Edinburgh

well. No plate mark

present, sheet however, has been trimmed.]

43.)
William Banks, delr. British, fl.

mid-19,h

century

Cathedral, St. Andrews, West End
W. Banks &

Sons, Edinburgh

Lithograph
Image: 12
Sheet: 15

9

x
x

9

Illustration in
C.

cm
cm

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

Orr, Cupar, Fife, 1865

St. Andrews

University Library

BPDP

44.)
William

Banks, delr. British, fl.

mid-19th century

92

Ruins

of Cathedral & Chapel of St. Regulus, St. Andrews (1 of 2 views with same title)

Drawn and

engraved by W. Banks & Son, Edinburgh

Image: 9

12

Sheet: 9

x

15

x

Illustration in
C.

cm
cm

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

Orr, Cupar, Fife, 1865

St. Andrews

University Library

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 417

(loose sheet)

BPDP

45.)
William Banks, delr.
Ruins

British, fl.

mid-19,h

century

of Cathedral & Chapel ofSt. Regulus, St. Andrews (2 of 2 views with

same

title)

Lithograph
W. Banks & Sons Edin.

Image: 8
Sheet: 9

12

x

15

x

Illustration in

cm
cm

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

C. Orr,
St. Andrews

Cupar, Fife, 1865

University Library

BPDP

46.)
William Banks, delr. British, fl.
Ruins

mid-19th

century

of Cathedral, St. Andrews

Lithograph
Drawn and

engraved by W. Banks & Son, Edinburgh

Image: 8

11

x

Sheet: 21

x

cm

29.8

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 435

BPDP

47.)
Robert William
John

Billings, British, 1815*-l874

Henry Lekeux, British, 1812-1896
Detailed view of Ruins of the Cathedral

Engraving
Illustration in book The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities
Robert William

ofScotland. Illustrated by

Billings, Architect 1845-52. Edinburgh and London: William

93

Blackwood and Sons. Four Volumes.
St. Andrews

University Library

BPDP, DSP(states Billings year of birth

was

1813)*

48.)
Robert William
John

Billings, British, 1815*-1874

Henry Lekeux, British, 1812-1896
St. Andrews. Church

of St. Regulus & Ruins of the Cathedral

Engraving
Edinburgh, Published by William Blackwood & Sons, 1848.
Illustration in book The Baronial and Ecclesiastical
Robert William

Antiquities ofScotland. Illustrated by

Billings, Architect 1845-52. Edinburgh and London: William

Blackwood and Sons. Four Volumes.
St. Andrews

University Library

BPDP, DSP(states Billings year ofbirth was 1813)*

49.)
Robert William
John

Billings, British, 1815*-1874

Henry Lekeux, British, 1812-1896
St. Andrews. West front

of the Cathedral

Engraving
Edinburgh, Published by William Blackwood & Sons, 1848.
Illustration in book The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities
Robert William

ofScotland. Illustrated by

Billings, Architect 1845-52. Edinburgh and London: William

Blackwood and Sons. Four Volumes.
St. Andrews

University Library

BPDP, DSP(states Billings year ofbirth was 1813)*
50.)
Alexander

Campbell, Scottish, 1764-1824

Thomas Medland

sculpt., British, 1755-1822

Cathedral Precinct

Engraving
(Perhaps

an

illustration from Journey from Edinburgh through Parts ofNorth Britain,

1802)
Image: 11.5
Sheet: 21

x

x

19.5

30

cm

Printed under

cm

image: Sketched

St. Andrews Preservation

on

the Spot by Alex Campbell

Trust, 230
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BPDP, DAES, DSP

51.)
Adam Mansfeldt de Cardonnel-Lawson, d. 1820
St. Andrews. Plate /

(Cathedral)

Engraving
Plate mark: 6.5

Illustration in
St. Andrews

x

8.6

cm

Picturesque antiquities of Scotland, London: 1793

University Library

BPDP

52.)
Adam Mansfeldt de Cardonnel-Lawson, d. 1820
St. Andrews. Plate II.

(St. Rule's Chapel)

Engraving
Plate mark: 6.5
Illustration in
St. Andrews

x

8.5

cm

Picturesque antiquities ofScotland, London: 1793

University Library

BPDP

53.)
J.

Cleghorn, delin.
Ruins

of the Cathedral of St. Andrews in Fife

1769
Pen and wash

drawing

Image: 19x29.7

cm

Inscribed, in pencil, across bottom of sheet: Original Drawing, Ruins of the Cathedral of
St. Andrews in

Fife, 1769

Museum Collections of University

of St. Andrews, location shelf 8, framed.

54.)
William

Day II, British, 1797-1845
VIEW OF THE RUINS OF THE CATHEDRAL OF SAINT ANDREWS

Coloured

lithograph, PI.5

Image 24.5
Pubd.

x

17.5

by Alexr. Hill, 50 Princes St., Edinburgh. W.Day, Lithr. to the King, London

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (framed)
BPDP

55.)
Eastgate sculpt.

95

St.

Regulus's Cathedral, at St. Andrew's, in Fifeshire.

Engraving
Image: 13

x

18.5

19x24.2

Sheet:

Published

cm
cm

according to Act of Parliament. By Alex. Hogg, No. 16 Paternoster Row.

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 811.

56.)
Francis Grose*,
S.

English, 1731-1791

Hooper, fl. Late

18lh cent.

St. Andrews Cathedral
Pub. March 23, 1797

(this information is scored out)

Engraving
Image: 12.3

x

18

cm

Plate mark: 15.4x20
Sheet: 21

x

31.5

cm

cm

Engraved illustration in The Antiquities ofScotland by Francis Grose Esqr.: F.A.S.s of
London and Perth. The Second Volume. London,

High Holborn. MDCCXCI. *See

p.

printed for S. Hooper, No. 212,

xxi Thomas Cocking (assistant to Grose)

drew Cathedral of St. Andrews.
St. Andrews

University Library

See also St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 808

BDPE, DAES

57.)
Robert

Inerarity Herdman, RSA, Scottish, 1828-88

(Printed by) William Home Lizars, Edinr., Scottish, 1788-1859
Tower

of St. Regulus & Cathedral St. Andrews

1846

Lithograph
Image: 30
Sheet: 42

x
x

23.5
29

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 783
See

also, St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 348. The
sheet: Published

Landseer, sculp.

image but

on

the bottom of the

by Melville Fletcher, Bookseller, St. Andrews

DAES, RSA, DSP, BDPE, BPDP

58.)

same

96

St. Andrew's Cathedral
1805

Engraving
Image: 11.5x8
Sheet: 23.5

cm

14

x

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 041
on

sheet: Landseer,

St. Andrews Preservation

(Framed; handwritten date of 1805

on

sheet; printed

sculp.)

Trust, 420 (See also 421)

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (Printed

on

sheet: London; Published by Vernor &

Hood, Poultry, Feb. 2, 1805
RSA, BDPE, BPDP, DAES

59.)
D. Lizans de. et.
Saint

Sculp.

Andrews;

or, a

Sentimental Evening Walk near the Ruins of that Ancient City

Engraving
Image (oval): 13

x

Plate mark:

17

15

x

16.5

Engraved illustration

cm

cm

as

the frontis piece to A Poem. In three parts, by John Copland.

Written in Autumn 1775.
St. Andrews

University Library (BN5.125)

60.)
William Home Lizars, sc.,
William Banks,
Ruins

Scottish, 1788-1859

delr. British, fl.

mid-19'h

century

of Cathedral & Chapel of St. Regulus, St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 8
Sheet: 10

x
x

13
19

cm
cm

Illustration in book
St. Andrews

History ofSt. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

University Library

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 418 (loose sheet)

DAES, RSA, DSP, BPDP

61.)
William Home
F.W. McLea,

Lizars,

sc.,

Scottish, 1788-1859

del.

Ruins

of Cathedral & Chapel of St. Regulus from the North

Lithograph
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Image: 9

x

15

cm

x

17.5

Sheet: 10.5

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,
before

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

never

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.

St. Andrews

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE

62.)
Peter

Mazell, sculp., fl. late

Moses

18th

c.

Griffith, del., Wales, 1749-?
Cathedral &

Chapel of St. Regulus at St. Andrews

Engraving, XXII 194
Image: 15x20.5

cm

Plate mark: 17

22.5

Sheet: 21.5

x

x

26.2

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 771

DAES, BDPE, BPDP

63.)
Drawn

by H. Nixon

Lithographed by Leith & Smith, Edinr.
Cathedral and

Chapel, St. Andrews

Lithograph
Published

by Melville Fletcher, Bookseller, St. Andrews

Image: 21.6x32.4
Sheet: 29

x

cm

36

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 352

64.)
W.J.

Palmer,

sc.

Priory Church, St. Andrews.

Lithograph
Image: 13.5x11.5

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 740

Image is mounted

on a

board with three other St. Andrews prints, also by W.J. Palmer.

65.)

Benjamin Thomas Pouncy, sculpt., d. 1799
J.

Oliphant, delint.

98

A View

of the Cathedral of St. Andrews with the Chapel of St. Rule from the East

Engraving
Image: 17.5x27.5
Sheet: 26

x

34.5

cm

cm

Dedication: To the
most

Principals & Professors of the University of St. Andrews, This Plate is

respectfully Dedicated, by their most obedient Servant, J. Oliphant.

Published

May 1, 1775

as

the Act directs by D. Goodfman, Strand, London

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 1998.149

[See also Graham Smith's article 'Calotype Views of St. Andrews' in History of

Photography, Volume 7, Number 3, July-September 1983,

p.

236 for reference to

Oliphant images in the St. Andrews University Library.]
DAES, BPDP, BDPE

66.)
John Slezer, German, d. 1717
Ruderce Ecclesice Cathedrcelis Sancti ANDREJE.

The Ruins

of the Cathedrall ofSt.

ANDREWS.

Engraving
Reproduced in Theatrum SCOTIJE. London 1718, plate 14
St. Andrews

University Library

67.)
James

Stewart, Scottish, 1791

-

1863

Joseph Swan, d. 1872
Ruins

of the Cathedral of St. Andrews

Engraving with colour
Image: 12.8x18.3
Sheet: 20

x

26.5

Illustration in

cm

cm

book, History of the County of Fife, from the earliest period to the present

time, by John M. Leighton, Esq., author of illustrations of views in Glasgow,
views

on

the

Clyde, Lakes of Scotland, Scenes in Scotland, &c. With

engravings in the line
taken

manner on

steel, by Joseph Swan; from original drawings

expressly for the work, by James Stewart, Esq., Vol. III. Glasgow: Joseph

Swan, 1840.
St. Andrews

University Library

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (two images:
BPDP, BDPE, RSA, DSP

67a.)

numerous

one

coloured and framed)
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James

Stewart, Scottish, 1791

-

1863

Joseph Swan, d. 1872
Tower

of St. Regulus & Part of the Cathedral of St. Andrews From the Sea, Fife-shire

Engraving with colour
Image: 12.2x18.4
Sheet: 20

26.5

x

cm

cm

Illustration in book, History

of the County ofFife, from the earliest period to the present

time, by John M. Leighton, Esq., author of illustrations of views in Glasgow,
views

on

the

Clyde, Lakes of Scotland, Scenes in Scotland, &c. With

engravings in the line
taken

manner on

numerous

steel, by Joseph Swan; from original drawings

expressly for the work, by James Stewart, Esq., Vol. III. Glasgow: Joseph

Swan, 1840.
St. Andrews

University Library

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews
BPDP, BDPE, RSA, DSP

68.)
Pierre Vander Aa, Dutch
Mazures de

I'Eglise Cathedrale de S. ANDRE.

Engraving
Image: 12.3x16

Inscription

cm

on page,

lower right: 239.

Reproduced in Vues Des Villes, Edifices & Autres Choses Remarquables de la Grand
Bretagne d'lrlande
St. Andrews

University Library

69.)
No artist attribution

Abbey of St. Regulus at St. Andrews Fifeshire Scotland
Pen and wash
Late

18th

-

early

Image: 20.8
Old

x

19th century

30.2

cm

inscriptions, in ink

(sight)
on

label

on

back of frame: Abbey of St. Regulus at St. Andrews

Fifeshire Scotland; Presented to the

House, Henbury, Bristol

26th Feb. 1897.

Museum Collections of University

70.)
No artist attribution

University by Spencer George Perceval, Swan

of St. Andrews, Shelf 8, centre

100

Capriccio View of St. Andrews Cathedral
Late

Oil
81

18th

Early

-

19th

century

on canvas

x

126.5

cm

Museum Collections of University

of St. Andrews, located in the Visitors Centre

71.)
No artist attribution
Cathedral Ruins and St.

Regulus Tower

Lithograph
Image: 8

12

x

cm

Sheet: 12.5x21
Published

(oval)

cm

by John Innes Cupar.

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews
St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 415

72.)
No artist attribution

Chapel of St. Regulus, St. Andrews, East Gable South Transept, West Gable of Cathedral
3 Oct. 1812 and 16 Feb. 1852

Pencil and ink

Image: 13
Sheet: 20

x

drawing

14.5
25.5

x

cm
cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 319

(see also 318, 320, 397and 398).

73.)
No artist attribution

East Gable
15

of St. Andrews

Sept. 1812 and 20 Feb. 1852

Pencil and ink

drawing

Image: 12.5

17.5

Sheet: 20

x

x

25.5

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 318

(see also 319, 320, 397 and 398).

74.)
No artist attribution
Interior
15

of the Cathedral, St. Andrews

Sept. 1812 and 20 Feb. 1852

Pencil and ink

drawing

Image: 14x21

cm
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Sheet: 20

28.5

x

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 320

(see also 318, 319, 397 and 398).

75.)
No artist attribution
Ruins

(initials in lower left

corner:

I.B.E.)

of the St. Andrews

Feb. 1843

Pencil

drawing

Image: 12 x 17.2 cm
Sheet: 17.5x22.5

cm

Embossed seal in lower

right

corner.

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 322

76.)
No artist attribution

(Landseer, sculp.?)

St. Andrews Cathedral

London. Publish'd

by Vernor & Hood, Poultry Febr. 2, 1805.

Engraving
Image: 12x9
Sheet: 22

x

17

cm
cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 421 (See also 420)

RSA, BDPE, BPDP, DAES

THE CASTLE

77.)
Ashmore, del.
D.Blackmore

Pyct., sculp.

Castle

of St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 14.5x21
Sheet: 19x23

cm

cm

Reproduced in Reliquiae Divi Andreae,
St. Andrews
St. Andrews

or

the State of the Venerable and Primitial See of

by George Martine, 1797.

University Library

[See also St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 805 for identical image. However, the title has
been

changed to Ruins of the Castle of St. Andrews, from the North East; the

names

of the artists have been removed from the

'For the

margin; and added to the margin

Edin[burgh] Mag[azine] published] 1 January 1801.' Plate mark present

102

sheet.]

on

78.)

mid-19th

William Banks, delr. British, fl.
Castle

century

of St. Andrews from the Beach

Lithograph
Banks & Son,

Image: 12
Sheet:

Edin.

9

x

cm

15x9.5

Illustration in

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

C. Orr,
St. Andrews

cm

Cupar, Fife, 1865

University Library

BPDP

79.)
Adam Mansfeldt de Cardonnel-Lawson, d. 1820
St. Andrews. Plate III.

(Castle)

Engraving
Plate mark: 6.5
Illustration in
St. Andrews

x

8.5

cm

Picturesque antiquities ofScotland, London: 1793

University Library

BPDP

80.)
Rubert Cook
St. Andrews Castle

Pencil

looking East

drawing

1850

Image: 25.5
Sheet: 34.0

x
x

35.5
44.0

cm
cm

Inscribed, in pencil, lower left: Rubert Cook

Signed, in pencil, lower right:
St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 749

81.)

Myles Birket Foster, R.W.S., 1825-1899
St. Andrew's Castle
Watercolour
9

x

14

heightened with white

cm

Signed with

monogram

and inscribed.

Cook. 1850

103

Located

image through article in
Painting

was

newspaper,

The St. Andrews Citizen, January 26, 1996.

to be auctioned off by Phillips International Auctioneers, New Bond

Street, London.

82.)
Francis Grose,
S.

English, 1731-1791

Hooper, fl. Late

W.

18th

cent.

Thomas, Sculpt., Fl. Second half of
Castle

18lh cent.

ofSt. Andrews

Pub. As the Act directs Dec. 20, 1790

(this information is scored out)

Engraving
Image: 12.5

x

17.7

cm

Plate mark: 15.2

x

Sheet: 21

cm

31.5

x

Illustration in The

20

cm

Antiquities ofScotland by Francis Grose Esqr.: F.A.S.s ofLondon and

Perth. The Second Volume. London,

printed for S. Hooper, No. 212, High

Holborn. MDCCXCI.
St. Andrews

University Library

See also St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 331
See also

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews

BDPE, DAES

83.)
William Home Lizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
William Banks, delr. British, fl.
Castle

mid-19th

century

of St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 6

x

9

cm

Sheet: 19x10

cm

Illustration in book
St. Andrews

History of St. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

University Library

DAES, RSA, DSP, BPDP

84.)
William Home Lizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
F.W. McLea, del.

Castle

of St. Andrews from the Sea.

Lithograph
Image: 9.5

x

16

cm

104

10.5x17.5

Sheet:

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

never

before

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.
St. Andrews

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

85.)
W.J.

Palmer,

sc.

Castle

of St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 13.5x11.5

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Image is mounted

on a

Trust, 743

board with three other St. Andrews prints, also by W.J. Palmer.

86.)

Benjamin Thomas Pouncy, sculpt., d. 1799
J.

Oliphant, delint.
A View

of the Castle of St. Andrews from the North

Engraving
Image: 17.
Sheet: 21

x

x

27.5
29

cm

cm

Dedication: To the Honble. The
Inscribed

Magistrates of the City of St. Andrews. This Plate is

by their most Obedient humble Servt. J. Oliphant.

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 760

[See also Graham Smith's article 'Calotype Views of St. Andrews' in History of

Photography, Volume 7, Number 3, July-September 1983,

p.

236 for reference to

Oliphant images in the St. Andrews University Library.]
DAES, BPDP, BDPE

87.)

Benjamin Thomas Pouncy, sculpt., d. 1799
J.

Oliphant, delint.
A View

of the Cathedral of St. Andrews with the Chapel of St. Rule from the South

Engraving
Image: 17.5

x

27.5

Plate mark: 22

x

Sheet: 26

cm

x

34

Dedication: To

cm

28.5

George Dempster of Dunichen Esq. Member for the City of St. Andrews,

105

& This Plate is

Published

humbly Dedicated, by their most obedient Servant, J. Oliphant.

May 1, 1775 by D. Goodfman, Strand, London

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 248

[See also Graham Smith's article 'Calotype Views of St. Andrews' in History of
Photography, Volume 7, Number 3, July-September 1983,

p.

236 for reference to

Oliphant images in the St. Andrews University Library.]
DAES, BPDP, BDPE

88.)
John Slezer, German,

d. 1717

Ruder a Arcis Sancti ANDREAS. The Ruins

of the Castle of St. ANDREWS.

Engraving
Reproduced in Theatrum SCOTIAE., London: 1718, plate 15
St. Andrews

University Library

89.)
Pierre Vander Aa,

Dutch

Mazures du Chateau de S. ANDRE.

Engraving
Image: 12.2x15.8

cm

Inscription

lower right: 237.

on page,

Reproduced in Vues Des Villes, Edifices & Autres Choses Remarquables de la Grand
Bretagne d'lrlande
St. Andrews

University Library

90.)
No artist attribution

Castle
15

of St. Andrews

Sept. 1812 and 12 Feb. 1852

Pencil and ink

Image: 14
Sheet: 20

x
x

drawing

19

cm

28.5

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 397

(see also 318, 319, 320 and 398).

91.)
No artist attribution

St. Andrews Castle

Colour

Lithograph

Date after 1811 because the

public bathhouse is present and before 1884 when the

protection walls put in

on

the North and East sides of the Castle.
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Image: 30.5

46

x

cm

Museum Collections of University

of St. Andrews, located in the Rack, framed, label 17.

92.)
No artist attribution

(I.H.W.)

St. Andrews

Drypoint
Date after 1884 when

Plate Mark and
Sheet: 16.5

Image: 8.5

20

x

protection walls put in
x

15

on

the North and East sides of the Castle.

cm

cm

Inscribed, lower right corner: IHW
St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 412

93.)
No artist attribution

View of the Castle of St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 10.5

x

14.5

Sheet: 13

16

cm

x

cm

Inscribed, in pencil, below image: View of the Castle of St. Andrews
St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 402

BLACKFRIARS CHAPEL AND MADRAS COLLEGE

94.)
William Banks, delr.
Ruins

British, fl.

mid-19th

century

ofBlack Friars' Chapel, St. A ndrews

Lithograph
W. Banks &

Image: 8

11.5

x

Sheet: 9.5

Sons, Edin.

x

15

Illustration in

cm

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

C. Orr,
St. Andrews

cm

Cupar, Fife, 1865

University Library

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 314
BPDP

95.)
William
J. Ulric

Day II, British, 1797-1845

107

BLACK FRIARS CHAPEL, SAINT ANDREWS

Coloured

lithograph, P1.7

Image: 14.5

x

Printed under

Pubd.

15.5

image: From Nature &

on

Stone by J. Ulric.

by Alexander Hill, 50, Princes St., Edinburgh. W.Day, Lithr. to the King, London

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (framed

on

the wall)

BPDP

96.)
Francis Grose*,
S.

English, 1731-1791

Hooper, fl. Late

W.

18th cent.

Thomas, Sculpt., Fl. Second half of 18th cent.
The

Chapel of the BlackFriers

Pub. As the Act directs Oct. 18, 1790

(this information is scored out)

Engraving
Image: 12.5

x

17.5

cm

Plate mark: 15.2x20
Sheet: 21

31.5

x

cm

cm

Illustration in The

Antiquities ofScotland by Francis Grose Esqr.: F.A.S.s of London and

Perth. The Second Volume. London,
Holborn. MDCCXCI. *See p.

printed for S. Hooper, No. 212, High

xxi Thomas Cocking (assistant to Grose) drew

Black Friars, St. Andrews.
St. Andrews

University Library

BDPE, DAES

97.)
William Home Lizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
William Banks, dclr. British, fl.
Madras

mid-19,h

century

College & Ruins ofBlack Friars Chapel St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 7.5
Sheet:

10

x

x

12

19

cm

cm

Illustration in book

History ofSt. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

[See also identical illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is. Being the
third edition of Dr. Grierson's Delineations,
information
St. Andrews

never

before

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.]

University Library

DAES, RSA, DSP, BPDP

containing much curious and valuable
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William Home Lizars, sc.,
W.F.

Scottish, 1788-1859

Buist, del.
Madras

College

Lithograph
Image: 8.7

x

Sheet: 10.5

x

15

cm

17.5

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,
before

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

never

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.

Hay Fleming Library, St. Andrews, 90
St. Andrews

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

99.)
William Home Lizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
F.W. McLea,

del.

Ruins

ofBlack Friars Chapel St. Andrews.

Lithograph
Image: 8.7

x

Sheet: 10.5

x

12.5

cm

17.5

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,
before
St. Andrews
See also

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

never

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.

University Library

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (loose sheet)

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

100.)
W.J.

Palmer,

sc.

Blackfriars, St. Andrews.
Lithograph
Image: 13.5x11.5

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 741

Image is mounted

on a

board with three other St. Andrews prints, also by W.J. Palmer.

101.)
Robert Scott sc.,

Scottish, 1771-1841

Hugh William Williams del., Welsh, 1773-1849

109

The

Chapel of the BlackFriars St. Andrews

For the Scots

Mag. & Edinr. Lity. Misy. Puba. By A. Constable &

Image: 10.5

x

Plate Mark:

13

15.5
x

Sheet: 18.5x22

cm

18.5

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 413

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 1,185
the

lsl Deer. 1808

publisher is

as

(No reference to Scott and information regarding

follows: Edinr. Published by H. Paton Carver & Gilder.)

Flay Fleming Library St. Andrews (No reference to Scott

or

the publisher in this print).

BDPE, DAES, BPDP

102.)
No artist attribution
Ruins

15

of the Black Friars Convent, St. Andrews

Sept. 1812 and 13 Feb. 1852

Pencil and ink

Image: 10
Sheet: 20

x
x

drawing

16

cm

25.5

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 398 (see also 318, 319, 320 and 397).

HARBOUR VIEWS OF ST. ANDREWS

103.)
Thomas Allom,

English, 1804-1872

Henry Griffiths, d. 1849
St. Andrews from

the Pier (Fifeshire)

1830

Engraving
Image: 11.5x18
Sheet: 21

x

28

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 772a

Hay Fleming Library, St. Andrews (printed under title: London. Published for the

Proprietors by Good Virtue, 26, Ivy Lane, 1830
BDPE, BPDP, DAES, IDBSE

104.)
Thomas Oldham Barlow
Ruins

sculp., English, 1824-1889

of the Cathedral and Castle, ofSt. Andrews; from the East.

Engraving

110

Image: 8.5
Plate Mark:
Sheet: 14x22

13.5

x

cm

cropped

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 340

105.)
William Daniell, 1769
St. Andrews,

-

1837

Fifeshire.

Engraving with hand watercolour

on

image and French matt effect (reds, yellow, blues,

greens)
Image: 17

24.5

x

cm

Plate mark: 23

x

Sheet: 28

x

cm

Published

by W. Daniell, Cleveland Street, Fitzroy Square, London, July 1, 1822

38

35

cm

(presumably in conjunction with his English travel book A Voyage Round Great
Britain, 1814-25).
St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 804

BDPE, DAES, BPDP

106.)
John Claude Nattes
James

delr., English, 1765-1822

Fittler, Exct., English, 1758-1835
Saint Andrews
1804

(Presume this

was

illustration in publication Scotia Depicta, PI. 32)

Engraving
Image: 18.5x25

cm

Plate Mark: 23

28

Sheet: 28.5

x

35.5

x

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 787

BDPE, BPDP, DAES

107.)
James Storer,
John

English, 1781 *-1853

Hood, English, fl.
St.

mid-18th

century

Andrews, Fifeshire

1807-1811

(based

on

Engraving
Image: 5.7
Sheet: 9.5

x
x

8.7
14.5

cm
cm

the publication

run

of the Antiquarian and Topographical Cabinet)

Ill

margin: Engraved by J.Storer, for the Antiquarian and Topographical Cabinet,

Printed in

from

drawing by M.J. Hood. Published for the Proprietors, by W. Clarke, New

a

Bond St. and J.

Carpenter, Old Bond St. Octr. 1, 1810.

St. Andrews Preservation

BPDP

(*claims 1771

Trust, 223

birth date of Storer), DAES, BDPE

as

THE UNITED COLLEGE AND THE COLLEGIATE CHURCH OF ST. SALVATOR

108.)
William Banks, delr. British, fl.
United

mid-19th

century

College St. Andrews

Banks & Sons,

Edin.

Lithograph
Image: 8

11.5

x

Sheet: 9.5

15

x

Illustration in

cm

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

C. Orr,
St. Andrews

cm

Cupar, Fife, 1865

University Library

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 825

(loose sheet)

BPDP

109.)
Robert William
John

Billings, British, 1815*-l874

Godfrey, British, d. 1889
The

College Church St. Andrews.

Engraving
Edinburgh, Published by William Blackwood & Sons, 1848.
Illustration in book The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities
Robert William

Billings, Architect 1845-52. Edinburgh and London: William

Blackwood and Sons. Four Volumes.
St. Andrews

University Library

BPDP, DSP (*states Billings year of birth was 1813)

110.)
David

Foggie
St. Salvator's

Chapel

Drypoint
Plate Mark: 22.5

Sight: 23.8

x

x

18.1

17.5
cm

of Scotland. Illustrated by

cm

(framed)

112

Signed in pencil: David Foggie
Museum Collections of University

of St. Andrews, Shelf 8, framed

111.)
William HomeLizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
F.W.

McLea, del.

College Church
Lithograph
Image: 9.5

x

Sheet: 10.5

12.5

cm

17.5

x

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,
before

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

never

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.

St. Andrews

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

112.)
William HomeLizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
William Banks, delr. British, fl.

mid-19th

century

College Church St. Andrews
Lithograph
Image: 9

12

x

Sheet: 10x19

cm
cm

Illustration in book
St. Andrews

History of St. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

University Library

DAES, RSA, DSP, BPDP

113.)
William Home
W.F.

Lizars,

sc.,

Scottish, 1788-1859

Buist, del.
United College from

South West

Lithograph
Image: 9

x

15

cm

Sheet: 10.5x17.5

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it Was and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,
before

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.

St. Andrews

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

never

113

114.)
William HomeLizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
William Banks,

del., British, fl.

United

mid-19,h century

College St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 9

x

16

cm

x

17.5

Sheet: 10.5

cm

Illustration in book Saint Andrews: As it IVas and As it Is.
Grierson's Delineations,
before

Being the third edition of Dr.

containing much curious and valuable information

printed. Embellished with twelve plates. Cupar: 1838.

[See also identical illustration in book History ofSt. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger,
1849.]
St. Andrews

University Library

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 753

(loose sheet)

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

115.)
No artist attribution

North Street

.

.

Engraving
Image: 10.5x14.5
Sheet:
Ham

16x26

Fleming Library, St. Andrews

116.)
No artist attribution

The United

College in 1767.

Lithograph
Image: 9.5

x

16.5

Sheet: 19x23

cm

cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 817

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (Title in margin: United College in 1767.)

THE PENDS AND WEST PORT

117.)
William

Banks, delr. British, fl.
Pends
Also

mid-19th

century

(title page)

see

St. Andrews from

St. Regulas Tower (frontispiece)

never

114

Lithograph
J. Cook & Son Booksellers.

Image

on

title

page:

4.5

x

7

cm

Image frontispiece: 8 x 11 cm (oval)
Both sheets:

15

Illustration in

x

cm

Handy Book of St. Andrews, by Joseph Cook & Son, St. Andrews and John

C. Orr,
St. Andrews

9.5

Cupar, Fife, 1865

University Library

BPDP

118.)
William Banks, delr. British, fl.
The Pends & West

mid-19th

century

Port, St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 7

12

x

Sheet: 11

15

x

cm
cm

St. Andrews Preservation Trust, 751
BPDP

119.)
William

Day II, British, 1797-1845

J. Ulric
PRINCIPAL GA TE OF THE ABBEY OF ST. ANDREWS

Coloured

lithograph, PI.6

Image: 20.2

Sight: 22

x

16.3

x

17.5

Printed under

cm

cm

image: J. U

Esqr. delt.

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (framed
information: Pubd.
to

the

BPDP

120.)
William HomeLizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859

The Pends

Lithograph
Image: 6

x

9

cm

Sheet: 19x10

cm

the wall). See two other plates for additional

by Alexander Hill, 50, Princes St., Edinburgh. W.Day, Lithr.

King, London

William Banks, delr. British, fl.

on

mid-19th

century

115

Illustration in book History
St. Andrews

of St. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

University Library

DAES, RSA, DSP, BPDP

121.)
William Home Lizars, sc., Scottish, 1788-1859
West Port and South Street

Lithograph
Image: 14x9

cm

Sheet:

10.5

17.5

x

cm

Illustration of title page
and As it Is.

Delineations of St. Andrews' in book Saint Andrews: As it Was

Being the third edition of Dr. Grierson's Delineations, containing

much curious and valuable information
twelve
St. Andrews

never

before

printed. Embellished with

plates. Cupar: 1838.

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

MISCELLANEOUS

122.)
William Huckstoun
St.

Mary's College.

Printed under title: From

a

Drawing by Mr. William Huckstoun.

Lithograph
Image: 11.5

17

x

Sheet: 19x23
Ham

cm

cm

Fleming Library St. Andrews

123.)
William Home
William

Lizars,

Scottish, 1788-1859

sc.,

Banks, del., British, fl.
The

mid-19th

century

Martyrs' Monument, St. Andrews

Lithograph
Image: 10x9

cm

Sheet: 10.5

19

x

cm

Illustration in book
St. Andrews

History of St. Andrews by Rev. Charles Roger, 1849.

University Library

DAES, RSA, BDPE, DSP

124.)

116

No artist attribution
Ancient

Gateway, St. Andrews

Engraving
Image: 6

10

x

cm

Plate Mark:

cropped

Sheet: 8.6

12.4

x

cm

St. Andrews Preservation

Trust, 465

125.)
No artist attribution
St.

Mary's College in 1767.

Lithograph
Image: 9.7
Sheet:

19

x

x

17

23

cm

cm

Hay Fleming Library St. Andrews (See also: United College in 1767.)
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I.

SITUATED
on the feacoaft, in the fhire of Fife, about 26 miles
Edinburgh.
from

This View exhibits the E. windowof the Cathedral, which was dedi¬
cated to St. Andrew,

founded by K. Alexander I.

The

brought from Scone by Robert Bifhop of St. Andrews
The

canons were

anno

1140.

370feet, and the crofs, from N. toS.
ISO; the breadth 65, and its height 100 feet. In the year 1304, ac¬
cording to Fordun, Edward I. having undertaken the reduQion of
Stirling, ftript this building of the lead, for conftrufting the machines
ufed in the fiege.
>
length of the church

was

.

This fabric
terwards
ruin.
and
are

was

almoft totally

repaired.

The remains

deftroyed at the Reformation, but af¬
Since the Revolution, it has been allowed to go to
of the wall which furrounds the church is ftrong

extenfive, ornamented with turrets and niches, many of which
very

entire.

St.

ANDREWS.
Plate

II.

QIt. Rulers Chapel, the fubje£t of this fecond Plate, asfeen from
St the eaft, is thought

to be one of the moft ancient monuments of

Chriftianity in Britain. The height of the fquare tower is 105 feet.
is a moft ektenfive view of the fea coaft and neigh¬
bouring country.
,

From the -top, there

By the
dicated

tradition, we are informed, that this Chapel was de¬
to Regulus, a Grecian Monk, who, in the year 368,
brought
common

thither the bones of St. Andrew from

Patras, a

town

of Peleponefus.
#

,

Regimund, the ancient

name

of the town,

was

given it from this

Monk.
*

As

apology for the want of fufficient grounds for elucidating the
antiquities of St. Andrews, all the archives belonging to this place
an

were? at the beginning

of the Reformation, carried to France, and are
fuppofed to be lodged in the Scots College at Douav.
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St.

ANDREWS.
Plate

IIL

'TpHIS Plate gives the fouth front of the Caille, with the gate of entrance, which is all. that remains, the walls towards the fea

being totally demolilhed.
This place is

fuppofed to have been built by Roger Bilhop of St. An¬

drews, who died in 1202.
Earl of

He

was

fecond fon of Robert of Bedemont

Leicefter, and Chancellor of Scotland.

It

was

afterwards

re¬

paired by Cardinal Bethune and Archbilhop Hamilton. On the parade
before the gate, George Wifhart, a famous preacher, was burnt, at the
mitigation of Cardinal Bethune, who, on account of this, and other
enormities,
man

was

aflaffinated in his apartment in the year 1546, by Nor¬

Lefley, fon to the earl of Rothes, and others, who threw him over
window from whence he had, with exulting plcafure, viewed

the very

the death of Wilhart.

awful

Succeeding tumults have left this Caftle

an

heap of ruins.

Over the gateway

is

a

date, which, though much obliterated,

ap-

ANCIENT AND MODERN

ECCLESIASTICAL BUILDINGS.

91

of Dunbar, who
the Castle
gain conferred on the archbishoprick. After this period it was
606

was

presented by James VI. to the Earl

;tained it till 1612, when

the grant was recalled, and

decay, the archbishops not residing in it,
Hospitium of the Priory. In 1654, the Town
ordered " the sleatts, timmer, redd and lumps" of the

ermitted to fall into
ut in the Novum

Council

lastle to be sold, to procure money
nd in Slezer's Theatmm

>resented

as a

for the reparation of the pier;

Scotice, in 1697, the building is re-

ruin.

The Castle is bounded on

the north and east sides by

the sea.*

building has been nearly of the same extent as it now appears
considerable period, the front or south wall being the chief
part remaining. It is of very neat architecture, but many of the

The
for

•

a

Martine, who wrote in 1683, states, that in his time,

there lived people in the
the east and north

city who remembered to have seen men play at the bowls on
sides of the Castle.

And he adds,, that he has heard it reported, that

heritors of Kinkell claimed the privilege

Born, and that they drove them round on the north
the encroachments of the

sea

of old, the

of watering their bestial in the Swilcan

side of the Castle. Severe as
regard

have been, from many circumstances we mnst
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HISTORY

OP

ST.

The wall has three gates;
now

receives the

name

ANDREWS.

the first,

or

principal of whi

of The Pencls.

rr

-

;;

It is much

nificent
sixteen
one

dilapidated, but when entire, must have been a n
piece of architecture. It is seventy-seven feet long
broad, and consists of two very beautiful pointed arc

at each

end; and there

are

distinct marks of three in

mediate

groined arches, which supported apartments above
which the janitor of the priory probably resided. The sec
gate in the wall is round arched, and is situated on the east
leading to the shore. The third is pointed arched, and is situ:
in the south side.
It was used for admitting provisions from
country to the inmates of the Monastery. With very bad t!
it was built up in modern times with coarse mason work.
It •
however, in the course of the recent improvements, reoper
but being found unnecessary for any practical use, was shu
by an iron railing, through which a very favourable view of m
of the ruins connected with the Cathedral may
Each of the turrets is
the

be obtained

provided with a staircase ; and t
top, which is uniformly provided with parapets, a c
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